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ABSTRACT
P u t L  S y im fic  cootral In M IG  w ddtiig 
Synergie cootrols (i.e. real tíme cootrol méthode) for both iteady DC open arc and 
ihoft circuiting arc operatkme have been developed in this study. These have been 
based on the generalised quadratic and linear ‘power-current' and linear Voltage- 
cu iicn f equations w iiicli adequately describe the M IG  welding operation. Ih e  
oaotrols are low  coat electronic units which are added to a tiansiftof' emitio llfd  
power source. The units based on the ‘power-currenf concept can operate with the 
power source set in the constant current, constant voltage or any mode
o f output characteristics, and regulate only the steady DC open arc operation. The 
unit baaed on the Voltage-cunenf oonoqit operates with the power source set in 
nominally constant voltege mode, and regulates boúi steady DC open arc and shmt 
circuiting arc operations. These ctatrols at^ust the current, voltage or power 
automatically acconfang to any opentor-selected wire feed speed whether hmiíi# «íii»h 
af any level, varied gradually or modulated with any waveform  to achieve 
tfaefiDftl pulstiig^.
In addition, two appmarhes have been uaed to adapt the synergic ccsUol imin 
to a low er coat, thyristor ooiU olled power source which is more w idely used in 
industry. In one approach, the generalised control equation used previously for the 
transistor controlled power source has been extended to take w rw im o f the output 
characteristics o f the thyristor controlled power source. A s an alternative, the cnitrol 
units themselves have been m odified to allow  for the different power aource
T te  control systems have been auccraaftilly  <fa nnn«rT. tT.f far pwvtiwing «minft 
welds in a w ide range o f weMirtg applications, for botíi m d
welding techniques.
P u t n : Pcactm tloa coo lro l far T IG  w d d i^
A'backface'penetration cootrol system developed at Liverpool Univen ity, baaed on
a Video camera' instrad o f a *photodk>de' as a sensor, has been evaluated at The 
W elding Institute. Essentially, the system controls the size o f the weld pool,
o f an avenge k v d  o f ndiatioa, by regulatbig pulae cunent period, by m ean o f a 
fibre optica image guideM deo camen/taiiciooomputer baaed controUer. H ie ayatem 
baa been found to be capable o f contiolling the weld bead penetntion unifonnly in
•talnleaa ateel platea and jointa, for conatani aa well m variable material thickneaaea.
However, the ayatem cannot be used with high frequency (H F ) arc diacfaaige, 
aa required for automatic arc initiatioii, becauae the aoftware and electronic 
componenta are conupted.
A  hard-wired control unit haa therefore been developed at The Welding 
Inatitute to replace foe microcomputer baaed controUer. Ih ia  unit can be opented
reliably wifo automatic HF arc initiation. Riithermore, it haa been ahown to control
weld bead penetration in atainleaa ateel platea and jointa, for conatant at weU m 
variabk material thirirn>M i^
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION
1.1. S TA TE M E N T  O F  TH E  PR O B LE M
Direct cuireiit M IG  (M etal Inert G at) welding proceaa' haa three operational modes 
—  steady DC open arc’ , short dicu iting arc’  and pulsed arc^ Each mode may be 
used to produce sound welds but, ptior to welding, the ecjuipmenl (power source and 
w ire feeder) must be set accurately to provide a stable welding condition.
To establisb the correct wdding conditiaos, the conventional method is to adjust 
each parametCT by means o f control knobs provided on the equipment, and then 
adjust and readjust while optimising the cood itk ». This requires not only skill but 
time which could otherwise be utilised for productive welding. Fiiithermoie, the 
method is impracticable for automated and robotic operations requiring a feat change 
in welding conditions to suit various joints.
To facilitate setting up a stable weldiag condition, power sources with constant 
voltage type output characteristics are commonly used, because these provide a 
degree o f self-adjustment in arc length as a consequence o f relatively large changes 
in the currem. However, when the arc is proiK to distuibance, for example, when 
welding joints with narrow angle preparations or those between rusty plates, the 
cunent can fluctuate erratically over a wide range, causing unstable arc operadoa For 
such applications, constant current operation is preferable, because the cunent 
fluctuations are restricted within nsnow lim its and the arc operation remains stable.
'  M IG  (or M A G ) welding is Gm -shielded metal-arc welding proeem using a 
mnsumaMr bare w ire electrode udmre the shield ii^  o f the arc and weld pool area is 
provided by the shroud o f inert gas, active gm  or mixture o f gases.
’  In steady DC open arc, the overall cunent remains steady at a level qweified 
by the wire feed speed.
’  Short circuiting arc operation comprises arcing and short circuiting alternating 
at approximately 50-200 Hr.
* In pulsed arc operation the current is mvitched between two levels at a 
predrtrnninrd fiequency.
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However it is not easy to set up a waridng w eldin f oonditioa without oae-knob or 
feedbadc oonliot, as the oomtant cunent mode does not provide aay self-adjustment 
o f the arc length; the cuncin has to be accurately acyuited relative to a given wire 
feed speed to obtain a stable arc o f the required length. Furthermore, even minor 
changes in w ire feed speed, which can frequently occur with commercial equipmoit, 
lead to degeneration o f the established welding cooditioo, «•«■■«t"g arc instability 
which can result in defective welds.
The difficu lty in setting up welding conditions effectively has already been 
resolved for the pulsed arc operation by developing a real time control method called 
Uynergic' ooatrol^ Tint is bated on a relationship between all the relevant parmneteis 
for pulsed arc operation. An electronic comrol unit or a microcomputer executes the 
relationship automatically and controls the power source output, so that the requited 
pulse parameters for any given wire feed speed ate supplied to the arc. A ll that is 
needed from the operator is to select the w ire feed speed for the required application. 
W ith this control, manual, mechanised or fu lly automated welding operations can be 
accomplished easily, efficiently and economically, and welds o f connsteatly high 
quality can be made even in difficult applkatioos. As the synergic system simplifies 
pulsed arc operation, it has now become an essential feature o f practically all modem 
pulsed M IG  welding power sources.
1,2. O B JEC TIVE
This project has been aimed at developing synorgic control (i.e. teal time control 
methods) for both steady DC open arc and ahoit circuiting arc operations, cnwipriatiig 
low  coat efecironic control units to be added to a power source. These controls would 
coordinate all the relevant parameters automatically to establish any required w eld ii^  
condition, by adjinting essentially the single knob oontroUing the power source output 
and wire feed. The expected benefits oi these systems include simplicity, ease and 
reliability in welding operatioos, improved weld quality, extended applicatioo range 
and cost effective produetk».
* Synergic is a 'one-knob' control system, executing a relatiooship, whereby the 
relevant operating parameters are adjusted automatically for any wire feed speed, 
arhether constant, varied gradually or modulated with any waveform.
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13. M A IN  FEATU RES O F T H E  PRO CESS 
1J.1. BmIc opcralioa
In fteady DC open arc operation a steady cuneni. Fig. 1-1 (1 ), is uaed to operate an 
open aic which is established between a bare wire consumable electrode and a 
workpiece to be welded. A  nominally hted gas is supplied to shield the arc zone from 
the atmospheric gases. The arc heat melts the woifcpiece to form a weld pool, and 
also melts the consumable wire so that the molten metal is transferred across the 
open arc, in a series o f discrete droplets, into the weld pool to form  the weld bead. 
The wire is cominuously fed from a spool irdo the arc at a required speed to achieve 
the desired weld metal deposition rate. The w ire feed speed is matched with the wire 
bumoff rate by adjusting the arc current (or voltage) so that a coutaat arc length (say 
between 3 and 10 mm) is maintained to provide stable arc operation.
In priiKiple, short circuiting arc operation is similar to the steady DC open arc 
operation, except that the arc voltage (arc length) is reduced for a given wire feed 
speed, such that the arc operation comprises arcing and short circuiting intervals 
alternating at approximately 50-200 Hz. Consequently, both the arc voltage and 
currein fluctuate consisteinly. Fig. 1-2 (2 ), and therefore these parameters in general 
are described by their mean values.
IJ J .  Essential reqnirancnU
For successful operation o f both steady DC open and short dreuiting M IG  arcs, there 
are two essential requirements which must be fulfilled. Firstly, any g iv o i wire feed 
speed must be matched with the wire burned rate, so that a constant arc length is 
maintainrd. O thow ise, an excessive w ire feed speed atould cause stubbing o f the 
w ire into the weld pool, or an fosuffident speed would cause buraback whereby the 
arc becomes excessively long and m dts the contact tube supplying current to the 
wire. Secondly, metal transfer from the w ire should be in the fonn o i «mail droplets 
(o f the Older o f the w ire diameter), to allow  the formation o f a unifonn weld bead. 
Otherwise, large droplet or globular type metal transfer would produce not only 
irregular welds but also cause lack o f penetration defects.
W ith steady DC open arc operation, the first requirement can be folfiUed over 
the entire current (or w ire feed speed) range, approximately 50-500 A . However, the
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1-1. Typical ascillogram o f arc voltage and current for the steady DC arc 
operation, using 1.2 nun diameter Inconel wire at 225 A  in argon «hit^iHing gas ( i ) .
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1-2. Typical oscillogram o f arc voltage and current for the short circuiting arc 
operation, using 1.0 mm diameter mild steel w ire at A2 m/min w ire feed tp ffd  in 
GO, shielding gas (2 ).
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Moond icquiremeat can be fu lfilled only o m  a lim ited tan (e, from a 'critical' cunent 
level upwaidi at wfaidi a transition oocun from the unsuitable globular to the 
dcsfrable spray (small droplet) type metal transfer. Thus, applicatkms requiring low  
cunents, such as joimpg thin sheet or heat sensitive matfrials, positional welding root 
nuts and weld surfacing, cannot be accomplished.
Fbr steel wires, the limitation imposed by globular metal transfer may be 
removed by using short circuiting arc operation. In this process, not only can the 
balance between the wire feed speed and burnoff rate be m »in t«in «t, but also «mull 
droplet type metal transfer is achieved by means o f the short dicuits.
Another essential requirement, relevant only to short circuiting arc operation, 
is that the rate o f rice o f current during a short circuit must be restrided between two 
Innits, H g. 1 -3  (3 ), by means o f an inductance (or some other device) contained in 
the arc cira iit. Otherwise, an excessive rate would cause spatter, or an insufficient 
rate a sluggish arc performance. Between these limits, the rate o f rise o f current can 
be adjusted further to provide optimum arc performance.
U J .  Parnm ctilc relallorHUps 
U J . l .  SUmJy DC open arc optradom 
m). ComalnU emrmtt mod»
In general, with steady DC me operation, a welding coodilion is established with the 
power source set in either oantant current or v o lt i^  nmde. For the constant
current mode, whereby the current supplied to the arc, in principle, remains fixed at 
any selected value, the operating variables include w ire feed speed and current, for 
a given arc length (or voltage) and wire extension. Over a range o f weldittg 
conditions, for a requited wire material/ w ire diameter/ «h ield iin  gag combination, 
these variables provide a idatkmahip between the wire feed speed and current (called 
bum off), w h id i is used as a basis for the arc operation. The relationship specifies a 
unkpK current for any required w ire feed speed, which must be supplied to the arc 
to match the feed speed with the bum off rate, so that a constant arc length is 
mairnained. The relationship is substantially linear over the operating range, relevant 
to the desirable spray type metal transfer. Fig. 1-4 (4 4 .6 ). such that the current 
htcreases with the wire feed speed. In addition it makes an intercept on the cutrent
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Fig. 1-3. Optimum working range o f rate o f rise (rf cuncnt, controlled by inHurtatwy 
during a siiort circuit, for 1.2 mm diameter mild steel wire (3 ).
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Fig- 1-4. Typical bum off characteristics:
a ) m ild steel wire/1.2 mm diameter/Ar-«-5%C02 (^)>
b ) aluminium wiie/1.6 mm diameter/Ar (5 ),
e ) zirconium alloy wiie/1.2 mm diameter/Ar (6 ).
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axk when extrapolated to zero feed »peed. Although both the alope and interoept are 
unique for a given wire material/wire diamctcT/thiclding gaa combination, theae 
parameteis in general are different for each combination. That is, the relationship is 
specified by a given combination.
k). CohmM  9oHag0 mod*
Fbr the constant voltage mode, whereby the voltage supplied to the arc, in principle, 
remains constant at a selected value, the operating variables include the arc voltage 
and w ire feed speed (or current). For a range o f weldiog conditions, using a fixed 
wire extension and arc length, the two variables provide a relationship betw een the 
arc voltage and current, which fornu a basis for the arc operation. The relationship 
qrecifies a unique voltage for any required current. O va  the usable range, relevant 
to spray type metal transfa, the relationship is substantially linew  such that the 
voltage increases gradually with the currem, and it m aka an intercept on the voltage 
axis when extrapolated to the current at zero value. For example, four relationships 
are shown in H g. 1-S (7 ), relevant to four wire composition/Wire Hiamafr/shielding 
gas combinations. Although both the slope and interoept are unique for a given 
combination, these parameters in general are different for different combinations.
The effect a change in the w c length on an arc voltage v. am cm  relationship 
is that, while the slope remains practically constant, the interoept or the voltage level 
mcreaacs with the arc lengih. For the allowable arc length range, from say zero to the 
distance between the woriq>ieoe and contact tip, the voltage level is increased 
producing a fam ily o f parallel relationihips, whereby the lowest curve oonesponds 
to stubbing arc operatfon, and the highest curve oonespoods to the arc operatioo 
giving bumbneks. Fig. 1 -6  (8 ). For a given arc current, the correlation between the 
arc voltage and arc length is shown in Hg. 1-7 (7 ). This correlation is also lin ev  
o v a  the usable arc length range, from about 3-10 mm.
U 3 ,2. Short dnmtmg ore operodom
For the ahoit circuiting arc, the p ow a  source is normally operated in the constant 
voltage mode. This operation indudm mean voltage and mean current (o r w ire feed 
speed) as variaM a which need to be coordinated to establish a stable welding
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H f. 1-5. Typical arc voltage v. current relationships at constant arc length (7):
A ) aluminium bronze wireA-6 mm diameter/argon,
B ) aluminium wire/1.6 mm diameter/argtm,
Q  aluminium wireA.O  mm diameter/belium,
D ) nickel wire/1.6 mm diameter/argon.
Wirt fttd Mpatd 
m/min $ W »  U H 1$
Fig. 1-6. E ffect o f arc length on arc voltage v. current relationship, for 1.0 mm 
diameter aluminium w ire in argtrn shielding gas (8 ).
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Fig. 1-7. COnelation between arc voltage and arc length at constant cunent levels 
for 0.8 mm diameter aluminium wire in argon shielding gas (7 ):
A ) 16.5 m/min, 160 A , B ) 12.7 m/min, 135 A ,
Q  102 m/min, 105 A , D ) 7.6 m/min, 80 A .
Fig. 1-8. Bum off relatioashipc for short d icu iting arc operation, using 1.0 and 
1.2 mm diameter m ild steel wires and CX)2 and Ar-f20%CO2 shielding gases, w ith 
12 mm wire extension (2 ).
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coudition. H ie  inducUnoe mint alto be adjuited to coabol the tale o f rite o f cunent 
duiing a ihort drcuh, but this parameter, ooce aet, ihould remain oonatant for any 
wddiitg om ditiaa Over the operatmg nage, for a givca wire exteneian, the variables 
provide a relationiliip between the mean arc voltage and mean current which defines 
the basis o f the operation. For any given w ire compositionAivire diameter/shieldiiig 
gas com binatk», the relationsliip specifies a unique mean voltage for any required 
mean current (or wire feed speed as qiecified  by the bum off relafiooships shown in 
Fig. 1-8  (2 ) for various oombinatioas). Fbr a given combination, the mean voltage 
V. mean current relatkmsliip is practically linear such that the voltage incrcasct 
gradually with the current, and it makes an intercept on the voltage axis when 
extrapolated to the current at zero value, as shown in Fig. 1-9 (2 ). Although both the 
slope and intercept are unique for a given combination, these parameters in general 
are different for each combination.
The effect o f changing the arc length on the mean voltage v. mean cunent 
relationship is that the slope remains practically constant, but the intercept or the 
voltage level is increased with the arc length. For the allowable arc length range, 
from stubbing to the onset o f open arc operatioo, which is very limited, a fam ily o f 
approximately parallel relationships is produced, whereby the lowest curve 
concaponds to inadeqtuUe beat input during an ardiig period, and the highest curve 
represents the welding conditions with inadequate short dreuiting frequency. 
Fig. 1-10 (2 ).
lA . A F TR O A C H  FO R  T H E  D E V E LO PM E N T O F  SYN E R G IC
C O N TR O LS
Both steady DC open arc and abort circuiting arc M IG  welding operations have been 
characterised by empirical relationships between the wire feed speed, arc current and 
voltage for m ild steel wires using various w ire diameter/shielding gas/wire extensioo 
oombinatioos, and deacribed by gnnrralised equations. H iese relationships were used 
to derive control (synergic) etpiations. Fiirtbermore, to implement the synergic 
equations autonutically, three types hard-wired electronic oortfrol units have been 
designed and constructed and interfaced with a transistor' oootroUed power source. 
These systems have been evaluated and found to be capable o f performing the
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Fig. 1-9. Voltage-cunent relationships for short circuiting arc operation, using 1.0 
and 1J2 mm diameter m ild steel wires and CO j and Ar-f20% CO2 shielding gases, 
w ith 12 mm w ire extension (2 ).
Fig. 1-10. Voltage range for the short circuiting arc operation, using 1.2 nun 
diameter mild steel w ire and CO^  shielding gas (2 ).
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•yn oslc opentioiis, whereby niitaMe ciinent and voltage are acyuiied automatically 
g iviiig  stable arc operation for any selected w ire feed speed whether m «int«i,K^ 
constant, varied gradually or modulated automatically to achieve thermal piU ing 
Farther evaluation using modulated w ire feed speed has shown that «miwd welds can 
be nude even for 'tunow  angle' butt joints.
The success o f the synergic oomrols for both the steady DC open arc and short 
circuiting arc operation, described above, relied on the capability o f a versatile 
laboratory type Iransistot' controlled power source. To transfer the newly developed 
synergic controls into mchistry, the control units were then to operate with
a commercully available thyristor* controlled power source.
The artsptahon enmpriard  derivation o f the S)mergic coalrol « y »«««««» to 
variables relevant to the thyristor corrirotled power source. Based on these equatioiu,
the comrol droihs were modified and iniBifaoe circuits constructed to link the control
units with the power source.
Tbc performance o f these control systems has been tested comprehensively for 
arc mitiatioo and stability o f arc operation using w ire feed speed wMMrmmwt 
varied gradually or modulated automatically. Fkirtber testt have been carried out to 
how the control systems would respond to a in dm process parameters,
such M w ire extensm i, wire diameter and shielding gas compositioo. Finally, the 
control systems were tested for the welding o f the typical joint«
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CHAPTER!
A CRITICAL REVIEW OF ONE-KNOB CONTROLLED 
MIG WELDING POWER SOURCES
2.1. SU M M A R Y
Several 'one-knob' controlled pawct eouroes have been developed pveviouily to 
simplify the setting up o f parameters for a steady DC open arc and short circuiting 
M IG  welding opoations; these developments have been described in reference 9. 
Briefly, the control is achieved by means o f electrical and electronic circuits which 
execute the bssic parametric lelationahips. The control is based on the 'arc voltage 
control' concept (10) whereby a required voltage is maintained automatically whilst 
regulath^ the wire feed speed. This system would not maintain a constant arc length, 
which is essential for producing sound welds, over the operating wire feed speed 
Twnt. The arc voltage must be increaBed progressively with the feed speed according 
to the relevant arc voltage-w ire feed speed (o r current) relationship, for a constant 
arc length.
Alternatively, the corrirol has been based on the 'arc length control' concept 
whereby a required arc length is maintained automatically for any w ire feed speed 
whilst regulating the arc voltage according to the operating relationship. The arc 
length control is either stepwise, which retrieves any one o f only a lim ited number 
o f the preprogrammed welding conditions (11,12,13,14,15), or continuously variable, 
which sets up any welding condition over the operating w ire feed speed range 
(8,17,18,19,20,21,22,23). The continuously variable control, achieved by using the 
Hat* output characteristics o f the power supply unit, is considered to provide more 
stable welding conditions compared with that using the ’rising' output characteristic. 
Nevertheless, in either mode, any w ire slipping over the w ire feed tolls or any wire 
restriction in the conduit would still cause an unstable arc operation.
12. IN TR O D U C T IO N
To the steady DC open arc and short dreuitmg arc opention, many attempts
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have previouily been made to develop control metfaodi which would coordinate all 
the retevant parameten automatically, to eataUiih a required welding onndiHon. by 
adjufting only one-knob controlling the power touioe output and wire feeder. These 
systems, which have achieved varying degrees o f success, are called helf-adjusted', 
'adf-regulated*, ’programmed' or 'one-knob' controlled power sources.
In general two approaches have been tried out to design a one-knob controlled 
power source, and each implemented using various control methods. One approach 
has been baaed on the 'arc voltage control' concept whereby a required voltage is 
»M M»t*ined automatically while regulating the wire feed speed. The other approach 
has been based on the 'arc length control' concept whereby a required arc length is 
maimained automatically, for any w ire feed speed over the operating range, while 
regulating the arc voltage.
X3. A R C  V O LT A G E  C O N TR O L
The method for implementing the arc voltage control concept has been that the 'one- 
knob' control is used to set up a reference value representative o f the required are 
voltage. This value is compared with the actual arc voltage and the difference 
between the two values, called the error signal, is then used to regulate the wire feed 
speed such that the m or is minimised. Thus the requited arc voltage is imintainwl 
automatically.
Only one example o f a practical 'are voltage control' system, H g. 2 - la  
as original (10 ) and Fig. 2 -lb  as functional, has been identi& d. This includes a 
'current cointol generator* with its armature connected in series with the armature o f 
the wire feeder motor. Both the armatures together ace connected across the w e ld ii« 
arc, such that the current control generator operates in the parallel relatiouhip with 
the tranafonner-rectifier power supply unit supplying the are. W ith this arrangement, 
the output voltage o f the generator provides the reference v o l t ^  wUch is « » i p mH 
with the operating are voltage due to the parallel operation, and the difference 
betweoi the two values determines the current supplied from the gmerator to the 
armature o f the wire feeder motor. That is, the m or voltage regulates the wire feed 
speed, such that the required are voltage is maintained automatically.
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R f- 2-1. Arc voltage control system:
a ) «ig in a l diagram (10),
b ) functkmal diagram.
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lA . A R C  LE N G TH  C O N TR O L
An MC Icngfli oomrol tyftcm  hia been bleed eneniially on the pm netxic ida iion liip  
between the aic voltage and cuncnt (or w ire feed ipeed), tuch aa shown in H g. 1-9, 
for a constant arc length, relevant to any given w ire composition^vire 
diameter/shielding gas combinatioo. The method used for executing the relatknship 
has been either stepwise or continuously variable.
24.1. SIcpwiac control
The stepwise control is that whereby the specific parametric enm hintinn«, 
constituting the welding cooditions, are preprogranuned and any one condition can 
be retrieved automatically using one-knob control. To program the system, the 
required combinations o f the operating parameters, mainly wire feed speed (or 
current) and voltage, are predetermined from the relevant bumoff and voltage-current 
relatxmships. Then, for each combinatioo, a specific electrical and electronic circuit 
is constructed to control togeth » the power supply output and the speed o i the wire 
feeder, such that the specified w ire feed speed (current) and voltage are adjusted 
simultaneously. A ll circuits, relevain to the required number o f the parametric 
combinations, are connected to a m ulti-positioo switch, ix . one-knob, whereby each 
position operates a specific circuit to set up the required welding condition 
automatically.
trmetiad tfMUmt
Based on the stepwise approsch, a number o f 'one-knob' controlled power sources 
have previously been developed (11,12,13,14,15). An early development wre a 
specialised power source (11 ) designed to set up a steady DC arc condition 
automatically (excluding two other conditions relevant to pulsed arc operation) fat 
any one o f the seven wire composWooAsdre gas nmMtatirmm
each combination, an electronic program card was designed which contained 
information on the specific values o f open circuit voltage and wire feed speed 
comprising the welding condition. In operation, the insertion o f a wire reel operated 
a rotary switch which selected the relevant card. This card thro provided signals to 
various relays to adtjust the relevant taps on the tapped transformer for aetting-up the
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lequ iitd volta(B and, in additk», acyintcd tapa on the electrical d iciu t aupplying the 
wire feeder for lettin f-u p  the coneaponding wire feed ipeed. Tbua, the welding 
oonditkn could be let up automatically.
The power louroe, described above led to the development o f another more 
flexible 'M igm atic' powm aource (12). In this lystem, wfaidi has remained only o f 
laboratoiy interest, the power supply was based on a tiansfonner-thyriitor unit, ao 
that the output could be adjusted electronically instead o f changing taps on the 
transformer. In addition, the th3rristors were feedback controlled and, therefore, the 
output voltage was stabilised against any changes in the mains voltage or ambient 
temperature. Finthermore, pmgrsimiiing ¡a the required welding condhions was not 
fixed but very flexible, and could be carried out via a pinboard. This board had 300 
sockets for programming altogether ten welding conditionB. A  set o f thirty sockets 
was allocated for programming each conditioo; twelve for voltage, eleven for wire 
feed speed, five  for inductor selection, and the remaining two for choice o f shielding 
gas. Each welding condition was completely programmed by inserting eight pins 
ahogtthrr, whereby three pins selecled a coasae, a medium and a fine voltage setting, 
such that the sum adjusted the required voltage. Similarly, three pins set up the wire 
feed speed, one frin adjusted the indurtnr and one pm selected the shielding gas. Once 
the pinboard was programmed, then any requited welding condition could be 
retrieved automatically by means o f a ten-position switch, provided on the gun for 
convenience.
The control concepts used for developing the two power sources described 
above, have been utilised in the constructioo o f a number o f commercial power 
aouroes. For example, these mduded A iriolyiix (13X M igom at-160 (14) asid 
Autoweld (14). Autolynx provided 'one-knob' adjustment at three positioiis for 
aettiag-up any one o f the three welding conditfoos automatically, nreae conditiooB 
were considered to be suitable for welding workpiece thidmess ranges o f 0 3 - 
0.7 mm, 0.9-1.2 mm and 1.6 mm using 0.6 mm diameter m ild steel wire.
M igomat-160 provided a five-position switch, whereby the first four positions 
were relevant to the short circuiting arc operation, but the fifth  position enabled M IG 
spot welding. The first four positions could select four welding conditions 
(combinatkms o f open circuit voltage and wire feed speed) automatically.
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oonc^xxidiiig to 60, 80, 120 and 160 A  arc cuncal, uaiiif 0 ^  mm diamctw wire.
Autowdd provided a aiz-poaitioa oontiol knob wberd>y the fin t five poaitiona 
could act one o f five predetennined welding cooditionB for the abort dicuiting arc 
operation, cotieaponding to 40, SO, 6S, 80 and 100 A, uaing 0.6 and 0.8 mm diameter 
wirea. Each knob poaition aelected a tap on a tranaforma together with a luitable 
voltage to be aupplied to the wire feeder motor, ao that a » " «* '* « " g  combination o f 
open circuit voltage and wire feed ipeed waa adjuited automatically.
A  latCT developmeal by Fhilipa Etedronic and Am odated Induatriea Ltd (IS ) 
had ita electrical circuit deaigned in three versiona. The firat veriion. F ig  2-2a 
aa original (IS ) and F ig  2-2b aa functional diagram, compriaed a 3-phaae 
tranaformer-rectifier unit with each o f three primary windingt having five tape. TIk  
identical tape on each phaae could be connected to the maina aupply by meana o f a 
five-poaition awitch, and thua enabled the open circuit voltage to be arcuated in five 
itepa. The circuit alao aupplied the w ire feeder from an additional cingle-phaie 
aecondary winding connected to a rectifier via an autotranaformer. By actuating thia 
device the w ire feed apeed could be coordinated with the open circuit voltage auch 
that, for any poaition o f the awitch adjuating the tape, a atable welding condition 
would be obtained automatically.
H ie  aecood veraion, H g  2-3a aa original (IS ) and F ig  2-3b aa functional 
diagram, waa raamtially aimilar to the firat, except that an autotranaformer with five 
tape and an inductor with three tape w o e  incorpocated in each o f the primary 
windinga o f the welding tranaformer. The function o f theae inductora wax to provide 
a required 'droop' in the output charactcrixtic o f the power aource, to graerate large 
variationB in the output voltage relative to the current. Tbeae variationa were required 
to increaae the reaponae o f the wire feeder relative to the welding current, ao that 
atability o f the welding conditionc would be enhanced.
The third verxion. F ig  2-4a aa original (IS ) and R g  2-4b aa functional 
diagram, waa alao ximilar to the firat one, except that the circuit xupplying the wire 
feeder wax m odified. The autotranafoimCT had been removed, and the xingle-phaae 
aecondary winding aupplying the wire feeder waa provided with five  tape. Theae tapa 
were aelected together with the conexponding tapa provided on the 3-phaac primary 
windingx o f the welding tranaforraer, via a aingle five-poahion xwitch. Fbr different
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R s- 2-2. S tep w ^  om tiolled power source (first version):
a ) original diagram (15),
b ) ftuKtional diagram
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Fig. 2-3 . Stepwise oontiolled power source (second veruon):
a ) original diagram (15),
b ) functional diagram.
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R f-  2-4 . Stepwise controlled power source (third version):
a ) original diagram (IS ),
b ) functional diagram.
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pochkio« ot the twitch, the output open cucuit voltage w at altered in ttepa, but the 
wire feed ipeed remained unchanged for all the positiont. Thia feature enabled 'one- 
knob' welding operatk» with different diamnirr wiiea.
24,2. C eetien ou i ooBtrol
Continuoua control it  that whereby a ipeciSc parametric lelatioiiih ip, lepicaenting a 
oontiiMiout range o f welding conditiooB, it peepmgramim-H, and any welding 
condition within the range it  retrieved automatically uting one-knob control. To 
program the tyttem , the required relatioiiBliip, whether voltage v. currein, voltage v. 
wire feed tpeed or curieal v. w ire feed tpeed it predetennined. Then an electtical and 
electronic circuit it conttructed to control together the power tupply output and the 
tpeed o f the wire feeder, tuch that the tpecified relationthip it maintaiin-d 
automatically. Bated on thit concept, mainly two techniquet have bear identified to 
aooomplitii the control operation. In one technique, the 'one-knob controb the power 
tupply unit tuch that the output it  a 'riting' type voltage-current characterittic. In the 
other technique, the 'one-knob contiolt the level o f the cn«iivciuinn»l ■flat* type output 
characterittic, oortetponding to the required current or w ire feed tpeed.
a). C ontrol with 'tftia g ' output characterittfc
Ft terOially the power tupply unit it  detigned to provide a 'riting' voltage-cunertt 
Btatic output characterittic, ntrtilar to an arc voltage v. current relationahip, relevartt 
to a tped fic wire compoctiioi^tdte p g  oombinatioa To  rnmtrh the
characterittic with a relationthip for any required combination, and for any operating 
arc leitgth, meant arc provided for adjiuting both the irtteroept (i.e. open circuit 
vahape) and alope o f the characttrittic, Once the characteriitic it made identical with 
the operating reh timuhip, then the power tource it expected to provide a tuitable arc 
voltage for any required wire feed tpeed (or current) automatically.
Prmeticml gytUmM
Ih e  concept o f 'riting output characterittic' w at implemented to detign the 'm ierarc' 
power-aource (8 ), oompritmg a motor-generator power aupply unit. To ettaUe the 
output characterittic to be programmed, by actuating ht intercept and tlope, relevatrt
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lo  « y  le q u M  w ilt conposilion^iaie d im ie te ^ ^  oomboMiiaa, the power
■ouroe WM provided with two omlrois. One oontrol, open tiiy  a field liwoatat, w ie d  
the open d icu it volta fe (that ia the inteioept on the volta fe a x » ) oontinuouily fiom  
10-30 V . The other, a four-poeitioii awitcfa aekcthif a ukaU e tap on the aeries 
could adjust the slope at any one o f the four values. Thus, both the controls together 
enable the output characteristic to be matched, as nearly as pon iU e, with a required 
an; voitage v. cuireat operating relationship. Once the characteristic was progtanmed, 
then the power source was ready to set up a welding condition automatically, for any 
wire feed speed selected by the operator.
b ). Control w ith 'Hot* output characteristic
The 'fla f static output characteristic o f a power supply unit is n«»t whereby the 
voltage decreases gradually (less than about 5 V  per 100 A ) as the cunent increase. 
Any point on the characteristic, coordinating voltage and emreot, does not necesswily 
represent a feasible operating point. This is because, the slope o f the ch«T«r»riristk’ 
is negative, whereas that o f a voltage v. cunent relationship for arc operation is 
positive. Therefore, their intersection, which gives the stable arc operation, occurs 
only at one point. That is, an output characteristic with a specified voltage level 
provides only one operating point. This point is shown in Fig. 2 -5  for a constant 
wire feed speed and variable arc length (16), and in Fig. 2 -6  for a variable wire feed 
speed and constant arc length.
To achieve stable arc operation over the entire current (o r wire feed speed) 
range, a control mechanism (current control) is designed which enables the voltage 
level o f the output characteristic to be vu ied. This variation moves the operating 
pitint along the specified volbtge v. current parametric relationsbip, corresponding to 
may reipiired current (or wire feed speed). Fbr example, the operating pools for low*, 
inedium' and liigh ' curreiUs are shown as solid symbols on the set o f three 
characteristics, H g. 2-7.
Fuitherinore, i f  the arc loigth is required to be increased or decreased o v a  io  
operating range, for any given cunent, then the control mechanism is designed to 
raise or low er further the level o f the output characteristic (by m ea i» o f 'firre voltage' 
or 'fiiw  arc length' or *tiim' control). This variation produces a voltagc/cuiient
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Fig- 2-S. Operating point deflned by the power source output characteristic and 
voltage V. current relationship for constant w ire feed speed but variable arc length 
operation (16).
H g. 2 -6 . Operating point defined by the power source output characteristic and 
voltage V. current relationship for constant arc length but variable wire feed speed 
operation.
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H g. 2-7. Static output characteristics o f the power supply unit with low*, 'medium' 
and liigh ' current settings, together with voltage v. current relationship for arc 
operation.
■ MoMimum art tangth tatting 
-Mtdium are langth tatting 
• Minimum arc tangth tatting
Arc ralationthipt 
for a ranga of arc 
langtht
twar source output- 
charactarittict
100 too
Currant, A
300 too
Fig. 2-8 . Vottage-current operating zone, shown dotted, derived for the combined 
varia tk » o f the current and voltage settings.
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opendiig zooe, H (. 2-8. Any voltagB/cuiient oooniinadoa in the zone repieeente a 
fcaaible operating point which can be eataMiihed by the combined variation o f the 
'a n c a f and Voltage' oontrolf. Tbia oontrol concept hia been hnplenieated by varioua 
control techniques to construct 'one-knob' controlled power sources.
Prmcticml ijtU m i
The one-knob control provided on the 'one-knob welder* (17), developed in 1968, 
was coupled mechanically, by means o f gears, to both an autotransformer and a 
potentiometer. The autotransfoimcr controlled the input voltage to the power supply 
unit, such that the open circuit voltage could be varied from 18 to 35 V , while the 
potentiometo' controlled the speed o f the wire feeder. Thus, the one-knob correlated 
both the w ire feed speed and the output voltage, such that a stable welding condition 
could be set up automatically for any w ire feed speed. The mechanical coupling was 
designed mainly to operate for 0.9 nun (0.035 in .) AiMmrtrr w ire. T o  alter the arc 
length, the coupling design provided some flexib ility such that it could be relemed 
to icai^uBt the autotransformer relative to the potentiometer. This enabled the voltage 
level o f the output cfasracteristic to be incwssed or decressed, cHwigiiig the arc length 
as required over the w ire feed speed range.
A n otbn  power source (18) developed in 1974, H g. 2-9a as original and 
R g. 2-9b as fonctkmal diagram, incorporated electronic controls for programming 
the output characteristics. The contrt>l unit was dM igm^ to receive a signal 
representative o f the required wire feed speed from a feedback controlled wire feeder, 
and to provide an output signal representative o f the open circuit voltage relative to 
the feed speed. This signal was then used to control the output o f the transformer- 
thyristor power supply unit, such that the required open circuit voltage was 
maittfained automatically, Mr»Mi«Kti«g g stable welding condition. The corarol unit 
was made flerdble in that it provided two controls, which were contharously variable, 
for ad)uating the output characteristic as required. One oontrol varied the intercept, 
that is the open circuit voltage, while the other varied the slope. Tlnis the output 
characteristic could be matched with the arc voltage v. wire feed speed (or current) 
relationship relevant to any given w ire composition/wire Hianw-rw^hiekting gas 
combination. Another important function o f the oontrol varying the open dicuit
• )
b )
f u d  rtllM
R f-  2-9. One-knob omtroUed power touioe regulating arc voltage v. wire feed 
speed relationship electronically;
a ) original diagram (18),
b ) functional diagram.
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vohafc WM that, for a given combination, the arc length could be adjuated eaaily by 
the operator even during the welding operation. Tbui, the control aystem aunplifted 
■etting-up welding coaditiooa for any required combination, w ire feed ipecd and arc 
length.
An electronic control ayatem (19), R g. 2-lO a aa original and H g. 2-lO b 
m fonctional diagram, reported in 197S, compriaed a memory bank which waa 
preprogrammed with 20 progtama (voltage v. wire feed apeed relationahipa) relevant 
to varioua wire compoaitioi^wre diameterAhielding gaa/proceaa vatiam oombhMtiona. 
The ayatem enabled any required (xogram to be aelected by meana o f a number o f 
puah buttona provided on the front panel o f the power aource. The program coiqrled 
the wire feed apeed with the output charactciiatic o f the tranaformer-thyriator power 
auppty unit ekctronicaUy auch that a auitable voltage level waa adjuated automatically 
for any required w ire feed apeed. In thia ayatem three inductance term inala were 
provided on the front panel, and a lamp war lit up automatically to indicate which 
terminal must be connected in the welding ciicuit, relevant to the selected program.
A  new range o f M IG  welding power aourcea has recently been developed in 
Japan, including for example the OTC Transistarc MM350, National Pana Auto 
Memory 350 and Hitachi Micom Auto 350MA. Their design approach is based on 
transfonner-thyristor or trainistor combinations, together with low  cost electronic 
control drcuilB. These circuits are preprogrammed (excepting any pulsed operation) 
to execute voltage v. wire feed speed relationships relevam to various wire 
onmpoaitinn^vire diamfrerAhiriding gas comlnnatioos. The power sources enhble any 
required combination to be selected by means o f switches provided on the front 
panel. Then the power sources become ready to operate from  one-knob 'current* 
control, with a further trim ' oortool which enables arc length to be varied as required. 
The current control sets any required w ire feed speed and, in addition, adjusts the 
level ol the output characteristic corresponding to any required current, for a given 
voUage control (or arc length) setting This determines a unique operating voltage for 
the required current (and wire feed speed). Furtherroore, a range o f output voltage for 
any given current can be obtained by varying the voltage control. That is, any arc 
length can be sdected over the operating range.
Another 'one-knob' power source developed and inqnoved in the late 1970s and
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Fig. 2-10. A G A  M IG  400 electronic welding power supply: 
■ ) original diagram (19), 
b ) functional diagram.
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e « ly  1980i (20^1,22,7^ ), called SAM  (Servo Adjuited M IG ), indudes a tnnaiator 
oonlTolled power aupply unit and a feedback controlled w ire feeder which are 
controlled together by an electronic control unit, Fig. 2 - lla  aa original and 
Fig. 2 - llb  aa functional diagnan. The 'one-knoV control enaUea a welding condition 
to be let up automatically relevant to any required wire feed apeed. In operation, the 
'one-knob' nppliea a aignal to the wire feeder to aet up any required w ire feed apeed 
aaid, in addition, providea the relevant information to the control unit. Thin unit then 
determinea a 'reference' aignal repreaentative o f the auhaUe current level, which 
ahould be maintained apecifically during the arcing intervale o f the ahort circuiting 
arc operation, to achieve optimum arc performance. In addition, the control unit uaea 
the arc voltage and current aignala to identify the arcing perioda and determinea a 
aignal repreaentative o f the actual arc power excluaively during the arcing période. 
Thia xignal ia compared with the 'reference' aignal to determine an 'error* which ia 
then uaed either to readjuat the wire feed apeed while the power aupply output 
remaina preaet according to the 'reference', or to reat^uat the output w hile the feed 
apeed remaina preaet. Tbua, the xyatem ia deaigned not only to aet up a welding 
condition automatically, but alao to maintain a conatant arc powm at the optimum 
value during the arcing période.
2S. D ISCU SSIO N  A N D  C O N C LU D IN G  R E M A R K S  
One-^nob controlled power aouroea aet up the welding conditiona efficiently becauae 
the relevant welding parametera are coordinated automatically. Otherwiae, the 
parametera have to be adjuated individually by the oonveotional method trial and 
error, by meana o f the relevant contrôla provided on the power aource. Incorrect 
adjuatment could cauae the ar^metal tranafer to become unataUe reaulting in 
defective welda.
Varioue appmarhra have been conceived and implemented to devdop one-^mob 
controlled ayatona. In general theae control approachea either aeek to m»tnt»tn a 
comtant arc voltage vdiile the wire feed apeed ia regulated automatically (arc voltage 
corMroIX or aeek to maintain a conatant arc length while the arc voltage ia adjuated 
automatically for any given wire feed apeed (arc length control). The 'arc voltage 
control' comparée the required and actual voltagea, and uaea the 'error' to regulate the
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K tftrm ct
F if- 2-11. Servo aiyufted M IG  (S A M ) power fo iiice:
a ) origmal diagram (20),
b ) functional diagram.
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w in  feed speed meinU in iin  required volta fe. A  practical tyttem  bated on tUt 
conoept, indudet the cunent control (merator/niotor/arire feeder cnmhinatinn These 
are not only expensive and bulky, but also have high inertia and provide 
response to the fret voltage fluctuations which nonnally occur when welding.
The 'arc loigth  control' executes a specific voltage v. w ire feed speed (or 
current) relatiooship for a required arc length in eithre stepwise or ooirtinuous mode. 
In practioe, the slepwiae control approach is limited to only a few  weidiag 
Otherwise, the design and construction o f the power source become complex and 
require special devices to be used. As a result, the power source becomes expenive 
and thoefore unacceptable commercially. In addition, the approach is m fUrihii. 
because the parameters constituting the welding conditions are all fixed. Therefore, 
any trimming' of a welding condition to optimise the arc performance for a specific 
application cannot be carried out by the operator. This infiexibility could easily 
otdweigh the efficiency and convenience provided by the one-knob control np>«winn 
Fhrthennore, for a welding condition to be reproducible, the stepwise «pp « » » *  
requires the power siqjply output and wire feed speed to be stabilised « g «in «t u y  
changes, for example in the mains voltage and temperature (the latter can rise in the 
drcuito during operation or through changes in the ambient temperature). Using 
modern electronic devices (such as thyristors and transistors) together with feedback 
control circuits, the power supply output and speed o f the wire feeder motor can be 
stahilisfd , but still w ire slippage over the feed rolls or w ire restriction in the conduit 
would cause inooosistem welding performance.
The continuous ooiUrol is accomplished u«»iig either a 'rising' « i rtpiit 
characteristic o f the power supply unit, or a Hat* characteristic. The first method 
rerpiires the rising characteristic to be perfectly matched with the specific voltage v. 
current (or w ire feed speed) relationship, to obtain a constant arc length for n y  wire 
feed speed. However, in practice, the perfect match would not be «< vw «p ii«v »t 
easily. Even i f  a perfect match could be achieved, the arc operation would still be 
unstable because the operating point, coordinating the required voltage and current, 
would be free to move along the characteristic. That is , i f  the arc lengtii is 
(hie to a disturbaiioe, the current would be increased extending the arc l« ig rt« further, 
to cause bumbadt. Conversely, a decrease in the arc length would be MigrMiUftrt due
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to leductioa in current and leault in itubbinf. In other wonk, the tyiten i provides a 
welding ooodition which would become unkable due to arc diituit>ancet. To 
eliminate fuch instability, the slope o f the output characteristic should, in principle, 
be l e »  than that for the operating lelatkmship (24). However, i f  the slope 
is large, the arc length would not remain constant as required over the wire feed 
speed range. Whereas, with a snuU difference, the output characteristic and the 
relatkmship could imeisect at various points. Fig. 2-12 (24). Therefore, the arc 
would be unstable because o f shifting from orre operating point to another.
The problem o f arc instability, which would occur with the control method 
using the ’rising' output characteristic, can be eliminated with the control technique 
based on the 'O af characteristic. But, with this technique, the output voltage and the 
wire feed speed are required to remam stable any changes, for example, in
the mains voltage, temperature o f the circuits during operatioo and ambient 
tempermure; and these should be no wire slippage on the feed rolls or wire restriction 
in the conduit. Otherwise the operating point, ooordinating wire feed speed snd 
voltage, would deviate and cause arc instability. To avoid such im tability, various 
one-lmob oordrol systems based on the flat output characteristic include power supply 
and wire feed units which are stabilised by meatK o f feedback control circuits. 
However, these sjrstems would still not prevott arc instability caused by any wire 
slippage over the feed rolls or any wire restriction in the conduit, llierefore, the 
devefopment o f improved one-knob controlled systems should be mnrinn^t
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Fig. 2 -12. Pair o f w (^ung points produced by multi-intersections o f voltage v. 
current relationship for arc operation and power source output characteristic (24).
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROGRAMME
3.1. E Q U IPM E N T
To itudy bMic pvam etric itlatiooih ipt for both the itew ly DC open arc and ihort 
d ro iiliiig  arc openlioiiB, the equipment oorapriaed a wddmg tig  and trMMkmr power 
•ouice. To accomplish synergic oomrot using the transistor controlled power source, 
the equipment also included three types o f control units for the steady DC open arc 
operation, and one o f the control units could also be adapted for the short circuiting 
arc operation. In addition, to transfer the synergic controls into industry, the control 
units were adapted to operate with a commercial thyriator controlled power source, 
included in the equipment. While the development o f the control units is described 
in Section 5 J ., and their adaptation in Section 63 ., the features o f the welding rig 
and power sources are described below.
3.1.1. W cM h ^ rig
The testa were carried out on a mechanised rig, R g. 3-1, in which the workpiece 
was traversed uniformly unda a stationary welding which was 
vertically such that contact tip to workpiece distance could be acyusted as desired. 
The wire electrode was driven through the head by meam o f a W elding Institute 
multigrip w ire feeder (25). This was driven from a refeience signal, on the basis that 
0 -5  V  reference input gave 0-15 m/min feed speed output. The calibrated reference 
signal o f the desired waveform was provided by a reference control unit.
3J3. Tkanalstnr controBed power sonrcc
The transistor power source, designed and developed at Dre W e ld it« Institute (26), 
comprised a 3-phase transformer-rectifier unit with the addition o f a linear feedbadc
controlled transistor series regulator. The transfonner-rectifier provided steady DC
which was then controlled by the regulator to supply the arc with any desired current 
waveform (e.g. smooth DC or modulated waveform ). The range trf current 
from 0-500 A  A s the frequency response o f the transistor regulator extended from
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DC to about 10 kHz, the power aouroe could provide a modulated cuncnl with a 
lan fe o f fiequenciea up to 1 kHz.
The regulator could be operated in either conctant cunent or conitant voltage 
mode. The regulator waa driven from an inatnictioo or reference aignal, on the basis 
that 0-5  V  reference input gave O-SOO A  regulator output to the arc for the constant 
cunent mode, and 0-50 V  output for the constant voltage mode. The calibrated 
referenoe signal o f the desired level was provided by the aaiociatcd ekctrooic cootrol 
unit for studying the parametric relationships, and, later, by the relevant synergic 
cootrol units while testing the performance o f the synergic controls.
W hile obtaining data for the parametric relationships for steady DC arc 
operation, the transistor regulator was operated in the constant current mode to 
maintain accurate cootrol o f the current level. As this condition docs not provide any 
self-adjustment due to the power supply, the current had to be carefully ai^usted so 
that the burnoff rate matched the w ire feed speed for any required arc length.
3,1J. Thyristor can trolled power soaroe
The selected power source is a commercial 3-pbase transformer-thyristor controlled 
rectifier unit. Fbr a given input reference signal, the pown source provides a 
nominally constant voltage static output characteristic, with a droop o f about 
3 V/IOOA.
To adapt the control unitt to this power source, mformatioa was required about 
the input/output relationships o f the power source. This informatian has been obtained 
experimentally as described in Chapter 6.
30 . TE S T  PR O G R A M M E
30.1. Piaram itric rsIsHnashlps
For steady DC open arc operatioii, the parametric relarionships were establiahed fbr 
10  mm diameter m ild steel w ire (B S  2901: Part 1: 1970; A18) in Ar-t-5%C02 and 
Ar-f 20%COj shieldiiig gases. For a given wire material/wire diameterAhielding gas 
combhution, the operating range o f w ire feed speed and the corresponding ranges o f 
arc current and arc voltage were determined fbr 10,15 and 20 nun w ire extensions, 
using 5 and 10 mm arc lengths for each «ten sion . In add itk », the parametric
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relatianihipt were eeti N k lird  for 1.0 mm diim rtrr mild Heel w ire (BS 2901; Pu t 
1.1970: A 18 ) in Art'5% C02 using 10 nun wire extension and 5 mm u c  length, to 
detennine the effect o f wire diimeter. These tests provided dHa to ttu bMic
reUbooships o f anient v. wire feed qieed, and arc v o lt ^  v. current. In »«vtitin«. the 
dHa were used to determine the e ffea  o f wire extension, arc lengtti, gmt « « t
w ire diameter on the relationshipe.
For short circuiting arc operation, parametric relationships were studied for the 
1.2 and 1.0 mm diameter m ild steel wires in Ar-«-20%CO2 and CO,
Foi a given wire material/diameter/shielding gas combination, data w ae obtained on 
arc current and arc voltage for the optimum arc performance over the operating wire 
feed speed range, so that the current v. wire feed speed and arc voltage v. current 
lelatioiiships could be established.
3,2,2. Evnlaalioa of qrnugk eonlrol qrstems
Fbr the steady DC open arc operation, control performance has been evaluated in 
bead-oo-plate tuns for wire feed speed maintained constant, varied gradually or 
modulated, using 1.2 mm diameter mild steel w ire in Art-5%CO,. In 
1.0 mm diameter mild steel w ire was used to detmmine the effect o f wire diameter.
To test how the control system would respond to a gradually varyirtg wire 
extension, bead-oo-plate tuns were made on a wedge-shaped workpiece which had 
its thickness reduced from 25 to 10 mm over a length o f 250 mm. In |],e
control response to a sudden increase in the electrode extension was tested on a 
wofk|»eoe which had its thklmcas reduced in three steps, from 25 to 10 
step being 5 mm.
W elding performance has been evaluated for butt and fillet joints, both 
TTwyhaniifd and manual teehnfapirs. Shielding gases used were A r+5% C O ,, 
Ar-s20%CO, and Art.l5% C02. Tlie shielding gas A r4 l5% C O , compared to 
Arr-20%CO2 was found to g ive reduced spatter and, compared to A r4-5%C02. 
rethiced the risk o f lack-<rf-fusion defects and porosity.
For short circuiting arc operation, control and welding performance has been 
evaluated in bead-on-plate tuns and jointt using 1J) mm and 1.2 mm diameter miiH 
steel wire in CO , and A t4'20%CO,. Ftirthermore, the effect of gradually varying the
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CHAPTER4
PARAMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS
4.1. STE AD Y D C O PEN A R C  O PE R A TIO N  
4J.1. Sped ile bade rdatfoM hipe
Fòt iteady DC open arc M IG  opeiatkm, with a required wire material/wire 
d ineteiA liieldm g gai oombinatioo, the operath« variables included wire feed speed, 
parent level and arc vottape, ior a given arc length and wire eitq ision . These 
variables provided two relationships which could specify the operation entirely; the 
first, current v. w ire feed speed (called bum ofi), and the second, voltage v. current 
relatiooship. These relationships, as obtained from the eTperim «ira| data, are 
described below.
Fbr the m ild steeUl.2 mm diameter/Ar-f5%C02 combination, using 5 mm are 
length and 10 mm wire extension (15 mm oontaP tube to wotlqiiece distance), the 
basic relatioiiihips are plotted in Fig. 4-1. TTie bum off relationship. Fig. 4 -la , w m  
the basis for the open arc operation, whereby the required wire feed speed specified 
a unique pirrent. The relationship is linear such that the current increases with the 
feed speed, and it makes an intercept on the currem axis when extrapolated to the 
feed speed at zero value. The relationship can be expressed by the M low ing 
equation:
/ - 26.4 IT SO (4 - la l
Where
I is the arc current. A ;
W  is the wire feed speed, m/min.
The voltage-current relatioaship, Fig. 4—lb , specified a unique voltage for 
the required current. Over the operating current range, the relatioinhip is Himur 
that the voltage increases gradually with the current, n d  an intercept on the
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F if. 4-1. Basic lelatiaaBhips for a mild steel wire, 12 mm diameter and Ar-f5%C30^ 
shielding gas, at fixed 5 mm visible arc length and 10 mm wire extension: 
a) buiDoff relationship, b ) voltage-current relationship.
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voltace ax il when extrapolated to the cuncat at zero value. The relationahip can be 
exprcMed by the foUowing equalioii:
V  -  0.02S / ♦ 21 [4 - lb ]
Where
V  if  the arc voltafe, V .
4 .1 ^  E ffect o f proccat pnnnM tert on Ifac basic rrlartonahlpf
a) . A rc Icagih
For the same welding conditions as above; mild steel/1.2 mm diameter/Ar-»-S%CO] 
combinatioii, and a 15 mm contact tube to workpiece distance but with a 10 mm arc 
length (5 mm wire extension), the basic relationships are linear and can be expressed 
by the follow ing equatioos:
/ •  34 J  r  -K 60 [4-2a]
V  -  0.029 7 + 23 [4-2b]
The equations are similar to the corresponding equatioos [4 - la ] and [4 - lb ] 
for 5 mm arc length except that, for the bum off lelatioiiship, the slope is increased 
from 26.4 to 34 J  A foifo iin  while the intercept is decreased from 80 to 60 A . 
Whereas, for the voltage-current lelatfonsbip, the slope is slightly increased from 
0.028 to 0.029 V/A, and the hno cept is increased from 21 to 23 V . These effects are 
shown in Fig. 4-2. However, the chartge in the arc length, from 5 to 10 mm, had 
no effect on the linearity o f either relationship.
b) . W ire cxtaM ion
The effect o f w ire extension from 10 to 15 to 20 mm on the basic relationships, at 
5 mm arc length, is shown in R g. 4-3 . The two pairs relevarrt to 15 and 20 mm 
wire extenskms can be expressed by the follow ing etpiatkms.
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Fig. 4—2. Effect o f aic length m  the basic relationships using a m ild steel
wire/1.2 nun diameter/Ar-f5%G0] combination:
a ) bum off relatimiships, b ) voltage-cuirent relationships.
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Fig. 4-3. E ffect o f w ire extem im  on the basic reUtionships using a m ild steel 
wiie/1.2 mm diameter/Ar‘f5%C02 combination at fixed 5 mm visible arc loigth: 
• )  bumoff lelatKinslups, b) voltage-current relationships.
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Fbr 15 mm w ire extencioii:
/  -  24.0 r  ^ K> [4-3a]
V  -  0.028 / ♦ 21 [4 -3b]
For 20 mm wire extoisioa:
/  -  20.0 IF  80 [4 -4 «]
V  -  0.029 / ♦ 21J  [4 -4b]
The increaie in w ire extensk» from 10 to 15 to 20 mm the slope o f
the bumoff idatioailiip from 26.4 to 24.0 to 20.0 AAi^min, respectively, whereas the 
intereept remained constant at 80 A .
The voltage-current relationsliips for 15 and 20 mm wire evtension 
(equations (4 -3b ] and [4 -4 b ]) are practically identical to that for 10 mm wire 
extension (equation (4 -lb D . Hence the change in wire extension from 10 to 20 mm 
has no significant effect on the voltage-cuirent relatkmship.
Fhithermore. both the relationships in each pair, for 15 and 20 mm wire 
extensions, are linear like those for 10 mm wire extension. Therefore, the change in 
wire extension from 10 to 20 mm has no effect on the linearity o f the basic 
relatiooships.
For the are operation in Ar-«^20%CO, shielding gas, at 5 mm are length « id  in  mm 
wire extensfa», the basic relationships obtained are plotted in R g. 4 -4 , together 
with those previously obtained for Ar-t-5%CO,. These can be expressed by the 
follow ing equations:
/  -  24.0 IF  > 100 [4-5a]
V  -  0.030 7 ♦ 24 J  [4-5bl
A s both the equations are linear, like those for A r-f5% C O ,, a chany» o f OO,
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H g. 4-4. E ffect o f shielding gas <n the basic relationships, at fixed S nun visible 
arc length and 10 nun wire extensK», using 12 nun diameter mild steel w ire: 
a ) bum off relationships, b ) voltage-cuirent relationships.
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oonteat in A r from S to 20% hw no effect on the linearity o f the bw ic lelatioaaliipa. 
4 ). W ire dinnirtcr
The baiic lelatkmehipe relevant to 1.0 mm diameter, at S mm arc length »nH lo  mm 
wire extension in A r-f5% C O ], can be represented by the follow ing equations:
/ -  lt.4  W  SO (4 -6a]
V  -  0.031 7 + 22 [4-6bJ
The decrease in wire d ia m ^  from 12 to 1.0 mm the slope o f the
bumoff relationship from 26.4 to 18.4 A/m/min, and the intercept from 80 to SO A . 
For the vottage-current relationship, the slope increased from 0.028 to 0.031 V/A, 
and the intercqit from 21 to 22 V . These effects are shown in Fig. 4-5. The 
relatxmshipe for 1.0 mm diameter are linear, like those for 1.2 mm diameter.
4.1 J . GcM raHsed bask rdationshlps
As established in Sections 4.1.1. and 4.1.2., the specific bum off and voltage-current 
relationships were found to be linear over the 5-10 mm o f arc 
10-20 mm range o f wire extensioos, 5-20%  range o f OO, content in the A r 
shielding  gas and 1.0-1.2 mm range o f wire diameters. Therefore, the 
b u r »^  relationship over the operating ranges o f the parameters can be represented 
by the foUowing linear equation:
m,W * C, [4 -7a]
Where
I is the current. A ;
W  is the w ire feed speed, m/min; 
ni| is the slope, A/mMin;
is the intercept, A .
Subscript i refers to current.
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Fis- 4-5. E ffect o f wire diameter on the basic relationships, at fixed 5 mm visible 
arc length and 10 mm wire extension, using a m ild steel w ire in Art-5%C02 
shielding gas:
■ ) bum off relationships, voltage-cuirent relationships.
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The equation haa W  at an iiKhpcndcat variable repeeaeming required w ire feed 
apeed, and I ia the coneaponding dependent variable. The equation ia apecified by 
the alope m, and the intercept Q , for the operation with any required wire 
matcrial/diimetei/ahielding gaa cnnahination, at a given arc tengifa and wire erteminn 
Shnilariy, the generaliaed volt^e-cuirenl relationahip can be repreaenled by the 
follow ing linear equation:
V  -  * ./  ♦ C . [4-7b]
Where
V  ia the voltage, V ;
I ia the current. A ;
m , ta the alope, V/A;
C , ia the iideroept, V .
Subacript v re fe ii to voltage.
The equation haa I aa independent variable for the required current, and V  aa 
the correaponding dependent variable. The equation ia apeciSed by the alope m , and 
the intercept C ,, for any required wire material/diameter/tiiielding gas combination, 
together with a apecified arc length attd wire extenaion.
4,2. SHORT CntCUrriNG ARC OPERATION
The bumoff relationships for four wire diameter/ahielding gas combinations, 
comprising  1.0 and 1.2 mm diamrtfra and Ar-»’20%CO] and COj «h ie ld ii^  gases for 
each diameter with w ire extension o f 12 mm, are plotted in H g. 4-6. For the 
operating wire feed speed raqge o f about 2-7 rt^nin, the current range
is specific for each combination. A ll the relatiouhips arc similar in shape; however, 
these arc not linear but curved.
For the four combinations, the voltage-current telationahips are shown in 
Fig. 4 -7  for the optimum arc operation whereby the voltage was tuned to obtain 
regular abort drcuils and consiatent metal transfer. However, each relationship hm 
a working toleranoe up to about 2 V  above and below the voltage for the optimum 
operation shown, for example, in Fig. 4 -8  for the mild steel/1.2 mm diameter/CO,
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Mit fMd tpmd, mAm
iMg. 4-6. Bunioff relationships for short circuiting arc operation, using 1.0 and 
12 mm diameter m ild steel wires and CO , and AT-f20%CO, shielding gases, with 
12 mm wire extension.
Fig. 4-7. Voltagc-cunent telatkmships for short drcuiting arc operatk », using 1.0 
and 1.2 mm diameter m ild steel wires and CO , and Ar'f20% CO, shielding gases, 
with 12 mm wire extensk».
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Fig. 4-8. Voltage range for the short circuiting arc operation, using 1.2 nun diameter 
m ild steel wire and CO2 shielding gas.
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combinatioii. A  tower voltage aettiiig cauiea progiesaively prolonged thoit ciicuits 
w U cii reauh in Mubbing arc operatiao. Whereat an ezceaaively high voltage 
excetaive ardng periodt and leaults in an arc operatkn with short
dicuiting frequency and globular metal transfer.
For the optimum operation, all the idatiaailiipt are linear and can be expresaed 
by the fr>Uowing equatnoa:
•  0.032/^ ♦ 16.4 > r  1 mm dlanutafCO^ combiitatUm
~ 0.028/^ *■ 162 for 12 mm tUame$tr/COj eomUmuUm
-  0.027/^ ♦ 14.6 for 1 mm aamt$erlAr*10%CO^ cambbutkm
-  0.026/^ ♦ 14.4 for 12 mm diamettrfAr*20%COj eombitmtUm
Aa all the relatioiiahipt are linear, the generalised voltage-curreid relationship 
can be represented by the following linear equation:
■ » J »  * C , (4-81
Where
V .  it the average voltage, V ;
1^ is the average current. A ;
m , it  the slope, V/A;
C , is the mteroept, V .
Ih e  equation has 1 . as an independent variable for the required am ent, a id  V .  
as the corresponding  dependent variable. Ih e  equation is ^tecified by the slope m, 
and the interoept C ,, for operation with any required wire niaterialMiatneleiAhieldiiv 
gas combination, m a specified wire extension.
4 J . IHSCUSSION
Steady DC open arc operation has been characterised etrtirely by the two generalised
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Unnr wyartniH. Each equaikm indudea two operating vaiiabk i, and the ilope and 
iateroepC to be ipecified  for a giveii wire material/diameter/riiieldiiig gas oom binatk» 
together with the required arc length and wire extensioQ. IV s e  are not valid for the 
current range below the 'critical' level which it  unusable for steady DC open arc 
operation, because the relevant metal transfer it  globular and unsuitable for welding. 
Above this level, where the metal traiwfer comprises a snies o f small droplets or 
'spray', the two equations together could specify any required operating point, 
ooordinating wire feed speed, current and voltage, constituting a stable welding 
condition.
Similarly, short circuiting arc operation has been characterised by the bum off 
relationship and the average voltage -  average current relatioothip. These are valid 
for the wire feed speed range o f about 2 -7  m/min (average current range about 80- 
200 A ). A t w ire feed speed less than 2 m/hiin or higher than 7 m/min, the arc 
operation tends to become unstable such that the w dd bead is irregular and excessive 
spatter is produced.
4J.1. E ffect o f process parameters 
4J.1.1. Steady DC optm are opermHoa
To adapt the generalised equations to given combination o f process parameters, such 
as wire material, diameter, shielding gas, arc length and w ire extension, the relevant 
values o f the parametric constants need to be specified. Therefore the effects o f the 
process parameters on the slope and intercept are considered below.
ai. Bmnuf f  n iatiamikip
In general a change in any o f the process parameters alters the slope and intercept o f 
the bum off relationship. The degree o f change has been found to be greater than the 
experimental error (up to about 5% ) for the change from 5 to 10 mm arc length, 10 
to 20 mm wire extension, S to 20% CO, in A r shieldiiig gas or 1.0 to 1.2 mm wire 
diameter. I f  two or more parameters are to be chMigpd together, thm the effect on 
slope and intercept may become annulled or accentuated.
Therefore, to specify the bumoff reUtionahip for a given combination o f process 
parameters, the slope and intercept must be determined. A s the relationship is linear.
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Itieie p n a teten  could easily be derived from two data points, requirii^ only two me 
testa.
k). Vokagt-eirnnHl rM aiuhip  
Bffttt om Ott flop* m.
For open arc opeiatioa, the values o f the slope m, are g iva i in Table 4-1 and 
Table 4-2, far various panoietric combinations comprising wiild «tfifi wire o f 1.0 aa l 
\2 nun diameter, Ar+5% CO, and A r>2 0 «C O , shielding gas, 5 and 10 nun arc 
length, and 10 and 20 nun wire extension. Over the entire range o f enmhin.rinnT. 
varies between 0.02S V/A and 0.031 V/A. As the difference o f about ±12% 6om the 
maximum and minimum values is greater than the normally achievable experimental 
error of ±5% , the overall variation in m , ^>pean to be significant. However, m, is 
included in the minor term m^ o f the relationship;
C,
The contribution o f m j to the total voltage, obtained by evaluating the equation over 
the current range 100-500 A , are given in Table 4-3. The variation in m, by ±12% 
causes variation in the total voltage o f only about ±3% at 300 A . which is 
insignificant. Therefore, the slope m, could be considered constant at 0.0284 V/A for 
all the combinationB o f the process parameters over the operating
MS ffcs im tneft C,
T lie values o f C , far various combinations o f the process parameters are compared 
in Ih U e 4 -4  far 1.0 and 1.2 mm w ire diameter, in Table 4 -5  for 10, 15 and 
20 mm w ire extenskuis. in Ih U e 4 -6  for A r f 5%CO, and Ar-^20%CX), 
gases, and in Table 4 -7  for 5 and 10 mm arc loigths. It can be seen that no 
ac^ustment would be required in the intercept C , for a variable wire 
(Table 4 -4 ) and wire extension (Table 4 -5 ), but the value o f C , must be 
for a change in the shielding gas (Table 4 -6 ) and arc length (Table 4 -7 ).
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Table 4-1 . Values o f paiam etricooiieUnUin, and C,, for various wire m a tcria lA ^
diamrter/rfiieldiin gas/are lengtl^ ooatact tube to woikpiece oombinatioos
relevant to steady DC open arc operation.
Table 4-2 . Values o f parametric omstants and C ,, using variable contact tube 
to wodcpieoe disUnce ai>d omstant arc length, for 1.2 mm diameter mild gteel wire, 
rekvaiM to steady DC open arc operatioo.
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Thbte 4-7 . Effect o f arc laigth on C , for variouc wire diameter/chielding ga i 
oombinatioH, using 15 mm contact tube to woikpiece distance.
W ire
diameter,
mm
Shielding gas
Contact 
tube to 
workpiece 
distance, 
mm
C . . V
%
variation 
relative 
to mean5 mm arc 
length
10 mm arc 
length
Mean
1.2 Art^5%C02 15 21.0 23.0 22.0 ± 5
1.2 Ar+20% COj 15 24J 30.0 27.25 ±10
1.0 Ar+5% CO, 15 22.0 23.0 22 JO ±2 .2
1.0 Ar+20% COj 15 25.0 30.5 27.75 ±10
Tcible 4-8 . Values o f parametric constants m , and C ,, for various w ire materialAvire 
diameter/shielding grn/arc length/contact tube to workpiece distance combinations 
relevant to short circuiting arc operation.
Shielding gas
Contact tube 
to workpiece 
distance, nun
W ire
extension,
mm
Arc
length,
mm
Parametric
constants
m„V/A c „ v
1.2 nun diameter m ild steel wire
Ar+20% COj 12 12 — 0.026 14.4
CO, 12 12 — 0.028 16.2
1.0 nun diameter m ild steel wire
Ar+20% COj 12 12 — 0.027 14.6
CO, 12 12 — 0.032 16.4
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0 .1  J . Shmt eùcmUmg an Cftnliom
Tl>e geam liced voltafc-cuneiit relatioMhip [4 -8 ] is essentiaUy sim ilw  to that for 
the stCKly DC open arc operatk». equation [4-70]. Therefore, in principle, the 
effects o f the parameters on both m, and C , are similar to those described in 
Section 43.1. for the steady DC open arc operation.
a), ^ te t  on tit* ilo f* m.
The relevant values o f the slope m, are given in TaUe 4 -8  for parametric 
combinations oomprising mild steel wire o f 1.0 and 13  mm diameter, Ar-»-20%CO, 
and COj shieiding gas, for a fixed wire extension o f 12 mm.
The avenge value o f m, is 0.0283 V/A and its variation is about ±13%. This 
causes variation in the total average voltage V ,  o f only about ±2.2% typically at 
100 A , which is insigiiificant. Therefore, the slope m, could be consideicd m «±i^nt 
at 0.0283 V/A for all the combinations o f the process parametere over the operating 
ranges.
k). Eiftet om tit* imUn*ft C,
It can be seen fiom  the Table 4 -8  that no adjustment would be required in the 
intercept C , for a variable w ire diameter, but the values o f C , must be adjusted for 
a change in the shielding gas.
4 3 3 . Application o f the gtnrralisrd eqnations
The g rJWfi Hi rd psrmnctric relationships described have formed a basis for devdopiiy 
synergic control systems which are described in Chapteis S and 6.
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CHAPTER 5
SYNERGIC CONTROL USING A TRANSISTOR 
CONTROLLED POWER SOURCE
5.1. A PPR O A C H
The geaen liied  parametric relatiooihipa described in the previous chapter have been 
used to derive synergic control rqiiatinni. T o  accomplish synergic contiol in practioe, 
hard-wired electronic control units were designed and constructed to drive a 
transiMor comrolled power source. Hnally, the performance o f these systems was 
tested comprehensively for bead-oo-plate nine and welds with any type o f w ire feed 
speed whether maintained constant, varied gradually or modulated with a square or 
triangular waveform.
5J . D E V E LO PM E N T O F  SYN ERG IC  C O N T R O L  E Q U ATIO NS
5.2.1. Steady D C spaa are opcndsn
Steady DC open arc operation has been characterised entirely by the generalised 
bum off and voltage-current relatkMahipe [4 -7a] and [4-7b]. Based on these 
relationships, an equmion was derived relating arc powm and current as variables. 
Because the equation is quadratic in current, it w ill be identifled as the quadratic 
power-current equation. In addition, another equation relating arc power and current 
was obtained as an approximation o f the quadratic equation. The equation is linear; 
therefore it w ill be called the linear power-current equation. Both these «y it tn « «  
were used to accomplish synergic control, whereby stable arc operation could be 
achieved automatica lly for any wire feed speed. Ftarthermore, the bam  voltage- 
cuncDt rdationship was also used to aoonmplish the synergic operation. This 
w ill be identified as the linear voltage-current equation.
5.2.1.1. Qmmdrmtic famtr-cmmmt tquatiom
Pbr stable arc operation with a given wire feed speed and arc length, the current is 
ipccificd by the bum off relationship and, corresponding to the required current, the
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voltafB >  ip cd fied  by the voltage-currcnl relitiom hip. This means that the arc 
power i i  ipecificd, which i i  the product o f the required current and vottage. 
Therefore, over the operating wire feed speed range, the corresponding power range 
can be obtained by multiplying the baeic relatkmships [4 -7a] and [4 -7b ]. Thus, the 
derived equation is:
./ * ♦ C J [5 -1 ]
Where
P  is the arc power, W ;
m , is the slope o f the voltage-current relationship, V/A;
C , is the intercept o f the voltage-cunent relationship, V .
This is the required synergic quadratic power-current equation. It has I as 
indq iendent inptd vmiable, and P as output variable which must be by the
asc for stable operation. The equation is specified by the parametric constants m , and 
C , for any required wire material/diameter/shielding gas combination, at a g ivo i arc 
length and wire extension. These constants must be predetermined to evaluate the 
equation.
StfserioN t^pmnmatric mulni/t
The parametric constants m , and C , included in the control equation [5 -1 ] are 
specified by the w ire matcrial/disineta/shielding gas combination to be operated at 
a given arc length and w ire extension. The values o f both the constants, determined 
experimentally for various combinations, at a constanS contact tube to worfcpieoe 
distance o f 15 mm, using 5 and 10 mm arc lengths, are given in T iM e 4-1 . In 
addition, those for variable contact tube to workpiece distance o f 15 to 25 mm, using 
a constant arc length of 5 mm, are given in Table 4-2.
5.2.1 Umtar powtr-cmmmt tqjHOlUm
This equation is an approximation o f the quadratic power-curm it equation [5 -1 ] 
which, for example, is plotted (solid line) in H g. 5-1 for the m ild steelA.2 mm
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Fig. 5-1. Quadratic and linear power-cuiient relationships for 12 mm rfianw«- mild 
steel wire in Ar+5%C02 shielding gas, at fixed 5 mm visible arc length and 
10 mm wire extension.
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d iim rt«/A r-f5% C 0, oombinatiaii, opentm g it 5 mm arc lea(ifa and 10 mm wire 
ex te »io a . The operating cuirent range in practice it  only 6om 240 A  upwardt, 
becaute the relevant metal transfer it the dented ip n y  type; whereat, the lower 
current range it  unutaUe for welding becaute the aatociated metal trantfer is the 
undesired globular type. Over the operating cuirent range, from 240 A  upwards, the 
power-current relatioothip when represented by a straight line (dotted line in 
Fig. 5 -1 ), introduces a maximum error in power ot leas than ±3%, which it  not 
signifirant. Therefore the power-current relationship [S -1 ], over the operating range, 
can be ^iproximated by the linear equation:
F  -  at./ -  C . [5 -2 ]
Where
P it  the arc power, W ;
I it  the current. A ;
m, is the slope trf the straight litre, V ;
it  the irderoept, W .
Expresrion [5 -2 ] is the required linear power-current equation for the synergic 
operatioa It has I  as nairpentiMt input variable, and P as output variable wtiicfa nmst 
be nuintairred by the arc for stable operation. The equation is specified by the 
parametric consUnts m, and Q  for any required w ire material/dianreterAhielding gas 
cnmMnation, at a required arc length and wire extension. These conatanls mutt be 
predetermined to evaluate the equation. (It is noted that, while the variables I and P 
are the tame for both the control relationships [5 -1 ] and [5 -2 ], the parametric 
constants m. and C;, are specific only to equation [5 -2 ].)
The parametric constants m. and Q ,  for any specified wire material, diameter, 
shielding gas, arc length and wire extension, can be determined directly from the 
points coordinating power and current, obtained from equation [5-1 ].
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5.2. U .  Lbtmr vollmgt-clirrtmt r^ttiom
The fcn en liied  voitafe-cuncm  equatioa (4-7b], which k :
V  -  « , /  ♦ C ,
k  the lequiied lelatiofiih ip providiof another optkn to aooomplkh the lynergic 
operatioa. It haa I ae independent input variable and V  aa the output variable which 
muat be maintained by the arc for atable operatk». The equatioa k  apeciOed by 
parametric oonatanta m, and C ,, which are the aame aa tboac included in the 
quadratic equation, relevant to any given wke material/dianieter/ihielding gaa 
oombinatian, at a apedfied arc length and wire extenaion. The valuea o f the oonatants 
for varioua combinatioiia are given in Table 4-1 for a oonatant contact tube to 
workpiece dktance o f 15 nun, and in Table 4 -2  for a variable contact tube to 
workpiece dktance from 15 to 25 mm.
50.2 . Short c irca llia g  are opcnU oa
The equation uaed to aocmnplkh aynergic coatrol waa the gtawalked voltage-curreni 
relatioaahip [4 -8 ], which k :
V  • m l * Cm 1» «r »
Thk equatioa in principle k  similar to the linear voltage-current relatioaship 
[4 -7 b ] used for steady DC open arc operation, excqjt that the variables I „  and V .  
imed in the above equatioa represent the average current and voltage. Furthermore, 
the parametric constants m , and C, ^ted fying the equatioa, relevant to a given wire 
material/diameter/ibielding gas combinatkm, are spedSed by the voltage-current 
relatioaship for the short circuiting arc operatioa. Empirically derived values for m , 
and C , are shown in Table 4-8.
5 0 . D E VE LO PM E N T O F  C O N TR O LU N TTS
T o  accomplkh the synergic cotmol in practice, a hard-wired electronic control unit
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WM (W ignr^ and cooatnicted tpecifically for each control equation. The control unit 
for the quadratic or linear power-current equation, uaed a current tignal which wac 
obtained fiom  a itatic tranaducer (a (hunt) connected in the arc drcuh aa input, and 
oomputed the conerpondiiig power (equation [S -1 ] or [5 -2 ]) to provide the 
Vefneixie' signal. In additioa, a Yeedback' power signal was computed from the 
current signal together with another input measuring the arc voltage. The feedback 
was subtracted from the reference to obtain an 'error' signal as output o f the control 
unit. This signal was used to drive the power source, either in constant current or in 
constaiU voltage mode, adjusting the power required for stable arc operation.
The control unit designed to execute the linear voitage-cunent equation uaed 
the current signal as input and computed the required voltage. This voltage conqirised 
the output signal o f the control unit, which was used to drive the power source in the 
constant voltage mode, adjusting the voltage required for the stable arc operation. 
This unit could be used for both the steady DC arc and the short citcuiting arc 
operations.
The circuit details for each control unit are described below.
5J.1. Control unit Ibr qaadratk  powci^-cnm ait equation
The circuit arrangement of the control unit is shown as a block diagram in 5-2a 
and as a ftmctional diagram in Fig. 5-2b. Both the input channels. Fig. 5-2a, one 
dedicated to the current input and the other dedicated to the arc voltage were 
eaaeatially similar in construction and in the signal fHocessing operations. Each 
channel comprioed an isolation amplifier, a filtering dicuit and a icscaliiy and buffer 
amplifier. The isolation amplifier isolated the control circuit from the welding 
equipment (welding tig  or power source) to safeguard the circuit from any earthing 
problem. In addition, the amplifier provided the necessary gain that 0-1000 A  
current, or 0-100 V  arc voltage, was scaled to 0-10 V , to mwrfi the range o f the 
follow ing electronic device. The scaled signal was applied to the filtering d icu it to 
eliminate or reduce the undesired electrical noise which would othow ise have 
degraded the usefiil mformation. Any voltage loss in the filter was compensated by 
the follow ing am plifier.
The processed voltage and current signals from both were supplied to
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a multiplier wtaicli computed the actual operatiiig power, oonititutmg the feedback 
aignal.
To obtain the reference signal corresponding to the required power as 
determined by the control equation, the drcuit comprised a multiplier connected in 
aeries with an operational amplifier, to compute the term m j*. (The parametric 
constant m , could be adjusted as ictpiired by means o f a potentiometer.) These 
e lf4Hf.iits were connected in parallel with another amplifier computing the term C y, 
where C , could be adjusted as required by means o f a potentiometm. Both these 
terms were added by a further amplifier which provided an output cntwrihirinj the 
reference signal.
The reference and feedback signals were then connected to an 'error' amplifier, 
which subtracted them. The error signal was amplified by the follow ing amplifier, 
which had a gain adjusted for optimum response, and provided the output signal 
driving the power source.
To accomplish the arc initiation automatically, a reference would be 
required even with the operating current at zero. This reference w m  provided by an 
'arc startirtg' circuit coimected in parallel with that computing the control 
I f  the arc current was less than, say 150 A , which was taken m  the threshold fin  
steady DC open arc operation giving spray metal transfer, then a compantor operated 
the electronic switch to connect the arc starting circuit umil the arc iiie
switch then isolated this d ro iit and connected the circuit computing the control 
equation for stable arc operation.
SJ.X C aniini unit I n - Maear power-camat aqantloa
H ie  drcuit arrangement o f the control unit is shown as a block diagram in Fig. 5-3a 
and as a functional diagram in Fig. 5-3b. The circuit k  tim ilar in mnwpirrtnn and 
operation to that shown in Fig. 5-2, except that the reference signal was «nmpn«>iH 
by a simpler circuit comprising two operational amplifiers. T o  avoid repetition, both 
the circuits were constructed together, shown photographically in F ig  5-3c.
5J  J. Caatrol nait fcr Haear vnltagr cam at sqaatloa
The block diagram, functional diagram and photograph o f the dectionic control
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drcuit exccutiiis the volta fe-cu ireiil relatioiMhip are giveii in Fig. 5-4. The d icu it 
compriaed an itoladoa amplifier, a filtering circuit and two operational amplifiers, all 
connected in series. The isolation amplifier isolated the control drcuit from the 
welding equipment (w elding rig or power source) to protect the circuit from any 
earthing problem. Furthermore, the amplifier scaled the input current signal such that 
0-1000 A  corresponded to 0-10 V . The scaled signal was applied to the filter to 
reduce the undesired electrical noise which would otherwise have degraded the useful 
information. The follow ing operational amplifiers together, where the parametric 
constants m, and C , could be adjusted as required by means o f the potentiometers, 
computed the voltage relevant to the cootrol equation. This provided the output signal 
which was used as a reference to drive the power source set in the constant voltage 
mode, to provide the voltage required for the stable arc operation.
5A. C O N T R O L  PERFO R M AN C E  
5A.1. Steady D C opaa arc operation
Using each o f the three control units, the control performance was tested for bead- 
on-plate test tuns with the wire feed speed maintained constant at different levels 
over the operating range, and modulated automaticaiiy with square or triangular 
wavefornu. The w ire used was 12 mm diametm mild steel in Ar-f5%C02 shielding
5A.1.1. O m tnl unit* hmMtd on fhe power-eurmt ttputioiu 
The control performance o f the control unit based on the quadratic power-current 
relationship was practically identical to that based on the linear relationship. 
Although the performance o f each control unit was tested with the power source set 
fat the constw r vohage mode, the majority o f the tests were conducted with the power 
source set in the constant current mode. As this mode does not provide se lf- 
adjustment due to the power supply, any error in the cootrol performance would be 
identified readily.
a). Are imkiattom
For any wire feed speed, the control unit initiated the arc readily (in  about 60 msec)
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H f. 5-4. Q icuit ananfement c i the oootrol unit based on the linear vohaae-cuncnl 
relationship:
a) block diagram, b ) fimctional diagram, c ) photograph.
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by a high cuncal which w m  aupplied while the wire dechode touched the woApieoe. 
Aa dK arc hddaled, the cumat wre n p id y  (in  about 2SO maec) stabiliaed at the level 
conaietait with the operating wire feed ipeed. The typical arc atarting behaviour ia 
abown in H g. 5-5.
b). ComMaml w in f itd
For any act w ire feed ipeed over the operating range, a iteady current waa lupplied 
automatically at the level relevant to the feed ipeed and given arc length, luch that 
a stable arc and spray type metal transfer were maintained throughout the test tun. 
The consistency o f the opoating current and the stability o f the arc can be seen from 
a typical osd llognm  shown in R g. 5-6.
The stability o f the arc operation, which the control unit provided, resulted in 
very r^u lar and spatter-free bead deposhs. Typical bead-on-plate deposits using 9.5 
and 125 mfrnin feed speeds are shown in Fig. 5-7.
e). VmriM» w in fa ti gM sd
The capability o f the control S3rstem to respond to a varying wire feed speed was 
tested with weld tuns which were started at the relatively low  w ire feed speed o f 
85  mfrnin, this then being increased gradually to about 14 m/min (while the 
workpiece was traversed at a constant speed o f 05  mfrnin).
A s soon as the wire feed speed was changed during welding, the control unit 
supplied the appropriate reference to the power source aocotdhtg to the wire feed 
speed, so that the arc kngth was maintaiiwid constant during the tcA. The stability o f 
the current and voltage throughout a test run is shown in Fig. 5-8 , and regularity o f 
the w dd  deposit is shown in Fig. 5-9.
4 . M oiu k M  w in fn iifM i
Modulated wire feed speed, or thermal pulsing, is a technique whereby the arc current 
is modulated in response to the wire feed speed modulation between a low  and high 
level. The control system was found to be capabk o f maintaming stable arc operation 
wkh the w ire feed speed modulated between any two levels within the operating 
range 6-15 mfrnin, because the cn tool system could at^ust the current rapidly, not
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Fig. 5-5 . Typical arc starting behaviour with the control unit based on the 
power-current relationships, using 12 nun diameter m ild steel w ire in Ar-(-5%C02 
shielding gas.
Rg. 5-6. Osdllogiams o f oinent, voltage, and wire feed speed, showing consistency 
o f current and stability o f the arc for a constant w ire fe « l  speed, provided by the 
control unit based on the power-current relationship, using 12 mm diameter mild 
steel w ire in Ar-f5%C02 shielding gas.
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Fig. 5-8 . Otcillograms o f cunent, voltage and wire feed speed, showing stability o f 
the arc with the wire feed speed being varied gradually from 8.S to 14 m^oiiin, for the 
cmitTol unit based on the power-current relationship, using 12 mm diameter mild 
steel w ire in Ar-f5%C02 shielding gas.
Fig. 5-9 . Bead deposit with the wire feed speed being varied gradually from 8.5 to 
14 m/min, while mainUhiing the traverse oooMant at OJ m/min, using 1.2 mm 
diameter m ild steel w ire in Ar-f5% CO] shielding gas.
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only cxxnpatibie w ith the low  and high levels o f feed apecd, but also with the 
tnnaitioiis between the levels. Even when the difference between the low  and high 
qteeds was large, S-14 m/juin, the arc length changed by only about 2 mm during 
a modulation period, while the overall arc stability remained unaffected. Typical 
examples o f the cunem and voltage response to the modulating wire feed ^»eed, 
together with the bead deposits, are shown in Fig. S-10 for the square wave 
modulation, and in Fig. 5-11 for the triangular wave modulation.
»). Efftct o f win txtnuiom
T o test how the control system would respond to a gradually varying wire extensKM, 
weld runs were made on a wedge-shaped workpiece, H g. S-12a. In addition, the 
control response to a sudden increase in the wire extension was tested on a woefcpiece 
which had its thickness reduced in three steps, from 48 to 29 mm, each step being
6.4 mm, H g. 5-12b.
For a constant as w ell as modulated w ire feed speed, the arc operation was 
found to be stable, such that the arc length remained constant (at about 6 mm) while 
the wire extension increased from about 14 to 34 mm, without any adjustment being 
made on the control unit which m odified the current automatically as the distance 
betw een the welding head and workpiece increased from 20 to 40 mm, either 
gradually or in steps. Over the entire length o f weld tuns, the current and voltage 
aetjustment by the control unit for a constant and modulated w ire feed speed, can be 
seen from Hg. 5-13 for the gradually varying wire extension. The regularity o f the 
bead deposilB for the constant and modulated wire feed speed is shown in Fig. 5-12a 
for the gradually varying wire extension, u d  in Fig. 5-12b for the w ire extension 
increasing in steps.
f i. Bfftct af win SmmtUr
Fbr operatioo with 1.0 mm diameter wire, the settings o f the parametric constants on 
the control unit were practically the same as for 1.2 mm diameter. That is, no 
adjuatmeid o f the parametric constants was required on the control unit because, for 
a given power (Le. current and voitageX the amount o f metal transferred per unit time 
was approximately the same for both the diameters (although the wire feed speeds
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b)
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F i(. 5-10. Qnreiit and voltage leapoose and regularity o f the bead depoeh, for the 
wire feed ipeed being modulated with square wave from 8.5 to 12.5 m/min at 2 Hz, 
using 1.2 mm diameter m ild steel w ire in A r‘f5% C02 «higl<th»g gas;
a) oscillogram o f current, voltage and wire feed tpeed,
b ) bead deposit.
! ( »
4b)
F í(. 5-11. O inent and vo lta (e m pon ie and refularity o f the bead depoait, for the 
w ire feed ipeed being modulated with triangular wave from 8.3 to 12.5 m/min at 
2 Hz, uting 1.2 mm diameter mild iteel wire in Ar-f5% CO } thielding gas:
a ) oscillogram o f current, voltage and wire feed qteed,
b ) bead deposit.
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Fig. 5-13. Q inent and voltage adjustment by the cootnd unit for the gradually 
varying w ire extension from about 14 to 34 nun, using 1.2 mm diameter m ild steel 
w ire in Ar-f'S%CO], for different types o f w ire feed speed:
a) constant at 11.2 mfrnin,
b) being modulated from 8.5 to 12J m/min at 2 Hz.
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were d iffcfeot).
H k  control unit w ai found to K^uct arc current and volta fe automatically 
giving naUe arc operatioa for any wire feed speed over the operating range. The 
ataUe operatioa resulted in tegular bead depoeits, which are shown in R g. 5-14 for 
the whe feed speed maintainrrl constant at 9.8 mfoiin, then varied gradually from 85  
to 15 m/tnin, and modulated with square wave from 85  to 125 m/min at 2 Hz.
g ). fe m tr  to m n » asT im com<wrf m ilage atode
TIk  performance o f the control unit in providing stable arc operation with any 
onntaat or variable wire feed speed with the power source set in the oonstam voltage 
mode was practically no d iffoent from that with the power source set in the constant 
current mode. Typical osdllograms showing current and voltage adjustment for stable 
arc operatioa with the wire feed speed maintained constant at 11.2 m foiin and with 
that being modulated fr<om 85  to 125 m/min at 2 Hz, are given in Fig. 5-15.
54.1J. Carnm t aak haaei  am Ike m U age-earreat egmatiom 
A s soon as the parametric constants m , and C ,, relevant to a given wire 
material/diametei/Ehielding gas oonibinatian, were set by means o f two potentiameters 
provided on the control unit, the control system was ready for the welding operatioa. 
Ftar a given combinatioa at any wire feed speed, the control unit initiated the arc 
readily, and then maintained the arc voltage compatible with the operating wire feed 
speed, such that a stable arc and spray type metal transfer were maintained 
throughout the weld runs. Typical oadllograras, showing consistenry o f the opwating 
current and voltage for the wire feed speed being maintained constant, varied 
gradually and modulated srith square wave, ate given in H g. 5-16. The stable arc 
operatioa which the ctmtrol unit provided resulted in regular bead deposits. For the 
three types o f w ire feed speed, the typical bead deposits are shown in Fig. 5-17 for 
1.2 mm diametCT w ire and in Fig. 5-18 for 1.0 mm Ai%tnrtn wire.
5 A2. Short *•*” -»**< ~g are operation
The coinrol unit based on the voltage-current relationship, used for steady DC open 
arc operation, was also capable til controlling short circuiting arc operatioa when
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F i(. 5-15. Oscillograins showing adjustment o f cuncnt and voltage, with the power 
touroe set in constant voltage mode, using 12 mm diameter mild steel w ire in 
Ar-f5%C02 shielding gas, for different types o f w ire feed speeds:
a) constant at 11.2 m/min,
b ) modulated with square wave from 83  to 123 m/min at 2 Hz.
I l l
v W -
1 « »
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b)
c )
F ig . 5 -16. Typical oscillograms showiiig consistency o f the operating current and 
voltage, using 1.2 nun diameter mild steel wire in Ar-«-S%C02 shielding gas, for 
different types o f w ire feed speed:
a) constant at 105 m/min, b ) varied gradually from 85  to 14 m/min,
c ) modulated with square wave from 85  to 125 m/min at 2 Hz.
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pfogrammed with the lelevaat pamnetric conetante For «aUe ahort drcuitiiig arc 
opention, it ia raaratiai to oonlrol the dynmoic behaviour of the arc ciinent. Thia waa 
achieved by adjuating the output characteiiatic of the power aouroe at 4 VAOO A, 
together with the introduction of a auitaUe inductance by meana of a control knob 
on the power aource.
The performance o f the control ayatem (control unit and the tranaiator power 
aouroe) waa teated for four w ire material/dianieter/riiielding gaa combinatiooa, 
oompriaing 1.0 and 12 nun diameter mild ateel wirea and Ar-f20%CO2 and 0 0 , 
ahielding  gaaea for each diameter. For each combination, the control unit waa found 
to maintahi a atabie arc automatically for any wire feed apeed, whether held «w tim t, 
varied gradually or modulated between two levela over the operating range. Typical 
oadllograma oi cunent and voltage for the three typea o f w ire feed apeed are ahown 
in Fig. 5-19. Fiirthermore, the atabie arc operation which the control unit provided, 
reaulted in bead depoaita which were regular, poaaeaaed good characteristics and 
pnxhiced practically no spatter. Typical bead dqioeitt with the wire feed apeed 
maintained constant, modulated and varied gradually are abown in R g. S-20 for
1.0 mm diamtfei/Ar-f20% C O ,, in R g. 5-21 for 1.0 nun diametet/OO,, in Fig. 5-22 
for 1.2 nun diameter/Ar-f20%CO,, and in R g. 5-23 for 1.2 mm diameter/CO, 
combination.
5S. W E LD IN G  PE R FO R M AN C E
H k  welding performance was evaluated for the steady DC arc operation, uring the 
control unit based on the power-current relationship. The performance was teated 
mainly for butt joint applications, using 1.2 mm diameter m ild steel wire, modulated 
(square wave) wire feed speed, and A t45%CO^ , Ar-f20%CO|, and A r4 l5 «C O , 
tW fiding  gases. For each gaa, a seriee o f joints were welded which 25 and
12.5 mm thick m ild ateel plates, with V  preparation, having 3 (f included angle, and 
without root fece. Some joints had a square preparation. The details (rf all the joints 
and the welding conditions used are given in Table 5-1 .
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SJ.1. Arc aad ■ctal tw cfir dwracteriitki
For any join t type and ihieklinB gaa combination, the arc operation w ai very stable 
such that the arc ootunin did not deflect towards either side o f the joint. W hile the 
wire feed speed modulated betw een 8.5 and 14 m/min, at 2 Hz, the intensity and 
width o f the arc column also modulated, which fused the joint uniformly as w ell as 
stirred the weld pool to give bettm wetting onto the joint walls. Over the w ire feed 
speed range used, the metal transfer was found to be spray type.
5SJ. Birttwdds
M aoosectioos o f the four welds made using Ar'f5% CO ] shielding gas are shown in 
Fig. 5-24a to d. The m »in feature o f each weld is that the bead dqmsit is 
symmetrical which indicatca that the arc column did not deflect towards either side 
o f the joint, but the welds are unacceptable because of porosity and, in addition, two 
welds (F ig. 5-24a and b ) had lad^ o f sidewall fusion in the root runs.
Using Ar-f20%C02 gat, macrosectioos o f the seven welds made are
shown in Fig. 5-2Sa to g. Each weld is symmetrical and free from defects. The 
penetration profile for each weld tun was broad bowl type which is deskaHe to avoid 
lack o f sidewall fusion defects. The procem is tolerant to the variation o f root gap 
because, using the same welding conditions, the welds remained sound although the 
toot gap was varied from 7 mm (H g. 5-2Sa) to 3 mm (F ig. S-2Sb) to 2 nun 
(F ig. S-2Sc), for the three joints comprising 25 mm thick plates. Similar tolmance 
o f the process to the root gap variations was also found for the joint in 12J  mm 
thick plates, because sound welds were produced when the root gap was varied from 
5 mm (F ig. 5-25d) to 3 ram (H g . 5-25e) to 2 mm (F ig. 5 -25f). Fiittbennoie, even 
for square butt joint with 10 nun gap (F ig. 5-25g), the weld produced was found to 
be sound. However, for all the welds, Ar-t-20%CX)^  shielding gas produced some 
^wtter on the joint surface.
The nmcroaectioos o f the n x welds made using Ar-f 15%CO] shielding gas are 
shown in Fig. 5-26a to f. Each bead deposit was symmetrical with respect to the 
joint, and free from any defect, except that shown in Fig. 5 -26 f which contained one 
small pore. The deposit profile for each weld run was regular with broad bowl type 
penetration and good w etting-in to the joint surface. The top bead surface was
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relatively flat, and free from undercut.
A b o  with thb shielding gas, the process was toierant to variation o f root gap, 
sound welds were made, using the same welding conditions, when the root gap was 
varied from 7 nun (F ig. 5 -26 t) to 3 mm (F ig. 5-26b) to 2 mm (F ig. 5-26cX ft*  the 
three jo in b  in 25 mm plates. Similar toleranoe was found for the joints in 12.5 mm 
thidt plates, sound welds were obtained when the root gap was varied from 6 mm 
(F ig. 5-26d) to 3 mm (F ig. 5-26e) to square butt with 3 mm gap for which « « igi> 
weld run was required to complete the weld (F ig. 5-260- AU the welds were free 
from spatter.
5JJ. FUlct wdds
TV o fiUet jointt were welded in 12.5 mm plate in the flat positioa. One weld was 
made with a oonstant w ire fred speed o f 10.5 m/inin (F ig. 5-27aX n d  the other with 
the wire feed speed modulated between 83  and 123 m M in (mean w ire feed speed 
o f 103 m/min) at 2 H z (R g . 5-27b). The bead profiles o f these welds are shown in 
^  ^ 2 8 a  and b. Both the bead deposits are symmetrical relative to the j«ins 
indicating that the arc did not deflect towards either sidewaU. However, the ovoa ll 
weld characteristics for weld shown in Fig. 5-27b were better than those for weld 
shown in Fig. 5-27a, since the latter had undercut, but the former was free from any 
weld defect. Fhrthennore, the penetration produced in weld shown in R g. 5-27b wm 
deeper (about 4 mm) than that o f weld shown in R g. 5-27a (2.5 mm).
5A . D ISCUSSION 
SA.1. C M ln la q M tie M
The steady DC open arc operation has been characterised entirely by the two breic 
reUtinnships; one specifying current for a given w ire feed speed, and the other 
specifying the voltage corre^ioodhig to a specific current. Therefore, for any given 
w ire feed speed, the arc power, the product o f the current and voltage, can be 
specified using the bask relationships. In thb woric, the concept o f power has been 
••tilised to combine the bask rriatinnships to obtain a single quadratic [5 -1 ],
which can be used to facilitate the steady DC open arc operation.
The main attribute o f the control equation fe that it b  simple. It in riivH  only
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cuncnt and power at the operatiiig variaMet, aod the akipe (m ,) and intercept (C ,) 
o f the voltage-current relatioothip at the parametric cooitanti to be ipecified  for a 
given wire material/diameter/fhielding gat combination, together with the required 
arc length and wire extemion.
The quadratK power-current control equation haa been approximated to obtain 
a linear power-currem control equation, which it  even limpier. Th it it  not valid for 
the current range below 200 A  which it not uaaMe for the ateady DC open arc 
becauae the tdevanl metal trinefcr it ÿobular and not for welding.
Fbr the utaMe current range, from 200 A  upwarde, the lin *»r ^
approximately iderttkal to the accurate quadratic relationthip at the iMTimnin 
difference between the two relationthipt it leat than ±3% over the operating current 
range.
The third control equatioo, linear vahage-curreat relatioiichip, it equally rimpli-; 
it indudet only currertt and voltage at the operating variablea and only two 
parametric coottanta (m , and C ,) to be tpeciSed for a given comMnatioo.
Each o f the three equatioot could be uaed to regulate ttaUe tynergic operation. 
However, the voltage—current approach it  lim ited became the power aource could be 
operated only in the conctant voltage mode. Whereat, both the power-current 
approachet are vem tile  in that the power louroe could have any output (V -1 ) 
characterittic, whether contant voltage, contant current or any intermediate dope.
5AO. Effect of procen pamneten on the parametric conatanti qwcUyiag the 
control eqnatlont
In general, to adapt a control equation to a given combination of the proccat 
porametera, luch m w ire material, diameter, thifJiting g « ,  an: length and wire 
exten ion, the relevaat valuet o f the parametric coottanta require to be «pwHfÿd 
Information on the degree by which theae parametric coocUnts mutt be actuated to 
cope with the operating range of a ^»ecific procett parameter it  esaential for the 
effective dengn and operation o f the control unit regulating the equatioo. Therefore, 
for mild iteel wire, the effect <rf the ptoceat parameter! it  on m, and C ,,
which ate dneedy induded in the two eqiutiont, and alao determine m, a id  Q  which 
are iitduded in a third control equatioo.
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5A 2.1.
The valuet o f the ponmetric oontUnt m , are given in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 for the 
steady DC open arc opoation. using the combinations o f the process parameters, 
“ “ I«* o f 1-0 and 12 mm diameters, Ar-f5%CO^ and Ar-t-20%00|2
shielding gases, 5 and 10 mm arc lengths, and 10 to 20 mm wire extensions. Over 
the range o f the combinations, the mean value o f m , is 0.0294 V/A, so that the 
overall maximum variation is leas than ±  1 5 «. As this variation is greater than the 
normally achievable experimental error o f ± 5%, the variation in m, appears to be 
signiflcant. However, for the quadratic power-cuiient equation, m , is included in the 
minor term m^^ Fbr example, the contributions o f nM* to the total power, 
by evaluating the equation for the current range 100-500 A , are given in Table 5-2. 
The variation in m , by ± 1 5 « causes variation in the total power o f only leas than 
3 .6 « at 400 A , which is insignificant. Flirthmnore, for the iinear voltage-cuirent 
equatkm, m , is included in the minor term m^. The variation in m , by ± 1 5 « causes 
variatioo in the total voltage o f only less than ± 3 .8 « at 400 A , which is also 
insignificant. Therefore, for both the equations, the parametric constant m, could be 
considered cnnstant at 0.0294 V/A for all the combinalions o f the process pmmneten 
over the operating ranges.
SAJO. mftttomC, 
m). W in^mMUr
For a constant contact tube to workpiece distance o f 15 mm, the experimental values 
Q  relevant to 1.0 and 1.2 nun wire diameters are given in Table 4-4, ««in g  four 
shlrlding  gaa/arc length combinatians. Ftor any given combmatioii, the values o f C , 
ate practically the same (wM iin ± 3 «  relative to the mean value) for the two 
diameters. That is, for a given shielding gas and arc length, the r itu gp in wire 
diameter has no effect on the parametric constant C,.
h). SUM im ggu
For four w ire diameter/arc length combinationB, the values o f C , for Ar-t-5«CO ] and
A n -2 0 «C O , shielding gases are compared in Table 4-6. Fbr any 
oombinalion, C, is significantly  different for the two gases. Ih e ie fo ie , the value o f
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Table 5-2. Typical contributUnis made by the minor (m ^^ and major (C ^  terms 
to the total power given by the control equation P > m^^ * CJ, for the current range 
100-500 A .
IlU^  w c .^w P, W
100 294 2500 2794
200 1176 5000 6176
300 2646 7500 10146
400 4704 10000 14704
500 7350 12500 19850
m, «  0.0294 V/A C, = 25 V
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C, m iift be acyuited for a clia iife in the ihiclding gae.
c). Arc Itmgik
For various wire diameter/diielding gas oombinatioas, the values o f C , relevant to 5 
and 10 nun arc lengths are compared in Table 4-7. For any given ooaibination, C, 
is significantly d iffoen t for the two u c  lengths. Therefore, the parametric constant 
C , would need to be adjusted corresponding to the required arc length.
4 . Ifir v  rxrm stoii
H ie  values o f C , are given in Table 4-S  for the wire extension range 10-20 mm, at 
coostain arc length, using Ar-f5%C02 and Ar'f20%CX>2 shielding gases. For each 
gac, over the range o f w ire extension, the variation in C , r e l^ e  to the 
mean value, is less than ± 23%, which is considered insignifkant. Therefore, for 
operation at a constant arc length, no adjustment would be required in C , for a 
variable w ire extension.
5 ^ .  Central nntts
The electronic circuits o f all the three control units, which have been developed for 
regulating the three control equations, are very simple. These dicu its can be 
constructed readily with only a few  inexpensive electronic components.
Furthermcrc, each control unit operates ftom the current signal (or together with 
the voltage signal) which is obtained convenietuly from a static transducer, a shunt, 
connected in the welding circuit. The operation is ernirely independent o f any 
dymnnk transducer, such as a tacbogenerator measuring the wire feed speed, which 
could be liable to provide erroneous information due to, for example, any slipping 
problems. Therefore, the operation o f the three control units is immune from any 
problem external to the control units.
the parametric constants preset hr the controls, it has been found that each 
control unit initiates the arc readily and then maintains the current and voltage 
compatible with the operating w ire feed speed, so that stable arc operation is 
maitnained. In operation, i f  the required arc length is changed, the corrective action 
is immedialely taken to stabilise the arc.
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The tw o control units based on the powci-cunent relationships can operate a 
steady DC open arc with the power source set in the constant current mode, constant 
voltage mode or any intermediate mode o f the output characteristic. The constant 
voltage mode has self-adjustment due to the power supply and the mode
has a degree o f self-adjustment depending on the slope o f the output ptiaiwr^rictK- 
but, e v o i for the constant current mode, which does not provide any self-adjustment 
due to the power supply, a high degree o f atyustmerrt is achieved by relating the 
current to the power.
The control urrit regulating the voltage-current telatkmship operates with the 
power source set in the constant voltage mode. The principal feature o f the control 
unit is that it can be used for both the steady DC open arc and short circuiting arc 
operations. The coittrol urrit is adapted to the required operatioo simply by presetting 
the relevant parametric constants. In addition, for the short circuiting arc operation, 
a suitable inductance must be included in the arc circuit, which is essential to control 
the dynamic behaviour o f the arc currertt for stable arc operation.
Each o f the three control units is capable oi S3mergic operation, whereby stable 
arc operation is maintaincid autortratically for any wire feed speed, whether 
martaamed constant, varied gradually or modulated. Apart from the refotive sirtrplicity 
and flexib ility  o f the synergic controls, one m ^  advantage is in the application o f 
the modulated wire feed speed techrrique to thertrtal pulsing, where the current is 
modulated by changing  the w ire feed speed rU relatively low  frequencies o f the order 
o f 1-S Hz. This is possiMe because with the sjmergic controls, a stable arc is 
mairttained at all the wire feed speeds. Therefore, the modulation can be applied to 
virtually any high and low  levels o f feed speed over the operating range, and 
furthermore, the transitioos car be as slow or as fast as destred. Practical «ppiinuinn« 
o f this technique have yet to be exploited folly, but in principle the synergic controls 
should open the way to various fotrtts o f thermal pulsing with w ide ranges of wire 
feed speed and rates o f chm ge readily usable.
Another feature o f the synergic controls is that the arc lerrgth is m iiint»in«t 
oonstarrt for any variation in the w ire extoision. A  typical application o f this feature 
would be in the mechanised multipass circumferential welding o f pipes, whereby the 
pipes could be rotated under the welding head continuously. A t the completion o f
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each p m , the wire extenekm would decreatc for a le t atandoff diatancc, but the 
operating arc length would remain unaltered. Therefore, as no ac^ustment o f the 
standoff would be required between passes to maintain the required arc
length, the multipass weld could be completed in a single lun. By this procedure, 
ipH t from saving time, any defects which would occur due to stopping and restarting 
the arc, for reac^usting the standoff distance at the completioo o f each pass, would 
be avoided. Sim ilarly, the multipass linear joints could also be welded, for example, 
traversing the joint back and forth ccotimiously underneath the welding head until the 
weld is completed.
Furthermore, as variations in the wire feed speed do not cause arc length 
instability under the synergic controls, the w ire feed speed can be changed during 
joint fillin g  as required without necessitating any other control. Fbr example, for a 
wide root gap the curretrt can be reduced to avoid excessive burathrough by reducing 
the w ire feed speed alone. Similarly in the fillin g  passes the wire feed speed can be 
ficely  altered to obtain the required metal deposition rate; and for the capping pass, 
the w ire feed speed can be varied to achieve the requited bead profile.
5£A. W d d iog  perforauaec
In this work, only the control unit based on the power-current relationship was 
evaluated for the welding performance. In general, the control unit is capable o f 
m«irin£ sound and spatter free welds for butt joints and fillet joints in the flat 
positioii, with the modulated wire feed speed technique, using Ar-t-15%COj shielding 
gas. A ll the welds made have good weld characteristics, in particular the weld 
deposits are symmetrical and the sidewall fusion is relatively deep and gently rounded 
so that ladt o f sidewall fusion, ladt o f interpass fusion or lack o f root fusion defecte 
are unlikely to be formed even in an industrial environment.
However, using Ar-i-S%CO^ shielding gas, the welds made contained porosity. 
This can be identified as resulting from inadequate shielding o f the weld pool for the 
modulated arc at high current operation, together with a relatively long wire extetKion 
rteeded for the narrow V  joint welding using a conventional welding torch. In 
addition, Ar-f S%C02 causes lade o f sidewall frisioo because the arc power generated 
is inadequate for the application. Both the defects can be avoided using Ar-t-20%CO2
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■hieldinc gai, but thk cauMt ipKter. The failure to make lound or tpaiter free weldf 
does not indicate uneatiifactory performance o f the control unit, but it does 
demooatrate the need for making a judicious selection o f the shielding gas.
5.7. C O NC LU SIO NS
A  study has been made o f the feasibility o f developing synergic control for steady 
DC open arc and short ciio iitin g arc M IG  welding in conjunction with a transistor 
controlled powor source. The main oonclusioos o f this study are listed below.
a). Steady DC open an  operatioa
1. An electronic control unit has been designed and constructed to provide 
synergic control o f steady DC open arc welding. It is based on a quadratic 
power-current equation derived from the generalised linear bunioff and 
voltage-currait relationships.
2. An alternative cootrol unit for synergic steady DC open arc operation has been 
designed and constructed based on an approximate linear power-current 
relationship.
3. Both the corfool units can operate with the power source set in the constant 
current, constant voltage, or any intermediate mode o f output characteristics.
4. A  third electronic control unit has been speciScally designed and constructed 
to regulate the voltage-current relationsh^ in order to achieve the synergic 
steady DC open arc operation. This control unit operates with the power source 
set in nominally oorntant voltage mode.
Each control unit operates from the current signal (or together with the voltage 
signal) which is obtained conveniently from a static transducer (a  shunt) 
cormected in the arc circuit. Because the transducer is static, the control units 
are immune from any external problems.
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The three ooatrol unitt are shown to be capable o f peifotnung the synergic 
operatioo, whereby stable arc operation is maintained automatically, for any 
wire feed speed whether held constant, varied gradually or modulated with any 
waveform. Tinis, the steady DC open arc M IG  operatioo is not only simplified 
but also its range o f application is extended.
The control units regulating  the power-cuircnt relationships have been shown 
to be capable o f making sound welds for the narrow V  butt joints and fillet 
joints with 123 to 25 mm thick plates.
Short drcuHing arc opemtioa
The eledromc oontrol unit regulating the voltage-current rdationship for steady 
DC open arc operation can be adapted to provide synergic operation for the 
short circuiting arc operation, simply by programming the relevant parametric 
constants.
9. The control unit is shown to be capable o f providing synergic operation, 
whereby stable arc operation is maintained automatically, for any w ire feed 
speed whether maintained constant, varied gradually or mnAilaiwt Thus, the 
short cucuiting arc operation is simplified and also its range o f application 
extended.
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CHAFTERi
SYNERGIC CONTROL USING A THYRISTOR 
CONTROLLED POWER SOURCE
(.1. INTRODUCTION
The developmenl o f l y n e ^  control lyitem s for iteody DC open arc and short 
circuiting arc M IG  welding, using a feedback controlled transistor power source, has 
been described in Chapter 5. This type of power source provides the desired output 
o f precisely controlled and ripple free current or voltage, together with a fast 
response, but tends to be energy inefficient, bulky and expensive. Therefore, its use 
is normally restricted to general research in the laboratory and high quality 
appUcatkms. Therefore, to focUitate the transfer o f the synergic control technology 
into industry, interfacing techniques have also been developed to adapt the control 
units to work with a low  cost commonly used thyriMor controlled power source. The 
adaptation trrhniqiifs and evaluation o f the control systems, comprising the control 
units and a thyristor controlled pow a  source, are described in this chapter.
fcl. INPUT-OUTPUT RELATIO N SH IPS FOR TH E TH YRISTO R  
CO NTROLLED POW ER SOURCE
A s designed, the power source has a control mechanism to control the output, which 
is operated from an internal reference supplied by the Voltage control' knob. To 
establish the input-output relationships, this voltsge control eras disconnected and a 
rcfeicnoe signal o f known voltage was supplied from an independeat variable voltage 
power supply.
(.2.1. Staife antpat chancteristics
For the entire range trf input reference signal from 0 to IS  V , there is a fam ily o f 
voltage-current output characteristics from a minimum to a maximum level. For a 
aeries of selected refetcnoe voltage settings, the static output characteristics were 
«O nbüshed using a variable load tesisfor, as shown in R g  6-1. For cutrcnts less than
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so A , the output voltage rises to an open ciicuit value o f 57 V  for the maximum 
leference voltage IS  V , and 46 V  for the minimum referenoe voltage 0 V . A t highn 
output cunents, from SO A  upwards, the characteristics are linear and substantially 
parallel. For example, the characteristics relevant to the maximum and minimum 
reference voltage settings can be expressed by the follow ing equations:
-  -0.0297/ + 46 for Ae SMTlaHiai voAstg« aetOitg
Where
is the output voltage, V ;
I is the output current, A .
Subscript p refers to power source output characteristics.
For the maximum setting, the output voltage at SO A  is 445 V  and decreases 
gradually at about 3 V  per 100 A  to 3S3 V  at the maximum rated current o f 3S0 A . 
For the minimum setting, the voltage at SO A  is 14J V  and decreases to S V  at 
3S0 A . By varying the referenoe voltage from the minimum (0  V ) to the maximum 
(IS  V ) value, the characteristic could be raised continuously from the minimum to 
the maximum level, so that the currentA'oltage zone with a voltage range o f about 
31 V  could be obtained for any given output current. Any point within this zone 
represerds a potential welding condition.
GtiurmUud rtpuUion
For usable currents, from 50 A  upwards, the characteristics are linear and 
substantially parallel. Together, these can be described by the general linear equation:
m ,I + C , forliSOA [6- 1]
Where
is the output voltage, V ; 
I is the output current. A ;
m , is the slope, V/A;
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if  the intoccpt at zero cuncnl, V .
The equatk» is specified by the slope and interoept for a given input 
reference voltage V,. The slope is constant with the average value at -0.0307 V/A, 
but the intercept is variable, from 16 to 46 V , related to the reference.
6JJ. RcUtiooshlp between intercept C , of the output cfaaracterktks and the 
lapot référé uce V,
The relationahip between the input reference voltage, V ,, and the intercept, , for 
o u ^ t  characteristics o f the power source is plotted in H g. 6-2. This relationship is 
linear but not proportional as it makes an intercept V , , on the C ; axis for V , at zero 
value. The relationship can be expressed by the follow ing equatk»:
at.K , *  C, (6-2]
Where
is the interoept o f the output characteristics;
V , is the iiqMt reference voltage to the power source; 
m , is the slope o f the C^-V, relationship;
Q  is the intercept o f the C^-V, relationship.
In this equation V, is the independent variable, and the omesponding 
dtpendeat variable. The equation is specified by the slope m, and intercept Q .
ADAPTATION OF THE CX>NTROL UNIT 
The function trf the control unit is to execute the operating vottage-current 
relmionehip rdevant to a given materialAvire di«iiift>T/diipMing g ^  combination, and 
determine the reference voltage according to a given current (or w ire feed speed). 
This signal drives the power source to establish the required arc voltage providing 
stable arc operatkm. I f  the power source had a ^perfect*, constant v o lt ^  characteristic 
then the required voltage would be maintained for any current, as specified by the 
reference. However, unlike the transistor cotkiolled power source originally used,
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Fig- 6-2. Inteicept-reference voltage relationship relevant to a f ^ i l y  o f output 
characteristics o f the thjrristor power source.
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(1 ,2 ) the output volta(B  o f the tfa3niitor oontroUed power eouroe is not oooiU iit but 
decreases as the current increases at a rate * iv « i  by the slope (-0.0307 V/A). 
Therefore, the adaptatioa technique must accnumodate this variation in the output 
volta fe relative to the current.
Fhithermoic, as indicated by R g. 6-2, the input/output o f the power source is 
linear but, unlike that for the tnnsittar oontroUed power source, it is not proportknal. 
Therefore, the adaptation technique must also take into account the non- 
propoilioaality.
■ f d qpSsrfeii Uekniqmtt
Three techniques have been used to adapt the three synergic control units to operate 
with the thyristor controlled power source.
These are:
a ) . Generalised ieference voltage-output current' control equation;
b ) . 'Voltage feedback control';
c ) . Scaling the output.
The techniques a) and b ) were used for the linear voltage-current control unit, 
and both b ) and c ) for each o f the quadratic and linear power-current control units. 
Thus, six control systems, two for each control unit, were made available, as shown 
in H g. 6-3.
63.1. U nanr vnMiige-cvrant control units
6.3.13. GMMtnfisod 'Waftnme* solhtgr nrtpmt enrrmf' eerntrei igwarfew 
The equation indudes am ent as independent variable and the lefiBienoe voltage as 
*^ *1***d fiit variable. In addition, it indudes parametric constants relevant to the 
operathig arc iclatioaship and also those relevant to the output characteristics o f the 
power source. A s all the parameters relevant to the input/output relationships o f the 
power source are incorporated, the equation inherently takes into account the effects 
o f both the slope o f the output characteristics and non-proportionality o f the 
rrisSinnslup between the mput reference and the iiUercept o f the output characteristics. 
The overall control equation could be obuined imalytically as w ell as graphically.
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The required control equation hat been derived from the four primary equations. 
P in t u  the geaen lifed  equation for the static output characteristic o f the power 
source (F ig. 6 -1 ):
" s '  ♦ [6- 1]
Second is the generalised ‘leferenoe voltagc-intercepf equation relevant to the 
input/output o f the power source(Fig. 6 -2 ):
m V * C0 t [6-2]
Substitution for horn Eq. (6 -2 ] into Eq. [6 -1 ] gives:
V , -  at,/ ♦ « ,K ,  ♦ C , [6 -3 ]
This is the genm lised output characteristic o f the power source. The equation 
has two independent input variables: the input reference voltage V , to the power 
source, and the output current I. V , is the corresponding dependent variable.
The parametric constants no,, m , and for the speciSed power source can be 
determined directly horn the output characteristics established experimentally for a 
range o f input reference voltage
Third is the generalised voltage-current relationship for stable arc operation 
(F ig. 6 -4 ):
m l * C [6 -4 ]
Where
V  is the arc voltage, V ; 
I  is the arc current. A ; 
m , is the slope, V/A;
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C , i l  the ioleioepl M zero cuncat, V .
Fourth i l  the geaen liied  neccnaiy condition to ettaU iih in  operating point. 
That ii, the power aouice output voltage V , muit coincide with the required arc 
voltage V  for any current. The equation ia:
[6 -5 ]
A i derived &om Eqi. [6 -3 ] to [6 -S ] or dhcctly 6am  Eqa. [6 -1 ], [6 -2 ], [6 -4 ] 
and [6 -5 ], the required gmwaliaed ‘reference voltage-output currenf control equation
ia:
" ' ■ M '
[6-6]
Thia oqiiatinn hai been implemented by the aynergic ccntrol unit to provide the 
reference voltage V , for driving the power aource, such that the arc voltage is 
adjusted automatically according to the required arc current I.
Typical values ai m, and Q  for the steady DC open arc and short circuiting arc 
operation are given in Table 6-1 . The values o f m ,, m , and C , relevant to the 
thyristor controlled power source, together with those for the transistor controlled 
power source previously used, are given in Table 6-2.
Unlike the analytical method which provides the generalised control equation, the 
graphical method determines the control relatioaship for a specific material/wire 
diameter/shielding gas com binatk». The relationship has been obtained 6om  the 
graphical lolutian o f the voltage-current relatioaship for arc operatk» togrthm with 
the fim ily  o f the output characteristics o f the power source. The two relationships 
have been plotted together in Fig. 6-4. The inteiaectioa points together with the 
relevant reference levels provided the required 'reference voltage-output currenf
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Table 6-1. Values o f parametric constants m , and C ,, for various wire mateiialAvire 
cbameter/shieldinf gas combinations.
Shielding gas
contact tube 
to workpiece 
distance, mm
W ire
extension,
mm
Arc
length,
mm
Parametric constants
m,„ V/A C U V
Steady DC open arc operatioa 
12 mm diameter m ild steel wire
Ar+5% COj 15 10 5 0.028 21
A r4 5 «C O , 15 5 10 0.029 23
Ar+20% COj 15 10 5 0.030 24.5
Ar-i-20%CO, 15 5 10 0.025 30
1.0 mm diameter m ild steel wire
Ar-^S%CO, 15 10 5 0.031 22
Ar+5% COj 15 5 10 0.030 23
A r+2 0 »C O j 15 10 5 0.030 25
A r+ 2 0 »C O j 15 10 5 0.028 305
Short circuitiHg arc operatioa 
12 mm diameter mild steel wire
A t4^20«CO, 12 12 — 0.026 14.4
CO, 12 12 — 0.028 16.2
l i )  mm diatnrter m ild steel wire
Ar+20% COj 12 12 — 0.027 14.6
CO, 12 12 — 0.032 16.4
Table 6-2 . Values o f parametric constants m ,, m, and Q ,, for the tMWMtnr ««<  
tfayiiatar oonlroUed power sources.
Power source m ,, V/A Q . v
IVaiisistor power source 
(constant v^tage operation)
0 10 0
Thyristor power source -O d » 1.9 185
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icb tiooih ip , for example ibow ii in R f. 6-5.
Control mût
Both the Mock and fonctiooal diagrams o f the control circuit executing the control 
equation [6 -6 ] are shown in R g. 6-6. The main feature o f the drcuit is that it is 
simple, small and low  cost, oomprising only a few  integrated circuit units.
6J.10. VokKgtfootOttekeomtni
To accommodate the effects o f the slope and non-proportionality automatically, a 
VoltagB feedbadc control' circuit hm been added between the original control unit and 
the power source, R g. 6-7. This circuit hat two inputs. One it  the 'reference' 
provided by the control unit, and the other is 'fecrfliadt' taken from the electrodes to 
represent the operating arc voltage. The feedback it subtracted from the reference to 
obtain an 'error' signal. This signal it  amplified and then used to drive the power 
source. In esKnce, the feedback control circuit causes the power source to simulate 
near-perfect constant voltage operation tim ilar to that provided by the transittor 
controlled power source originally used.
6J.2. Power-current control units
Both the quadratic and linear power-current coolrol units are similar in operation and 
cooBtruetkm. In principle, adaptation o f these coM iol units to the thyristor power 
source is also similar. To adapt either control unit, two techniques have been used. 
One is the *voltage f eedback  control o f the power source' and the other is 'scaling o f 
the control unit output*.
Firihqff/radhoril eomtroi
This tertinkpie is the same aa described above for the linear voltage-current control 
unit That is, no attention hm been made in the basic power-current comrol unit, but 
addition o f an interfece circuit provided voltage feedback control o f the thyristor 
power source. The Mode diagram o f this system is shown in R g  6-8.
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Fig. 6-5. Typical reference voltagB-cuirent relationships for the steady DC open arc 
and short circuiting arc operations, as obtained from Fig. 6-4.
b)
- mj ^  ^C, -  C, 
m, m.
Thyristor
Signal«
Fig. 6-6. Circuit anangement o f the control unit based on the reference
voltage-current relationship:
a) Mock diagram, b ) functimial diagram.
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H g. 6-7. Block diagram for the voltage feedback control o f the thyristor power 
source, operating with the voltage-current control unit.
Fig. 6-8. Block diagram for the voltage feedback control o f the thyristor power 
source, operating with the power-current control unit.
Art mitogt
Current tignai
Ampnft§r for seating Thyralor
howor-eurront IN poworcontrol unit sourco
r 3 Wire food 
^  rolls
Voiding head 
‘Vbrkpioco
Shunt I
Rg. 6-9 . Block diagram for scaling the output o f the pown-current ccrntrol unit to 
drive the thyristor power source.
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SemliHg the
H ie power-cmreat oonirol unit oiigiiia lly provided 0 -5  V  output, equal to the input 
reference voltage range o f the transistor power source previously used. But the 
reference range o f the thyristor power source presently used is 0-15 V. Therefore, 
the range o f the control unit output has been scaled to provide 0-15 V  by means o f 
an amplifier, H g. 6-9. This system does not require any further modification due to 
change o f power source, since the control unit is independent o f power source 
characteristics.
6,4. EVALUATIO N
Three control units, eadi adapted by two adaptation techniques to the power source 
provided six control systems (I lg . 6 -3 ). These have been evaluated for control 
performance and welding performance.
Control performance assessed the capability o f a S3rstem to regulate output o f 
the power source artranstically relevant to any wire feed speed, whether set censtnt, 
varied gradually or modulated. Furthermore, bow the system would respond to 
changes in wire extension, w ire diameter or shielding gas, for both constant and 
modulated wire feed, has been tested. The welding performance assessed the 
capability at a system to provide stable arc operation and make sound welds in butt 
and fillet joints, using both mechanised and manual nv*n iqiie«
The evaluation o f eadi control unit adapted to the thyristor power source is 
described in the follow ing sections.
6A.1. Lhrenr vnltngr « m l  c n irn i— M
The control unit adapted to the thyristor controlled power source using either the 
reference vottage-current relatiooship or the voltage feedback control o f the power 
source was capable o f controlling both the steady DC open arc and short circuiting 
arc operation.
64.1.1. 'R tftm ut aofesye-eiirrraf' control syiarfws
T o prepare the control system for welding operation, the control unit was 
programmed with the parametric constants m ,, m , and Q  relevant to the thyristor
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coBtroUcd power lource, and in addition, with m , and C , relevant to the required 
malerial/wiie diameter/diieldinf gaa combination and mode o f arc operation.
SUady DC open arc operation 
Control performance 
a). Are bMalkm
The arc wae initiated readily (in  about 33 maec) by the control lystem, which 
iupplied a high fhort drciiit cuireat while the wire electrode remained in contact with 
the workpiece. As the arc initiated, both the current and voltage (in  about 100 msec) 
stabilised at the levels consistent with the operating wire feed speed. A  typical arc 
mtmtting behaviouT is shown in Fig. 6-10.
h). Conatmnt Wirt feed
For any w ire feed qpeed maintained constant over the operating range, the control 
system adjusted the voltage automatically, such that stable arc with a coostam length 
and qtray metal transfer were maintained throughout the test runs. The consistency 
o f the operating current and voltage, which indicates arc stability, is shown in 
R g. 6 - lla . The stable arc operation resulted in consistent and spatter-free bead 
deposits, R g . 6 - llb .
e). VmrimUt w in ftti
T o  test the capability o f the control system to respond to a gradually varying wire 
feed speed, the test tun was started at a relatively low  feed speed o f IS  m/min, 
which was then mereased steadily to 12.5 m/min (w hile the wotkpieoe was traversed 
at a constant speed o f 0 JO m/min).
In operation, as the wire feed speed was incrrjstd  gradually, the control system 
adjusted the arc voltage automatically compatible with the current corresponding to 
the feed speed. Fig. 6-12a. Therefore, the arc operation remained perfectly stable 
with the arc length being mahSained constant, and spray metal transfer was produced 
throughout the weld tun without any spatter. The stable arc performance resulted in 
the regular bead deposit, R g . 6-12b.
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6-11. Qurent and voltage ac^ustment and regularity o f the bead dqwait, 
in d ia tiiig  itability o f the arc operatioa for the wire feed speed being maintained 
constant at 9 m/min, with the control unit based on the reference voltage-current 
relationship driving the thyristor power source, using 12 mm diameter mild steel 
w ire in Ar-f5% CX^
a) current and voltage adjustment relevant to the wire feed,
b) bead deposit.
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Fig. 6-12. Q u ieot and voltage adjustment and regularity o f the bead deposit, 
in ttirtiin  stability o f the are operation, for the w ire feed sp e^  being increased from 
IS  to 12.5 m/min, while maintaining the travore speed at 0 3  m/min, with the 
control unit based on the reference voltage-cu irait relationship driving the thyristor 
power source, using 13  mm diameter mild steel w ire in Ar-f5% CO}:
a) current aiid voltage adjustment relevant to the w ire feed,
b ) bead deposit.
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h M U tttd  win fMd
How the control tyttem  would icepond to a mdden change in the w ire feed ipeed 
waa teated with bead nine made using square wave modulated wire feed with a 
modulation frequency o f 2 Hz.
The contiol system was found to be capable o f actuating the arc voltage 
automatically relevant to the modulation in the wire feed speed. Fig. 6-13a. Both the 
current and voltage w o e  at^usted rapidly, not only compatible with the low  and high 
levels o f feed speed, but also consistent with the transitions between the levels. 
Therefore, the overall me operation remained stable even when the low  feed speed 
was as low  as permitted by the onset o f the desired spray type metal transfer 
(7  J  m foiin) and the high level as large as allowed by the power source output rating 
(10.5 m/min). Even with these levels the arc length changed by only about 3 mm 
during a modulation period. The consistent arc operation produced regular bead 
deposits, Hg. 6-13b.
t). B ifn t of win txtnukm
For the gradually varying w ire extension, using either constant or modulated wire 
feed speed, the arc operatk » was found to be stable, such that the arc length 
remained substantially constant (at about 7 mm) while the wire extension increased 
from  about 11 to 23 mm. This was obtained without any adjustment being made on 
the control unit, which m odified the voltage automatically as the distance between 
the welding head and workpiece increased from 18 to 30 mm, H g  6-14a and b. The 
regularity o f the bead deposits for the constant and modulated wire feed is shown in 
Fig. 6-14C
In addition, for the w ire extension merrasing in steps, using either constant or 
modulated wire feed, the control system adjusted the arc voltage automatically. 
Fig. 6-15a and b, sudi that the overall arc length remained constant (at about 8 mm) 
while the wire extensioo increased from 10 to 15 to 20 to 25 mm, as the distance 
between the welding head and work{dece increased from  18 to 33 mm in three steps. 
The arc operation was found to be very stable throughout the bead runs, even at 
transitions between the steps, without any fluctuation or deflection being produced 
in the arc column. The stable arc operation resulted in regular bead deposits for both
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F if. 6 -13. Q inent and voltage respontc and regularity o f the bead depoait 
indicating, stability o f the arc operation, for the w ire feed speed being modulated 
with square wave from 15 to 10 J  mfoiin at 2 Hz, with the control unit baaed on the 
reference voltage-current relationship driving the thyristor power source, using 
1.2 nun diameter m ild steel wire in Ar-fS%C02;
a) current and voltage at^ustment relevant to the wire feed,
b) bead dq;»sit.
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H g. 6-14. Ouncnt and voltage adjustment and regularity o f the bead deposits for 
the wire extension increasing gradually from about 11 to 23 mm, with the control 
unit based cm the reference voltage-current relatkmship driving the thyristor power 
source, using 1.2 mm diameter m ild steel w ire in Art5% C02:
a) w ire feed being maintained constant at 9 mfrnin,
b ) w ire feed being moihilated from 7.5 to lO J  m/min at 2 Hz,
c ) bead depositt.
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Fig. 6-15. O inent and voltage adjustment and regularity o f the bead deposite for 
the wire extensioa increasing in steps firom 10 to 15 to 20 to 25 mm, with the control 
unit based on the reference voltage-current relationship driving the thyristor power 
source, using 1.2 mm diameter m ild steel wire in Ar-f5%CO,:
a) w ire feed being maintained constant at 9 m/min,
b) w ire feed being modulated from IS  to 10.5 m/min at 2 Hz,
c ) bead deposits
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the oonetaot and modulated w ire feed apeed. Fig. 6 -15c. 
fi. m f*ct nfw in dimmHtr
Fbr operatk » with 1.0 mm diameter mild steel wire, practically no acyustment o f the 
parametric oonataids m, and C , was required on the control unit. H ie  control system 
ad|uated the arc voltage automatically providing stable arc operation and consistent 
bead deposits for any wire feed speed whether m «int»inii«t m n t«m  varied gradually 
or modulated.
W cM ing pcrfonnancc
The welding performance was tested with both mechanised and manual 
H k  details o f all the jmnta and welding conditions used are g iva i in Table 6-3.
m). H tekm iisM i optrmtiom
For each joint, the arc operation was very stable such that the arc column did not 
deflect towards either side o f the joint. H ie metal tra v fer wm  stable spray type 
without any spatter.
The main feature o f each weld, H g. 6-16, is that the bead Aynait is 
symmetrical relative to the joint and free from any defect. The deposit profile is 
regular w ith good wetting-in to the joint surface. For the butt weld, the penetration 
ptofik is broad bowi type which is deshaUe to avoid lad i o f sidewall fusion and lack 
c i root fusion defects.
hj. Mammal aptnU m
Even with the manual technique, the arc operation was found to be stable without 
sign ificant fluctuations or deflectxMs in the arc column. The metal transfer was «< «« 
stable without spatter beiqg produced over the weld nms.
Macroaections o f the welds are shown in Fig. 6—17. The " » « « «  characteristics 
o f these welds are similar to those made with the mechanised operation. A ll the 
welds are free from any defect such as lack o f root fusion or lack o f sidewall fusion.
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a)
b )
H g. 6-16. Macioscctioiis o f the welds made for the mechanised operation, with the 
control unit based on the reference voltage-current relationship driving the thyristor 
power source, using 12 nun diameter m ild steel wire in Ar-<-15%C02:
a) butt weld, 2S mm, 15*, 3 mm root gap, flat, 5 tuns, w ire feed speed modulated 
from 7.5 to 10.5 m ^iin  at 2 Hz, x3;
b ) fillet weld, 9.5 mm, 90*, flat, 1 run, w ire feed speed modulated from 7 3  to 
103 m/min at 2 Hz, x3;
c ) fille t weld, 9 3  mm, 90*, flat, 1 run, w ire feed qreed constant at 9 mfrnin, x3.
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Short drcuidug mrc operatioH 
Coatrol pcrforauuKC
For each o f the four material/wiie diameter/duelding gas oombinatioas, comprising
1.0 and i2  mm diameter mild steel wires in both CX), and Ar-«-20%CX>,, the control 
system was found to ailiutt the arc voltage automatically compatible with mean 
current corresponding to any wire feed speed whether maintainwl constant, varied 
gradually or modulated with aquare waveform. Therefore, the are operation remained 
stable w ith consistent short dreuiting frequency and practically no spatter. The stable 
are operatk » produced regular bead deposits. Typical oadllograms o f current and 
voltage for the three types o f w ire feed, and the regularity o f the bead deposits are 
shown in H g. 6-18 and 6-19 for the m ild steel/1.0 mm diameter/OO] combination.
m jret o f M/ir* tx tn u ia »
To teat how the corrirol system would respond to a gradually varying wire extemion, 
test runs were made with a constant and modulated wire feed using 12 mm diameter 
m ild steel w ire in Ar+20%COj. In addition, the control response to change«
in wire extension was tested with a constant w ire feed speed using 1.0 mm diameter 
wire in both OO] and A t'f 20% CX>2 shielding gases.
For the gradually varying wire extensioo, the control system provided stable are 
operation throughout the test runs, without any ac^ustment being made on the control 
unh. Over the runs, the short circuiting frequency remained consistent while the wire 
extensian mcreased from 10 to 20 mm, because the system automatically supplied are 
voltage compatible with the current relevant to the w ire extenskm. Fig. 6-20aandb. 
For both constant and modulated wire feed, regular and spatter-free bead deposils 
were produced. Fig. 6-20c.
For a given material/wire diameter/shielding gas combination, the control 
system was found to be capable o f adjusting the are voltage compatible with a series 
o f sudden changes in wire extension by 3 mm, H g. 6-21a and b. This ac^ustment 
provided very stable arc operation, maintaining consistent short dreuiting frequency 
on the square crests and troughs throughout the weld runs. The stability o f are 
operation resulted in regular and spatter-free bead deposits, H g. 6-21c.
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Fig. 6-21. Cunent and voltage adjustment and regularity o f the bead deposits, 
indicating stability o f the arc operation, for a series o f sudden changes in wire 
extension by 3 mm, with the ctmtrol unit based on the reference voltage-current 
relationship driving the thyristor power source, using 1.0 mm diameter mild steel 
w ire at constant w ire feed speed o f 4 m/min:
a) current and voltage ac^ustment in C O „
b) current and voltage adjustment in Ai*20%COi,
c ) bead deposits.
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W d d l^ l
The wcldins perfonnance WM tested for the fillet joints, using 1.0 mm diameter wire 
in 0 0 ] ihiddmg gM. The drtaili o f all the jon tt and the welding need are
given in Table 6-4.
For both mechaniied and manwal welding techniques, the arc operation was 
found to be very stable throughout the w dd runs. The sboit ciicuiting frequency 
remained consistent for the constant as well as the modulated wire feed, and 
pnctically no spatter was produced.
Macrosectioos o f all the welds are shown in Fig. 6-22. The weld deposit o f 
each weld is symmetrical. A ll the welds are considered to be acceptable as these are 
free from  any defect such as lack o f sidewall fusion or lack o f root fiisioo.
6A.1.2 VoMag* fmlbmdc eomlnl
For steady DC open arc operatkm, the performance o f the control system with 
feedbadt ocmtrol o f the power source was found to be esseiMially similar to that for 
the control system with the control unit adapted using the reference voltage-current 
equation, as described above. In operation, the system initiated the arc readily, and 
then adjusted the arc voltage automatically consistent w ith the current relevant to any 
operating  wire feed speed, whether maintainrd constant, varied gradually, or 
mochilated with square wave. Fig. 6-23. The ac^ustmeat provided stable arc operation 
throughout the weld runs, such that the overall arc length was maintained constant 
(at about 7 mm). Even with the modulated wire feed over the entire opaating range, 
from 7.5 to 10.5 m/inin at 2 Hz, the arc length ehugfiH by only about 2 «« »"  during 
a modulation period. Ifre  stable arc opesation resulted in regular bead deposki, shown 
in Fig. 6-24 for the conataik, variable and modulated w ire feed.
For the shost circuiting arc opeiatioii, the control system adjusted the arc 
voltage automatically relevant to the mean cuirem ooneapooding to any w ire feed 
speed over the operating range, whether maintained oonstant, varied gradually or 
modulated with square arave. Fig. 6-25. Therefore, the arc operated with consistent 
short circuiting frequency without any spatter being produced. The stable arc 
operation, which the control system provided, resulted in regular bead deposits, 
Fig. 6-26.
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Fig. 6-22. Macrosectioas ot fillet wdds made for short dicuiting arc operation, with 
the control unit based on the reference vottage-cuiient lelationship driving the 
thyristor power source, using 1.0 mm diameter mild steel w ire in CO2, xS:
a) mechanised, S mm, 90°, flat, w ire feed speed constant at 4 m/min;
b ) mechanised, 5 mm, 90°, flat, w ire feed modulated with square wave from 
3 to 5 m/min at 2 Hz;
c ) manual, 6.4 mm, 90°, horizontal/vertical, 140 A , 20 V ;
d ) manual, 3.2 nun, 90°, horizontal/vertical, 120 A , 20 V ;
e ) manual, 3.2 mm, 90°, vm tical-down, 120 A , 20 V .
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F if. 6-23. Q uicnt and voltage adjustment with the voitage-cuncnt control imit and 
feedback control o f the thyristor power source, using 1.2 mm diameter mild steel 
wire in Ar-fS% C02, for different types o f w ire feed speed:
■ ) consumt at 9 m/min,
b ) varied gradually from 6.75 to 11.25 m/min,
c ) modulated with square wave from 15 to 10.5 m/min at 2 Hz.
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Fig. 6-25. Q uicnt and voltage adjustment for short ciicu itiiig arc operatkn, with 
the voitage-cunent control unit and feedback control o f the thyristor pawa source, 
using 1.0 nun diamrtrr mild steel wire in 0 0 „  for differeirt types <rf w ire feed speed:
a) constant at 4.5 m/min,
b ) varied gradually from 2.4 to 7.26 m/min,
c ) modulated with square wave from 4 to 6 m/min at 2 Hz.
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Fig. 6-26. Bead deposiu showing tu b ility  for short circuiting arc operation, with 
the voltage-cuirent control unit and feedback ctmtrol o f the thyristor power source, 
using 1.0 mm diameter mild steel wire in CX),, for three types o f w ire feed speed:
a) constant at 4 J  m ^ in ,
b ) varied gradually from 2.4 to 7.26 m/min,
c ) modulated with square wave from 4 to 6 m M in at 2 Hz.
6-27. Typical arc starting behaviour with the quadratic power-current control 
unit having scaled ouqwt driving the thyristor power source, using 1.2 nun diameter 
m ild steel wire in Ar-f5%CC>2.
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P a w w -ca m a t cM tra l M iU
Both the quadratic and linear power-cuiicnt control units provide synergic control 
only for the steady DC open arc operation. Prior to testing with any wire 
diameter/ihielding gas combination, the quadratic power-current control unit was 
programmed with the relevant parametric constanls m, and C ,, and the lin e » power- 
current control unit with m, and Q . In practice, the perfonrumce o f both the control 
units was found to be similar
(A 2 J .  Semlirng the otgpta 
Caatral pciforauuKC
The control s)rstem with either the quadratic or the linear power-current control unit, 
initiated the arc readily. Fig. 6-27, and then provided arc current and voltage at 
levels compatible w ith any wire feed speed, such that stable arc operation and spray 
metal transfer were maintained throughout a test run. The consistency o f the 
operating  cunein and voltage for the wire feed speed being m«int»in«H constant, 
varied gradually or modulated  with square waveform is shown in Fig. 6-28. The 
stable arc operation resulted in uniform and consistent bead deposits, R g. 6-29.
For any change in wire extension, either varied gradually or in steps, no 
M^ustment was required on the control units using a constant or modulated wire feed 
speed. For the gradually varying w ire extension, the control system continuously 
adfusted the arc current and voltage consistent with the wire extension, R g. 6-30a 
and b, such that the arc operation remained stable. The arc length wm maiiitiiinwt 
oonatant throughout the test runs at about 7 mm as the wire 
graihially from 11 to 23 mm, correaponding to the standi^ distance, increasing from 
18 to 30 mm. The stable arc opendion, resulted in uniform and cornistent bead 
deposits for both the constant and modulated wire feed. Fig. 6-30c.
Even with the wire extension increasing in steps, the control system was found 
to be capable ei adjusting the ouqiut o f the power source automatically. Fig. 6-31a 
and b. The arc operation remained stable with an arc length o f about 7 -9  mm 
throughout the test tuns, m the wire extension increased from 10 to IS  to 20 to 
2S mm relevant to the standoff distance from 18 to 33 mm in three S mm
Meps. W ith this w ide range ot w ire extension, the control system produced tegular
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F if. 6-28. Q incnt and voltage ac^ustment with the quadratic power-current control 
unit having scaled output driving the thyristor power source, using 1.2 mm diameter 
m ild steel w ire in Ar-f5%CX)2, for different types o f w ire feed speed:
a) constant at 9 m/min,
b ) varied gradually from 73  to 12.98 m/min,
c ) modulated with square wave from  7 3  to 103 mAnin at 2 Hz.
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H g. 6-30. CUncnt and voltage adjustment and regularity o f the bead deposits, 
indicating stability o f arc operation, for the wire extension increasing gradually from 
about 11 to 23 mm, with the quadratic power-current control unit having scaled 
output driving the thyristor power source, using 1.2 mm diameter mild steel wire in 
A t45%CO}:
a) w ire feed being maintained constant at 9 mfrnin,
b ) w ire feed being modulated from 7.5 to 10.5 m ^iin  at 2 Hz,
c ) bead deposits.
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F if. 6-31. Cuncnt and voltage adjuatroeiit and regularity o f the bead deposits, 
indicating stability o f arc operation, for the wire extension increasing in steps from 
10 to 15 to 20 to 2S mm, with the quadratic power-current control unit having scaled 
output driving the thyristor power source, using 1.2 mm diameter m ild steel w ire in 
Ar-t^S«C02:
a ) w ire feed being maintained constant at 9 m/min,
b) w ire feed being modulated from IS  to 10.5 m/min at 2 Hz,
c ) bead deposits.
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bead depoeitt with the coniUnt m well m modulated wire feed, F i*. 6-31c.
For the ch im e in wire diameter from to 1.0 mm, no ac^uttment waa 
required on the oontrot unit becauie, for a given power (i.e. current and voltage), the 
volume o f the wire melted per unit time w ai the tame for both the diameters 
(whereas the wire feed speeds were different). The control system was found to be 
capable o f adjusting the arc current and voltage automatically giving stable arc 
operation for any wire feed over the operating range, whether m »iii««inwt constant, 
varied gradually or modulated with square wave. The stable arc operation produced 
regular bead deposits for the three types o f wire feed.
W dd in g perform ance
W elding performance was tested using both mechanised and manual for
butt and fillet joinis using 12 mm diameter mild steel wire in Ar-t-15%00] «holding 
gas. The details o f all the joints and the welding conditions are g i v »  in Table 6-5.
For both the mechanised and mamial operation, stable arc and spray metal 
transfer without spatter were maintained throughout the weld runs. The arc column 
operated coaxially with the wire without any deflection towards either sidewall o f the 
joint. The weld deposits are symmetrical relative to the joints and free from any 
defect such as lack o f sidewall fusion or lack o f root fusion. The weld profiles are 
regular with good wetting-in to the joint surfeces. The macroaections o f the welds 
are shown in Fig. 6-32 for mechanised operation, and in Fig. 6-33 for manml 
operation.
iA.22. VtHag»/Mdbaek eomlnl
Both the quadratic and linear power-current control units were alao found to have 
similar perfotmance when adapted by the technique, tff voltage feedback control tff 
the power source. For any given wire feed speed, whether held varied
gradually or modulated with square wave, the control system adjusted the arc current 
and voltage automatically acoordiiy to the operathy wire feed speed. This 
provided stable arc operation with quay metal transfer throughout the weld nms, such 
that the arc length remained at about 8 mm for the constant and variable wire feed, 
and varied between 5 and 7 mm when modulating the w ire feed speed between IS
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H f. 6-32. Maaocectioas o f the welds made for mechanised welding opentioD, with 
the quadratic power-cuirent control unit having scaled output driving the thyristor 
power source, using \2 mm diam eta mild steel wire in A r'flS % C O ]:
a) butt weld, 25 nun, 15*, 3 mm root gap, flat, ceramic backing, wire feed speed 
modulated £mn 7 5  to 105 m/min at 2 Hz, x2;
b ) fille t weld, 95  mm, 90*, flat, w ire feed speed constant at 10.5 m/min, x3;
c ) fillet weld, 95  mm, 90*, flat, w ire feed speed modulated with square wave from 
9 to 12 m/min at 2 Hz, x3.
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and 10 J  m ^ iia  K  2 Hz. The Mable are opera ik » leaulted in unifonn and conaiatent 
bead depoeitt. The conaiatency o f the cunent and volta fc relative to the wire feed 
apeed and regularity o f the bead depoaiu, for the three typea o f wire feed, are shown 
in Rgs- 6-34 and 6-35 for the cootroi aystem using the quadratic power-current 
control unit.
6,5. M S C U S a O N
The performance o f the three synergic control units, which had previously been 
developed for both steady DC open are and short dacuhing are operatk», relied on 
the capability o f a fast response, feedback ooittrolled tranaistor power source. This 
power source implemearts the output o f the control units reliably, becaitse the power 
source provides accurate voltage srhen set in constant voltage mode and accurate 
curicaat for constairt currerrt mode. Furthermore, the irrput/output relationahip o f the 
power source is sintple: the output is proportional to the irrput reference (0 -S  V  
irrput provides 0-50 V  or 0-500 A  output). These features provide easy interfecing 
o f a control unit adth the power source.
By contrast, the thyristor power source used is neither feedbadt controlled nor 
does it provide output proportional to the input reference, the output voltage is not 
maintained constant, but it decreases as the operating current m increased according 
to the slope (about 3 VAOO A ) o f the output characteristic. These features together 
required, in general, interface circuits to be developed to adapt the units for driving 
the thyristor power source.
6J.1. AdnpfiHen
The approach for adapting the linear voltage-current control unit has been based on 
deriving a gm traliaed reference voltage-cunent equation, Eq. [6 -6 ]. This indudes 
not only the operating voltage-current relationship, which was regulated by the 
originBi control unit, but also incorporates parametric constants relevant to the power 
source. These constants comprise m ,, the slope the fem ily o f the output 
characteristicB, m , and Q ,, the slope and intercept o f the C^-V, relationship, 
Eq. [6 -2 ]. Therefore, for any given power source to be driven by the control unit, 
ns,, m, and Q  must be predetermined to be programmed in the control unit.
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Fi^ 6-34. Q inent and voltage adjustment, indicating stability o f the aic opentkn, 
with the quadratic power-current control unit and feedback control o f the thyristor 
power source, using 12 nun diameter m ild steel w ire in Ar-«-5% C02, for different 
types o f w ire feed speed:
a) constant at 9 m/min,
b ) varied gradually from 73 to 1 1 ^  m/min,
c) modulated with square wave from  73 to lO J m/min at 2 Hz.
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The leferenoe voltace-cunenl equation k  valid only for a power-aouice 
providiin  a bm ily o f output chiracttrittica whkfa are linear and have the um e ilope. 
In addition, the C^-V, iclationahip muit alto be linear. I f  either lelationahip k  not 
linear, then in principle, the reference voltace-current equation could be mnetified but 
it would become complex. Für a power aouice with non-linear characterktici, 
graphical or experimental methoda could be uaed to obtain the required relatiooahip, 
at described in Section 6J.1.1. Therefore, the control unit can be wtapreH to any 
given power source, irrespective oi the linearity o f the characteristics, using the 
approach based on the reference voltage-current relatioathip.
An alternative approach to adapt the linear voltage-current control unit k  to 
add a simple electronic circuit providing voltage feedback control o f the power 
source. Thk  control converts the power source to operate effectively in the constant 
voltage mode, similar to the transistor power source previously used. That k , the 
power source supplies output voltage reliably as instructed by the control unit. Thk 
method k  simple in that it does not require any information on the characterktics o f 
the power source.
The voltage feedback oontral approach has also been used successfolly to adspt 
both the quadratic and linear powor-current control units to the thyristor power 
source, ss dkeusaed above for the linear volb^-current control unit. Therefore, thk 
approach k  not only simple but also versatile in thk it could be used to adapt all the 
three control units to any power source.
Alternatively, the power-current cok rol units have been adapted by scaling 
their output, with the addition o f an amplifier, to provide 0 -lS  V  range as required 
for the thytktor power source. Thk simple adaptkion has been possible because the 
operation o f the control units k  independent o f both the input/output relationship and 
output duracterktics o f the power source. Thk independence k  provided by the 
feedbadc control already included in the control units.
The most versatile o f the three control units k  the one baaed on the linear 
voltage-currem  relationship because it provides synergic control for both the steady 
DC open arc and short circuiting arc modes, whereas the other two control the steady 
DC open arc operation alone. Am ong the three adaptation voltage
feodhark control k  the m ok atkptahir as it can be used for all the three control unik.
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Therefore, the linear voltage-cunenl control unhA'oitafe feedback control tcchniqur 
combinalioa ibouid be lelected for general applicatioo. However, i f  any difficulties 
arise, e.g. arc instability due to relatively large cunent fluctuatioas in welding 
difficult joints, the other combinatioas may then be consideicd.
(,5,2. Synergic operation
Each oi the three control units, together with the thyristor power source, is capable 
o f synergic operatioa, whereby stable arc operatioo is maiidamed automatically for 
any wire feed tpeed, whether held constard, varied gradually or modulated.
Any variatioas in the wire feed speed do not cause arc instability under the 
synergic controls; the wire feed speed could be changed during joint fillin g as 
required without necessitating any other control. For example, for a atide root gap, 
the cunent could be reduced to avoid excessive bumthrough by reducing the wire 
feed speed alone. Sim ilarly, in the fillin g passes, the wire feed speed could be fieely  
changed to obtain the required metal deposition rate, and for the capping pass, the 
w ire feed speed could be varied to achieve the required bead profile.
The response o f the control systems in adjusting current and voltage has been 
found adequately fast. Even with the wire feed modulated with square wave with low 
level set as low  as permitted by the onset o f the desired spray metal transfer (about
7.5 m/min) and the high level set as l a ^  as allowed by the power source output 
rating (about 10.5 tn/minX the arc length changed by only about 2 -3  mm during a 
modulation period. This is possible because with the syn agk  controls, a stable arc 
is maintamrd not only at each w ire feed ^leed, but also during the transitioos 
between the two feed speed levels. Therefore, the modulation can be applied to 
virtually any high and low levels o f feed speed over the operating range, and 
furthermore, the transitions can be as slow or as fest as desired.
Another useful feature o f the synergic controls is that the arc length is 
maintained practically constaiS for any variation in the wire externkm. A  typical 
application o f this feature would be in the mechanised multipass drcumferential 
welding o f pipes, where the pipes could be rotated under the welding head 
continuously. A t the complctioo o f each pass, the wire extenskm would decrease for 
a set standoff distance, but the operating arc length would remain unaltered.
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Therefore, at no adjuitinent o i the Maodoff diitancc would be required between 
panes to maintain the required arc length, the multipass weld could be completed in 
a single run. By this procedure, apart 6om  u vin g time, any defects which would 
occur due to stopping and restarting the arc, for at^usting the standoff at the
oompletioo o f each pass, would be avoided. Sim ilarly, the multipass linear joints 
could also be welded, for example, by traverring the joint back and forth 
ooatinuously underneath the welding head until the weld is completed.
iJ53. W elding perfoiM aacc
In general, the control units together with the thyristor power source are capable o f 
making  sound and practically q>atter-fiee welds for open arc and short circuiting arc 
operatk », in butt and fillet joints, with the constant as weU as modulated feed speed, 
and using both mechanisrxl and marstal welding A ll the wdds have
good weld characteristics. In particular, the weld deposits are symmetrical and 
sideamll fusion is relatively deep and smoothly rounded so that lack o f sidewall 
filsion, lack oi interpaas fusion or lack o f root fiision defects would be unlikely to be 
formed even in an iixlustrial environment.
Therefore, for mrrtianiacd welding, the ootSrol systems could be int^rated, for 
example, with robots, where frequent changes in the welding condition are required 
to suit various jom is in the fabricatiao o f complex components. It would be suffideat 
to program the w ire feed relevant to various joint cimfigurations. Fiirthermore, the 
tytUmo maintain stable arc operation irrespective o f any change« in wire extension, 
whether gratkially or in steps; variations in jmnt preparation or effect oi hand 
m ovem ats o f the operator should be accommodated. In conclusion, these systons 
should increase reliability o f power source performance whether uaed manually or 
mechanised and with either the ateady DC open arc or short circuiting arc operation.
(A .  C O NC LU SIO NS
A  study has been made for adaptation o f the synergic control unils to a commercially 
available thyristor controlled MIG welding power source. The main conclusions o f 
this study are listed below:
1. Control units can be adapted to operate with a commercially available thyristor
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power lou ice. Theee lyeteme are cafteUe o f perfom iiiif the tyn e ific  operatk».
2. The linear voltafe-cturent control unit hat been adapted by deriving a 
g mrralii ed ieferenoe voitafe-cunenf rdatinwhip. Ttaii indudea the parametric 
cooftantt relevant to the output diaracteriatka o f the power aource, in addition 
to the voltage-current relationehip for the are operation.
3. Alternatively, the control unit haa b eo i adapted by the add itk » o f an electronic 
circuit providing voltage feedbadc control o f the power aource, ao that the 
power aource operatea eaamtially in a true conatant voltage mode.
4. The voltage feetSwck control trchniqitr. haa alao been uaed to adapt both the 
quadratic and linear power-current control unite.
3. Both the quadratic and linear power-current control unha have been adapted 
by an alternative technique o f reacaling the output to provide 0-13 V , relevant 
to the input reference voltage range o f the thyiiator power aouroe.
6. The linear voltage-current control unit ia the most veraatile becauae it ptovidea 
aynergic control for both Steady DC open are and abort circuiting are 
operationa, aitd the voltage feecBMck control technique ia the moat adaptable aa 
it can be uaed for all the three control unite.
7. The control tyatema allow aound welda to be made for butt and fillet jointa 
uamg both mechaniacd and marmal
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CHAPTER?
PREVIOUS STUDIES
7J. INTRODUCTION
The T IG  Cninpten Ineit G at) ^velding process is essentially a predsioa lechniquc 
wliicfa is w idely used to produce high quality compoaents for the power, nuclear, 
chemical and aeroengine component industries. One main problem in its application 
is that it is difficult to achieve the required degree oi weld penetration consistently 
over the entire length o f a joint. Inconsistencies in the penetration can be caused by 
a number o f factors. IV s c  include variations in component or joint dimensions, 
welding parameters or material compoeitiont (27,28,29). T o  improve the control o f 
weld penetration for specific applicationa, techniques such as pulsed current 
operation, mechanisation with accurate control o f the welding parameters and precise 
control o f the joint dimenaiooB, have been used successfully. Nevertheless, variations 
in weld penetration still occur under production conditions due to, for example 
variatfons in the joint fit up and welder skill. To eliminate all these variations is 
impracticable. Therefore, there is an urgent requiremeiM for a control system to be 
developed to provide real-tim e regulation o f the welding parameters such that 
uniform penetration is accomplished automatically.
70. OBJECTIVES
The objective at this study is to review essentially three aspects o f previous worit 
relevaiU to T IG  welding. These are:
1. Parametric effects on arc and weld penetration;
2. Techniques to improve weld penetration;
3. Existing penetration control systems.
A  knowledge o f these aspects is essential both in the design and development 
o f a new penetration control system and in its evaluation.
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7 J . EFFECTS O F  T H E  PROCESS PA R A M E TE R S  
7J.1. A rc  c u r a t  aad flgn lU n iu « o f pow er mturet
For DC current operatM», typical iclatioiiihips betweoi penetration and current are 
•bown in Fig. 7-1 (30). Tbe penetration i f  ctrongly dependent on cunent, such that 
an increase in current by a tu tor o f 2 cause* an increase in penetration by a tu tor 
o f about 4. Therefore, to achieve uniform peiretration, the cunent level must be 
controlled accurately. That is, it is essential tor the welding power source to supply 
a cunent without excessive variations for a given settny o f the 'curreal conbol knob'.
For pulsed current operation, the shape o f tbe currem waveform itu lf has a 
crucial effect on control o f penetration (31). Therefore, i f  a welding procedure is to 
be carried out on nominally idemical power sources (i.e. same make and model), 
theu  should produce ideirtical current waveforms for identical settings o f the control 
knobs. However, commercially produced power sources may not give identical 
outputs. For example, the pulsed cunent waveforms obtained from the evaluation o f 
four nominally identical power sources are shown in R g. 7-2. Each pulse waveform 
is d ifféra it both in shape and amount trf ripple. These differences were sufficient to 
prevent a welding procedure to be developed which could be operated on each power 
source at identical settings.
Transistor controlled power sources, developed at The W elding Institute (32) 
provide current pncticaUy tree from ripple and with an accuracy o f better than 1% 
o f the current level set by means o f the relevant control knob. The power source can 
be driven fiom  instruction or reference signal. The calibrated reference signal o f any 
desired waveform can be provided internally or externally as required. This type o f 
power source is w ell suited to supply accurate cunent for the control o f weld 
penetration.
7 J O . W flld ii« spaed
The effect o f welding speed on penetration is shown typically in H g. 7-3 , for 
6.4 mm thick, type 304 stainless steel plate (30), 5 mm arc length and 240, 200 and 
ISO A  arc current. For a given current, the relationship between penetration and 
welding speed is not linear but inverse. That is, the io  pw iTMjnn for «
specific chang e in welding speed is substantially large at a low  welding speed and
200
C u r r e n t , A
Fig. 7-1. Relationship between cunent and penetration in Type 304 stainless steel 
(30). (DCEN —  Direct Current Electrode Negative).
^  BO
'  loll
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R g. 7-2. Pulsed current waveforms obtained under same conditions for four 
nominally identical equipments (31).
201
Fig- 7-3. Relatkmship between welding speed and penetration in Type 304 stainless 
steel (30).
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beooaiet m ailer progressively for the higher welding speed Fbr example, at a 
welding current o f ISO A , the penetration is practically constant for the welding 
speed range greater than 0 ^  m/inin.
Based on the daU relevant to Fig. 7-3, the lelatiouhips between weld bead 
width and welding speed arc shown in H g. 7-4  (30). For a given current, the 
lelationship is linear such that bead width decreases as welding speed increases.
733. A rc  voUage
A rc voltage is determined primarily by the arc length, shielding gas oompositioo, 
am ent, and the vertex angle o f the electrode tip. Topical voltage-current 
characteristics, using the vertex angle as a parameter, are shown in Fig. 7-S (33).
In automatic welding equipment, 'arc voltage feedback' control systems are 
often used to control the arc length. Such systems can be beneficial ftir welding 
inclined or undulating  surfaces, but any variation in electrode geometry or shielding 
gas composition may result in a change in rue length « v l  this w ill variation in 
weld penetration.
73A. A rc  length
Typically, the e ffea  o f arc length on weld penetration is shown in Fig. 7-6, in type 
304 stainless steel, at constant welding speed, for 300, 240 and ISO A  current (30). 
W ith loitg arcs (e.g. longer than 3.2 mm^ penetration is relatively insensitive to 
io  « c  length. W ith short arcs (e.g. shorter than 3.2 mmX penetration 
increases mirhedly as sre length is decresaed. Hus e ffea  however k  dependent upon 
the loh ic o f the current used such that the in pf u^ rrarnm brm m ft less
pronounced at higher currents.
W hilst the bead width inctesaes with increaaing current, the etket o f a longer 
arc is also to widen the weld bead. Fig. 7-7.
7J,5.
For electrode diansttcrs within the range 1.S to 6 mm, at constarX current, the use o f 
sn electrode with a dianifSrr larger than nonnal reduces the depth o f (34).
This has been sttributed to a reductiao in the intensity o f the pbaou flow  or the 
pressure o f the arc. However, the width o f the bead was scarcely altered.
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F ir  7-5. Effect o f vertex angle o f conical tip on arc voltage-current characteristics 
(33).
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Fig. 7-6. Relationship between aic length and penetration in Type 304 stainless steel 
(30).
Rg. 7-7. Relationship between bead width and cunent in Type 304 stainless steel 
(30).
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73jL  Electrede Up ngle
Electrode tip angle baa a iign ifkant effect oa both the depth and width o f the weld 
pool. The effects were related to variatioas in arc voltage which can be 
as follow s (33):
1. A rc voltage decreases with increasing tip angle, H g. 7-S;
2. A t low  welding currents the effect o f tip angle on arc voltage is noticeable;
3. W eld penetratioa increases and weld width decreases with increasing tip angle, 
R g. 7-8a and b respectively.
The influence o f the t^  angle on the appearance o f the weld bead, R g. 7-9, is 
more marked at h ig h » current levels. For example, at a current level o f 300 A  the 
width o f the weld bead decreases by a fector o f approximately two as the tip angle 
is increased from 30* to 12BT. A  similar, though less pronounced, in width
was evident for a welding current o f 100 A . A  similar effect wm otwerved on the
depth o f penetntion in that the variation WM more pronounced «  the welding current 
was increased from 1 0 0 A t o  2 9 0 A ; a t 3 0 0 A t b e  penetration inoeased by 
^iproxim ately 4 5 *  when the tip angle was increMed from 30* to 120* but the 
variation at 100 A  was negligible.
A  mote recent investigation on the effect o f tip angle for thick and rhiw plates, 
is somewhat in contradiction to the above observations (35). In particular, when 
afdding 3.2 mm type 321 stainleas steel, the depth o f pwMSMrjnn decreased as the tip
angle was increased from 30* to 120-, R g. 7-10. This difference was attributed to a
change in the arc cfaieartcrietics as the tip angle mnessed; the ippenm ce o f the T IG  
are for 30^ and 1201* tip angles is shown far R g. 7-11. The effect o f th irir«,«. 
was also found to be significant in that a finely tipped electrode produced very 
shallow penetration in thick plates, but proportionally pealer penrowinn hi thin sheet 
material. This was attributed to the effect o f the arc je t reflected from the surface, 
which was greater in the thin sheet material; the reflected arc jet in thick and thin 
sheet material is shown schematically in R g. 7-12.
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Fig. 7 -8 . E ffect o f veitex aogle o f electrode tip on penetration and weld width for 
different current levels (33):
a) penetration v. vertex angle, b ) weld width v. vertex angle.
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Fig. 7-12. T IG  arc crafiguration for different vertex angles (35): 
• ) 30*. b ) 120», c ) 30*.
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7J.7.
ShiekUiig gm oompotMoa hat a m qor influenoe on depth and oonaittency o f 
penetiatioa. However, no reference hat been made in the Iherature to proMems 
aritins from  minor vaiiatioot in the oompotition o f the gat or ita impurity content. 
Nevertheteat, experience hat ahown that the compotition mutt be carefully ccotroUed 
i f  conaittent operation it to be achieved.
For given oonditiont the arc voltage it  determined by the gat compotition. 
Fig. 7-13, and the depth o f penetration incieaaet with increating arc voltage. 
Fig. 7-14 (36). Greater penetration, about 60% more for aleel VP2S md three timet 
in the cate o f alloy OT4, w at achieved by adding 1.5-2% tulpbur hexafluoride in 
argon. Time, in production, failure to enture that gat compodtion it accurately 
maintained and impuritiet tuefa at O j, and moiature are not introduced, e.g. 
through leaking gat linet, could retult in variable penetration. W ith regard to oxygen 
content, it hat been recommended that when welding high integrity componentt, 
copper or T ^ c n  lined Neoprene tubing be uaed in pref erence to polythene lines (37). 
nirgm g ot the complete tyttem  should then be carried out to reduce the Oj level to 
lets than 200 ppm and the m<riature content to lets than 50 ppm. Depending on the 
length o f piping and time the plant hat been idle, etc., tb it can take up to 30 min to 
reach tatitfactory levels.
7 A  M A T ER IA L  EFFECTS
The fiu k »  geometry of the weld pool may also vary tubttantially due to differences 
in parent material compotitiorL Generally kM wn at cast to cast variation, tb it effect 
hat been w idely repotted at a m ^  problem fat mechanised T IG  welding (27,28,29); 
two heats (casts) o f material conforming to the tame specification produced vastly 
differing weld shapes when welded with exactly the tanre welding procedure, at 
shown in Fig. 7-15.
In practice, at several casts of material may be uaed to produce a large munber 
o f tdentical components, the problem usually manifests itself at otre o f inconsistent 
or inadequate penetration. Such variations have been more w idely reported in high 
qualtty T IG  welding applications, especially where mechanised or frilly automatic 
welding operationt are employed (27). Here the operator bat little or no control over
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H g. 7-13. Dependence o f arc voltage on additions in the shielding gas (36).
Fig. 7-14. Dependence o f penetration depth in steel VP2S on arc voltage (36).
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the weW pool behaviour, nor can he manipulate the torch at a ««-««■»«i welder would 
do in order to enaure complete penetratk» o f the joint. Indeed, it i i  leldom  that a 
Clot is reported as 'unweldable' by manual
Material related problems have been encountered in a number o f material types 
indudin f nickel aUoys and low  aUoy steeU. However, the la tfe  m ^ority o f 
troublesome casts have been reported when welding the austenitic range o f ««»iniM g 
iteels. It is not known whether this re a characteristic o f the material itself or simply 
a refletrion o f its widespread uae for high integiMy oompooeols such as in the 
and chemical plant industries.
Ih e  reasons for material induced variations in the weld shape are not fiilly 
understood. However, it is generally attributed to differences in the concentration o f 
minar alloying or impurity elements auch as sulphur, oocygm, aluminium, 
titanium and phosphorus (27). The presence or absence o f these elements is thnughr 
to affect fusion behaviour in two possible ways, eithm separately or in combination. 
The first is by their evaporation from the weld pool causing a modification o f arc 
characteristics (38), and the second is through their influence on the cnculatory fluid 
flow  pattern within the weld pool (39). The latter mechanism has gained increasing 
support over reoertt years, particularly with regard to the impnit«nw  o f surface 
tension driven convection (40). It is proposed that the penetration profile is 
detennmed by the dominant direction o f surface tension activated flow , with deep 
penetratron rew lting from a radially inwarda surface flow  which effectively tranafos 
the arc heat to the bottom o f the weld pool, R g. 7-16. Conversely, a radially 
outwards surface flow  would promote an opposite cortvective pattern, resulting in a 
wide shallow weld pool.
The direction of flow  in each case is thought to be governed by the 
o f surface active impurities, psrticularly sulphur, with very r f « " ,  low  «ulpimT casts 
tending  to produce undesirably shallow w dd beads.
Recent research on this topic has involved complex mathematical «wiA'^ iiwn o f 
the T IG  weld pool in an attempt to validate this theory (41). Howevm, it may be 
some tinre before a complete explanation is forthoomirtg.
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B g. 7-16. Proposed surface and bulk pool motions to account for variable fusion 
geometry (40):
a ) radially outwards flow  produces shallow profile,
b ) axially downwards flow  yields deep profile.
Fig. 7-17. Surface appearance o f pulsed T IG  weld showittg that welding progresses 
in a series o f oveiltfip ing spot welds.
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IS . PROCESS TECH N IQ U ES T O  IM PR O V E  W ELD  PE N F T R A T IO N
In ve itip tio iit h ive been carried out by a number o f reteaichen to develop welding 
techniqiira which would improve the tolerance o f the T IG  procem. Tbe 
include:
4.
Low  frequency pulled current; 
Modulated torch movement; 
High frequency pulled current; 
Electromagnetic itin ing; 
Selection o f duelding gaa; 
Surface activating fluxes.
Whilst none o f the techniques has proved to have widespread application, for 
example in overcoming the effects o f material variation, they have been shown to 
offer advantages in specific applicatioos.
7J.1. Lnw frequency pulsed cuncut
The essential feature o f pulsed current operation is that a high cuncot pulse u  applied 
causing rapid penetration o f the m atoial. As the pulse current level is some 30% 
greater than that required to melt the material in continuous current operation, 
excessive penetration and ultimately bumthrough would occur i f  the p i l f  were 
mainu ined. Therefore, the pulse is terminated after a preset time and the weld pool 
is allowed to solidify duriog a low  bndcgtound current or pilot arc. Thus, the weld 
pool progresses in a series o f discrele steps with the pulse frequency to the
traverse speed to g ive approximalely 60% overly* o f the weld spots; the 
characteristic appearance o f a pulsed T IG  weld bead is shown in R g. 7-17. Topical 
pulse frequencies for w eld fa« materials o f cross-section thirfcii#— 0.5 to 3 mm lie 
within the range 0.1 to 10 Hz (42).
The effects o f low  frequency current pulsing have been summarised as follows
(43):
1. A n  —  as the pulsed arc is stiffer than the conventiatial steady current
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arc, pcaetratioo can be enhanced with better oontro) o f the weld pool «K -p» 
H k  latter i i  paiticiilariy dgnificant when welding thin iheet material U . under 
low  current operatioa.
Fnutntiom dtpA —  at low  pulse fiequendes (<10 H i) the depth o f 
penetration can be influenced by the selection o f pulse parameters, especially 
the pulse current level. However, at pulse frequencies above 100 Hz, the depth 
o f penetration is esserdially independent o f the pulse current level.
W M  pool agUatiom —  the plasma jet ananating from the tip o f the >l<ytTmlf  
tends to depress the surface o f the weld pool and this effect inriesies as the 
onreat level is mere seed. The motion o f the weld pool turflue can be nunfcedly 
» * ^ »***«^  by pulsing the cuirent at, or near, the resonant frequency o f the weld 
pool surface. This effect may be used to enhance weld pool circulation «n>t 
control o f the pool shape. Improved circulation may also reduce w g^ garion 
and the effects o f oxide Aims in the joint, particularly desirable when welding 
aluminium and its alloys.
Pulsed TTG has been found to be particularly benefldal in gmumlliiig  the 
degree o f penetration o f the weld bead, especially when th oc is a variation in the 
heat sink, e *  thick to thin sections (42 ). The rapidly penetrating weld pool during 
the pulse period and the solidification o f the weld pool between the pulses markedly 
reduce aensitivity to component and material variations, resulting in a more uniform 
w dd  bead and leas distottion. The pulsed TTO process has been widely «rp iM  in 
m idear fabrication for the production trf high integrity welds (44 ). In addition to its 
application to tube to tubqilale joints and oibital welding, it also reduces the f ffrrt 
o f material (cast to caM) variation (45).
In the welding o f thin sheets o f F e -2 6 «N i alloy, pulsed opoation improves 
control o f the weld bead p r r ^  and melting efficiency (46). These improvements 
were achieved by selection o f pulse parameters but keefnng the heat iiqmt constant.
Selection o f pulse parameters has also been found to be crucial in the welding
o f type 304 stainless steel in that when usiitg high amplitude curretk pulses the depth
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o f penetnlioa could be nibetantially improved (47).
7.5J. Modulated torch ■orrmcnt
The beneficial effecU which are derived 6om  the eequential lapid 
melting/rotidificatioa o f the weld pool, have alao been reproduced by mndularing 
toroh movement (48). In this teclm iqiir the toroh is held atationaiy until complete 
fusion has been obtained. It is then moved to a new positioo to give approximately 
60% overiap o f the weld qiots. Thus the surface appearance ot the weld is «im il»r 
to that produced by pulsing the current.
Although the technique is not w idely applied, it has been used successfully in 
the manufacture o f chemical plant components.
7JJ. H igh frcqnency pulsed carreut
Superimposed high fiequency current pulses, within the range 1 to 10 kHz, have been 
found to improve the stifbiem  and penetration capacity o f the T IG  welding are (49). 
These effects were attributed to the increase in pressure in the arc produced by the 
constriction. Fuithennore, it was suggested that improved consistency in behaviour 
o f the arc was derived through the saturation o f the arc pressure which occurred at 
frequency above 5 kHz, R g. 7-18.
7.5,4. Qectromagaclic sttRfng
Forced rotation o f the pool by means o f an externally applied magntsir field hm been 
shown to minimise the risk o f instabilities in weld pool flow  (50). As motion in the 
w dd  pool is due, at least in part, to the magnrtic fields caused by the passage o f 
welding currein (Loreatz forces), an externally applied magnetic field  has been used 
to control the weld pool motioo (51 ); the torch amngement adopted is shown 
schematically in H g. 7-19. The strength and the directioo o f the magnetic field  were 
wefa that the weld pool was forced to rotate around the axis o f the electrode.
Electromagnetic stirring was frwnd to reduce the effect o f material variation in 
different casts o f type 316 stainkas steel (52). Penetratioo characteristics in 
aluminium, titanium alloys and type 304 stainless steel were improved and a 
significant reduction in the porosity level in titanium was also observed.
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Gat t t ^ /  
arfMt/hydngtn
Fig. 7-19. W elding configuration (51).
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7 ^  S d a c tfM o T ik ic k liiv fM
Variable penetratk» through cait to cmt material variationi is a proMem, especially 
when ustng a liilly  automatic welding t^ r^Jinign  ^ The ideal solution would be to 
identify the pcoUematic element, or group o f elements, and then to specify 'safe' 
compositioiial limits. Despite ooosidetable research effort (28,29,28-41,53) such a 
solution has not been possible to date.
An alternative approach, which has been successfully applied in specific cases, 
has been to improve the performance o f the T IG  welding process by the selection o f 
a more tolerant shielding gas mixture.
A  number o f shielding gas compositions were investigated in an attempt to 
reduce the effects o f cast to cast variation in the orbital welding o f stainless steel tube
(5 4 ) . It was found that increasing the percentage o f helium in the shielding gas 
reduced the problem but did not eliminate. G rea t« success was achieved with the 
argon-hydrogen range o f shielding gas mixtures, and in particular the Ar^f 5% I^  gas 
mixture made a dramatic improvement in the consistency o f weld shape in a range 
o f material casts.
A  mote comprebetKive study o f the influence o f shielding gas oompootion, 
travel speed and rvelding current on (cast to cast) weldatrility has been conducted
(55 ) . IV o  casts o f type 316 stainless steel sheet (Table 7 -1 ) which had previoutly 
been found to have very different penetration characteristics with argon shielding gas 
were selected, the poor cast exhibiting shallow penetration and fiequenlly producing 
an unsatisfactory weld bead appearance. Various shielding gas compositions, in 
combination with suitable welding parameters, were investigated and the follow ing 
observations were made:
1. Vfith argon shielding and moderate rvelding speed, cuneirt rras found to affect 
strongly the relative penetration behaviour o f the matrrials. A t a cunetd of 
80 A , the fusion profiles for both casts were comparable, but increasing the 
cunent up to 140 A  resulted in the casts displaying very different poietration 
characteristics. Fig. 7-20.
2. rhsnghig the gas composition to an He-f20%Ar mixture brought about
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3.
oo iiiidm b le im ixovenieat in the cnnrietency o f penetratioa over a ranfe o f 
current leve li. Fig. 7-21.
The improvement with He'f20% Ar mixture wat otnerved at a very slow 
welding ^>eed o f 60 mm/min, but any attempt to increase the speed resulted in 
a rapid deterioratioo o f both the bead appearance and the uniformity o f 
penetration along the weld.
4. No improvemon was observed from the use o f Ar-f5% H] shielding gas o vn  
the range o f welding ^>eeds investigated.
5. The use o f a three oompooent shielding gas, H e'f25% Ar'f5% H j , was found to 
improve wekhMIity dramatically, with both casts produch« very similm fiisioo 
profiles over a wide range current and welding speed combinations. 
Fig. 7-22.
It was ooDcludcd that there appears to be d o  strict rules which can be applied 
with regard to minimising variations in fta k » profile by the material
composition. The most toleratit welding procedure optimised for otK type o f material 
and joint configuration is not likely to yield the same benefits when employed in a 
different application. Omsetpiently, in deriving the most tolerant welding procedure 
for a g iva i component, the potential o f the various shielding gas mixtures must be 
ipvcstigatwl in oombinatka with suitable welding parameters.
7 J jt. S u fh cc ncdvaling flu e s
Surface activating fluxes such as FS-71 which consists of:
573% m illed silica (S iO ^;
6.4% sodium fluoride (N aF);
13.6% titanium oxide (T iO ,);
13.6% titanium powder.
9.1% chromium oxide (Cr^OJ.
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have been med in T IG  w cld in f to cnhmof. tbe pctfocmanoe o f the arc to the extent 
that 8 to 10 nun thick plate can be welded in a tin fle  paaa (56,57). Whilat the 
mechaninn is not aa yet fiiUy undeistood, it is oonsideicd that the cuneirt density in 
the legioa o f the anode spot is substantially incieMed.
It is envisaged that activating fluxes could offer the potential for improving tbe 
process tolerance through the more consistent behaviour o f the XIG arc
(58).
7,6. CONTROL OF W ELD FOOL Pfa>lETRATION
Various techniques have been investigated for tbe control o f weld pool penetration. 
These are:
1. Correlation o f parameters;
2. Arc «Mwinn;
3. Bacfcface weld pool sensing;
4. W eld pool and position control;
5. Frontface sensing.
Only backface weld pool sensing techniques have been applied successfully in 
production. Nevertheless, the other techniques may o ffer a solution, for example, in 
tbe situation where access to the backface is restricted.
7A.1. Coneiatloa af paraastm
A  munber ot mathematical modeb have been derived which could be used to predict 
the weld pool behaviour.
A n  analytical nrodel baaed on a semiempirical heat transfer analysis 
shows that solidification o f die w dd pool can be idaled to the putae p» » » » « » »«  (39). 
On the bases o f the validity tests using stainless steel, m ild steel and copper, the 
model could predict suitable welding parameters for a given join t in the development 
o f adaptive control o f the pulse welding operation.
A  mathematical model has been baaed on the intensity o f radiation 60m the 
weld pool (60). The model can be applied for the prediction and control <rf weld
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peaelratioa.
A  photodiode am y hai been need to meaeiue frootfaoe weld pool dimemioae 
(61). A  model wee then ueed to predict the depth o f penetration from the values o f 
frontface weld pool width, arc voltage, welding current and welding ipeed.
An analytical as well as numerical model showed that a strong oon datk » exists 
between the weld penetration and the weld pool solidificatioa time (62). The 
oon cla tk » was verified using a fibre optic sensor to measure the temperature 
distribution o f the weM pool.
7AO . Vottnte s c a s li«
A  penetration control technique has been based on the identification o f arc voltage 
variation (63). In operation, wfani a pulae o f current is applied, the weld pool rises 
before fu ll penetration and then £sUs after the penetration. These spatial variatioaB 
cause variatkMrs in the arc voltage, which could be used to indicate and control weld 
penetration. However, the voltage variatioos have been found to be inadequate to 
achieve reliable control o f penetration.
7 A J . km lxalioa acB sli«
A  syston has been bated on the detectk» o f a flux o f ionized gas, from the 
underside o f a joint, when the arc fu lly penetrates the material. Due to kmizatioo o f 
the gas, current can pass easily through the space between the weld pool and a 
current conducting elemetn located underneath the workpiece along the joint line. 
Baaed on this principle, an srrtniiiatic feedbadt control system has been developed for 
pulsed cunent operation (64). In operation, the system switched the Ugh pulse cutierd 
to a low  background current level when the transducer provided information on full 
penetration to the control circuit.
IJLA. Weld pool sensi^
A  backface weld pool penetration control system has been developed for the pulsed 
currertt operation in which a photodiode is used as a transducer placed directly 
henrath the weld pool (64-68). When the photodiode detected penetration o f the weld 
pool, it provided a signal which was used to switch the high level pulsed current to
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a low  level badcgiouDd cuneot. The ooaet o f the wibaequeat pulae cuneni was 
desennined by the picaet pulse frequency, and the cyde o f the events was lepeated 
until completion o f the welding operation.
An important aspect this system was that the transducer had to distinguish 
the temperature o f the weld pool from that o f the unpenetrated plate. Sufficient 
diatinction was achieved by means o f simple optical technique o f using a narrow 
bond filter with a suitable photodiode. The system provided adequate control o f weld 
bead penetration in mild steel and various types o f stainless steel with thickness up 
to 6 mm.
The reliability o f the above system was unproved by means o f a solenoid or an 
atmular permanoit magnet placed around the welding head (51,69). This device 
produced a magnetic field concoitric with the arc, which reacted with the current 
flow ing through the weld pool. The resultant force stirred the weld pool and caused 
a more mriform hrathig o f the weld pool to Qf reduce the undesired
spikes hr the output signal from the transducer, which would otherwise have degraded 
the useful information.
The system has been applied successfully in an automatic orbital T IG  welding 
system, for the welding o f stainlrss steel pipes which had U -groove johtls o f varying 
rootface depth (70). It is d aimed that the tediniqiir. is suitable frir T IG  welding using 
filler w ire additioo.
Arrother feedback control system has been developed which is based on sensmg 
the radiation emitted from the weld pool (71). This radiation was detected by means 
o f an array optical fibre/photodiode combination. As the welding progressed, the 
airtplified signal from the fibrc^ibotodiode system was used to contiol both the arc 
cunetk and the weldittg R>eed, such that the weld penetration was controlled 
sdocpiMcly.
The system has been further developed for the simultaneous control o f the weld 
pool penetration as w ell as its position (72). In the welding at a tube to a flange, the 
main requirement was a full penetration T  butt w dd without penetrating the tube 
bore. T o  achieve this, two photodiodes were arranged at the backface, one towards 
the flange and the other towards the tube. The signal from the photodiode on the 
flange side was used to ensure fu ll penetration o f the jdrrt, while the ngnal from the
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other photodiode wee ueed to deflect the arc magnetically on to the flange in 
preference to the tube.
7.7. DISCUSSION
The review  of the articlca coocemcd with the parametric effects on weld penetration, 
pioccm techniquea to improve welding performance and the weld penetration control 
ayatema, haa led to the follow ing deductiona:
1. The causes o f variation in w dd  penetration ate not known defin itively;
2. W elding techniques which can accommodate variations in the process 
parameters have not been estabUsbed;
3. The penetration control s)rsteins which have been developed ate based mainly 
on the detection o f light intensity o f the weld pool, but these do not necessarily 
indicate the actual size o f the penetration.
The infennation on the effects o f process parameters (current, voltage, electrode 
geometry, shieldiiig  gas) udiich may distutb procem stability, are not reported widely. 
Therefore, very little guidattoe can be derived from the published Iherature on the 
selection o f welding parameters or on the tolerance o f the welding techniques 
themselves. Furthermore, the contradictory results o f the effect o f electrode tip angle 
on weld penetration (3333 ) serve to emphasise the lack o f agreement on the relative 
itiflMcnoc ot the process paranreteis on penetration and leoonrmendations on optimum 
settings Oonaequendy, it is teotannteitded that hr production, «g u tp «»«« «fwtngp such 
as electrode tip angle and the electrode to workpiece distatrcc be held ooostasrt to 
reduce the risk o f itrtroducitig variability from process parameters.
Atrtong the techniques whiefa have been reported, the selection o f an alterrutive 
shielding  gas trtizture in oombmation with a suitable welding speed appears to offer 
the most promise in improving the perfrmnance o f the T IG  process. However, despite 
promishtg  results on specific  casts o f trtaterial there is no one gas mixture which 
consistently perforttts better than other gases. Consequently, a range commercial
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gMM  muK be evahuted for Ike different types o f material and joim  con flfu ia tk » 
before any recommendations can be made.
Special mention hat been made o f the effect o f material (cast to cm t) variation 
when T IG  welding. Consideiable interest is being shown in this topic, both with 
regard to understanding  the effects o f small variations in material composition and 
to techniques to minimise these effects. From the results to date, it would appear that 
reducing the sulphur and oxygen concentrations from very low  levels would 
substantially increase the risk o f producing shallow penetration.
Various approaches have been conceived and implemented to develop weld 
penetration control systems. In general, these control approaches are based on the 
measurement o f weld pool size on the frontface, the arc voltage variation or the light 
intensity o f the weM pool at the badrface. However, none o f these systems have 
become popular in industry for the widespread use in the practical applicatioM. The 
systems have remained largely o f laboratory interest.
I X  CONCLUIONS
Despite the seriousness o f the problem to industry there is insufficient knowledge on 
the effects o f procem and material variation to guarantee that a fu lly fused weld w ill 
be produced using preset welding pwameters under normal operating conditions. It 
is therefore essential that dosed loop penetration control systems are m tlp  available, 
particularly for the welding o f critical components.
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ŒAFTER8
EVALUATION OF A VIDEO-BASED PENETRATION 
CONTROL SYSTEM
S.1. INTRODUCTION
In T IG  wddm g, iacaniiitcocie« in pm etntion occur due to vaiiatioiit in material 
compoaitiom , component or joint dimensiont or welding parameten. A t thete 
variationa cannot be eliminated in practice, a real-time control method mutt be uted 
to achieve uniform penetration.
A  number o f control tyttem t have previoutly been developed (64,65,66,69,71) 
which ate baaed on the technique o f lenaing the weld pool penetration from the 
backface uting a photodiode or current carrying conductor at tentor. The principle 
o f thit technique it thown in Fig. 8-1 . Commercially available tyttem t have been 
applied tuccetafully in the fobricatioo o f cryogenic vette lt and variout tubular 
componerdt.
However, the succestful operation dependt on the accurate petitioning and 
alignment o f the photodiode relative to the weld pool at the back face, which is not 
eaay. Furthermore, changet in the emiacivity o f the weld pool turfaoe influence the 
teaponte o f the tyttem , wfakfa may be cauted by a d iffem ce  in the degree o f 
o f the woriqnece aurface, or by oxidatioo (hie to imperfect gat shielding.
An altonative system, bated <m a video camera, hat been designed and 
conatmeted at Liverpix)! University (73,74), described in Sectfon 83 . Essentially this 
system measures and controU the weld pcxil size instead o f the average level o f 
radiation measured by a photodiode. Therefore, the performance o f the tyttem  it 
largely independent o f the em ittivity o f the workpiece surface and more able to 
«nmMmntiiw. vatistioot hi n|»awing conditiont, for CMHipIr., variatioot in component 
fit-up.
g o . O BJECTIVES
The objective o f the work reported in tfait dupler it to evatuale the 'a tic cootiol
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o i w dd  pcDctiatiaa' tyitem  bated oa a video camera, developed at the UniveiBity 
Liverpool.
S J . C O N TR O L SYSTEM
'Tbe baaic lystem  oompriaed o f the follow ing components:
1. A  object lent;
2. A  fibre optic image guide;
3. An image guide adapter,
4. A  video camera;
5. A  monitor,
6. An interfacing unit;
7. A  microcomputer,
8. A  transiator power aource;
9. A  welding torch and electrode maembly;
10. A  welding rig.
The vital organ in the control system was the microcomputer which performed 
the cordrol, dau processing and computation functions according to the software 
program, while the other units performed auxiliary functions o f inputting or 
outputting the data.
The system is shown as a block diagram in Fig. 8-2a and photogiaphically in 
Fig. 8-2b.
8J .1 .
The control tyttaa operates from the information supplied on the weld pool size. 
H u t infom utioo is provided by the transducer which comprised trf an object lens 
aasemUy, a fibre optic image guide, an image guide adapter and a video camera.
a). (Mtlcct kat
The o l ^  lens is a biconvex glam leas with a diameter o f 10 nun and focal iw igHi 
o f 10 mm. The mounting assembly provides variable focusing and tins allows the
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**^****”  between the l e »  and the had rface o f the woikpieoe to be adpnted. The 1cm 
focuaet the light from the weld pool on to the fib ie optic image guide to it.
b) . ra>K optic fanagc guide
The fibre optic image piide ii  compriied o f a bundle o f approximately 25,000 np*ir«i 
fibres, each with a diameter o f 10/on and provides u i active view ing area o f
3.1 mm*. The guide has a length o f 450 mm and minimum bend la d i» o f 2 mm. The 
fibre guide tranm its the optical signal from the object l e »  to the video camera.
c) . Image guide adapter
The image guide adapter links the fibre guide to the video camera to  that weld pool 
unage is relayed to the active area o f the video camera tube. The afro
includes frcilities for the focusing mH aperture ac^ustment.
d) . VIdM camera
camera is a commercially available monochrome doaed circuit TV  
(CerV) Hitachi video camera. The camera convots the optical signal into an 
electrical composite video output with a maximum value o f 1 V  peak to peak which 
needs to be tominated in a 75 Q load. The output relevant to the weld pool size 
p to v id » information to the penetration control unit.
U,2. iBlCrihciBg nwlt
Ih e  hard-wired unit comprised three separate boards to perfrxm the 
tim ing and pixel counting fonctioiis. Ib e  interfodng board processed the 
signals provided by the transducer to obtain the relevant digital information, and then 
enabled it to be transmitted to the microcomputer. In addition, the ouqmt provided
by microcomputer wm digital and wm also processed by the mterfme unit to produce 
the relevant analog signal suitable for driving the tra »isto r power source feeding the
arc, and for controlling the traverse.
The timing board extracts the video timing information and also provides the 
digitised video picture on the monitor.
The (rixel counting board con ta i» the pixel counter and the tmckground level
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■elector.
Monitor
The monitor if  a oom m eidally available (H itachi) monochromatic unit, 225 mm 
■creen. with the & d lity  to "ieed through' the video signal while pieaenting nr-g iig iN f 
load to the camera.
tJ,4. Tnnaiator power aonrce
ITie transistor power aoutoe (Polypwdc 300 A  T IG  unitX designed and developed at 
The W elding Institute (32), comprised o f a 3-phase transformer-rectifier unit with 
the addition o f a feedbadt controlled transistor series regulator. The transfonner- 
rectifier provided DC which was then controlled by the regulator to supply the arc 
with any desired current waveform (e.g. smooth DC or square wave pulsing). The 
range o f current extended from 0 to 300 A . As the frequency response o f the 
transistor regulator extoided from DC to about 10 kHz, the power source could 
provide a range o f fiequendes from DC to about 1 kHz, with pulse duratioiw fiom  
1 msec upwards.
The regulator was operated in the constant current mode from an instruction or 
reference signal, on the basis that 0 -3  V  reference input gave 0-300 A  regulator 
output to the arc. The power source also induded a High Frequency (H F ) a c  s ta tii« 
unit. The calibrated reference signal o f the desired waveform was provided, via the 
inter&ce circuit, by the control unit.
The HF arc starting could not be used because this interrupted the computer 
from its proper ftm ctiooilig. However the tests induded in this dugiter were carried 
out by unng a GEC, A W P -T 3 0 («C  power source which is baaed on a secondary 
chopper. High frequency arc starting was disconnected from the welding circuit and 
the power source was m odified to accept an external reference to provide 
100 A/V. The arc was started manually by short circuiting the electrode and 
workpiece using a tungsten dectrode.
•3,5. W d d ii« i%
To evaluate the weldhig perfotmmoe o f the control systenr, the i I were carried out
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on a p red iiao ooolroUed mechaiiia« l TIG  robot (73). TTie wofkpiece wro tnvened 
under a atatioiiaiy welding torch, which waa mounted vertically w ch that electrode 
tip to wofkpieoe diitance could be eatily acyuited. TTie tiavene w m  driven from the
refcrcrioe signal provided by the nticroconipiiter which controlled the weld penetratiaa
system.
M . C O N T R O L  m O G R A M  (SO FTW A R E )
TTie control program, called W ELOPEN, which resided in the microcomputer 
memory, is the soul o f the microcomputer control: it enables the to
perform the penetratron control. The software permitt the operator to select any o f 
the follow ing nine options:
a) , bpot wddlng pamatctcn
When die software is initialised, the microcomputer invites the operator to specify the
pulsed current parameters (background current level, pulse current level, r»t«i- 
frequency and the maximum pulse dumionX traverse speed rod dhectioa Fat noimal 
operation, the penetration unit w ill determine the 'pulse-on time' (ie . Anw in« o f each 
pulse) relevant to the degree o f required penetration. However, a iMTiitiniiT value o f 
the pulse duration must be specified which wiU not be exceeded for safe welding 
operation when a fault would occur in the control system.
b) . Lnad wddlng parameters
H ies which contain previously stored welding parameters can be loaded fiom  the 
disc.
c) . Save weldlag r~nimitin
H ies can be stored under selected file  names for fiiture use.
d) . Dctetelllc
A llow s unwanted files to be deleted from the disc.
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t). iM purt dbc cio«tm tt
A U ow i all file  namct on the cliic to be
I). S tart w d d lo ( m n
When all paiameten have been tpecified and the la iaor poaitiooed oonectly, the 
welding test can commence.
l ) .  P in t  Gonat froBB video tape
When a video recorder it  used to replay the recorded welding nins, the number o f 
pixels above the threshold level can be counted.
h) . P lo t graph o f cu rra it pubes
When a welding run has been completed, the time for each pulse can be stored on 
disc for inspectioo when required. Hus routine b  essentially a graph plottii^ progimn 
wfakfa loads the values from the disc for the pulse time and displays oo the 
screen.
i) . M ovesaent o f travetae
The speed o f the single axb traverse can be set but th oe are also facilities for 
moving the traverse prior to welding so that the routine weld jobs can be pn«itinn«t 
correctly underneath the weldirrg torch rosembly.
U .  S E LE C TIO N  O F T H E  PU LSE  PAR AM C TE R S
For a specific applKUtiotr, a surtaWe combinatian o f the pulse current parameters 
must be predetemrined and supplied to the microcomputer. Ftar effective control o f 
weld penetration, the pulse current level should be adequate to enable the weld pool 
to penetrate the workpiece rapidly. In addition, the background current and 
bardrground time combination should allow  the weld pool to solid ify between the 
successive pulses. Such parametos have been determined for a i »n y  o f sheet 
thicknesses (1.0 to 32 mm) and these were stored on magnetic disc. Typical values 
o f the parameters are given in Table 8-1.
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iji. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
a) . W ddi^ torck
The welding torch med was ooouneicial type (Interias), water cooled with a ceramic 
nom le o f 12 mm.
b) . Elsctrodc
The electrode used was 2% tboriated tungsten with a diameter o f 2.4 mm and 45* 
vertex angle, which was suitable for the required range o f welding currents. The 
electrode tip to plate distance (standoff) was set at 1.5 mm for all the «n ti
c ) . Sh iddlB ggas
The shielding gas used was Ar45% H, at a flow  rate o f 5 litre/hiin. In additkm. the 
same gas composition was used to provide both the trailing and backing shields to 
protect the top bead and underbead from oxidation.
d) . Material speciflcatloB
The workpiece material used was 18O-10Ni type austenitic stainless steel plate. The 
dimensions of the plates were 150 mm long, 50 mm wide with 1.0,1.6, 2.0, 2J  and
3.2 mm thickness. The chemical analyses o f the plates ate given in Table 8-2.
8.7. SETTING UP THE SYSTEM
The peiftHitkancc. o f the control ^rstem relies on achieving a good quality video 
picture o f the weld pool. To achieve this, the components o f the control system were 
acQusted so that the CoUowing settings were derived which produced the optimum 
performance of the system:
1. A  distance  o f 80 mm was set between the object lens and the plate to provide 
a suitable weld pool image size on the T V  monitor.
2. A  suitable optical filter and camera aperture were selected in combination with 
the focus adjustment o f both the object lens and camera leas to reduce the 
effect of the heat affected zone to provide a w ell defined profile o f the weld
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pool; a Kodak filter No. SM and camera aperture o f about F8 gave the optimum 
image o f the weld pool.
3. The icale o f the feedback signal, lepieseating the weld pool area (penetratioo), 
WM adjusted far the apthnum control lesponae and the tfareshold level was then 
set far the required degree o f weld pool penetration; a higher threshold level 
w ill produce a wider weld bead.
4. The grey level control, scaled 0-10, was optimised such that the sizes o f both 
the dighised and analog video pictures o f the weld spot were approximately 
equal. Fig. 8-3.
5. The required degree o f weld penetratioa (i.e. size o f weld undetbead) was 
selected by means o f the potentiometer control km b provided on the unit. This 
control selects the reference level scaled fiom  0 to 100, which represents the 
range o f white pixels on the monitor screen from one screen fa ll.
$JL O PE R A TIO N
In operation, the pulse frequency, background current level and pulse current level 
were maintained constant at the preset values, while the pulse time was controlled 
automatically by the microcomputer in response to the comparison between the 
reference and feedback signal levels. When the reference level was greater, the pulse 
remained switched on, but as soon as the ftiedback level exceeded the reference level, 
the pulse was terminated and the current was reduced to the preset background level. 
The current remained at this level until the next pulse was switched on as determined 
by the preset pulse frequency.
U .  TESTT PR O G R A M M E
The perfarmaaoe o f the control system was evaluated for the joint types given below:
1. Bead-on-plate tests, with d iffoen t degrees o f penetratioo;
2. Bead-on-plate tests, with varying plate thickness;
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3. Square-edge butt w eid i in plates with «am«! thirinw^-
4. Square-edge butt welds in plates with different thicknesses;
5. Butt welds in V  joint preparatioa;
6. Lap welds.
The details o f the joint types, material thidmess and penetration setting are 
given in Table 8-3.
t.1 «. RESU LTS
S .lt.1 . B ead-on-ptetc tests —  d llfrecn t p en e ln lloa  control settingB
Fbr any penetration control setting over the opoating range (from  0 to lOOX the 
control system regulated the pulse time automatically, so that the penetration or the 
sire o f the weld undeibead was maintaiimd constant. The effect o f a change in the 
penetration control settings from 6 to 11 to S to 12 during a test tun in 1.6 mm 
plate, together with variation in pulse time as controlled by the syston, is shown in 
Fig. 8-4. The size o f the weld underbead varied relevant to the penetration control 
Bettings.
t.18,2. B cnd-on-platc tests —  different plate thicknesses 
Using the pulse parameten previously optimised for rapid penetration o f the various 
plate thicknesses (Table 8- 1), bead-on-plate weld tuns were made on 1.0, 1.6, 2.0, 
2.6, and 3.2 mm thick plates. The control system was found capable o f controlling 
the undeibead width according to the penetration control setting by adjinting the 
pulsc-on time. The width o f each weld bead wm substantially unifonn over the weld 
length and weld spots were w ell overlapped. The photographs o f the top Cm x , 
htfrfiwTi  weld section and gnph showhy pulse time as controlled by the system, for 
the typical w dds are shown in Figs. t -S  to 8-7.
I.1 8 J . B cad-on-p iatc lest —  gradually varying plate thickness
The capability o f the cottfrol system to control penetiatioo in a plate with variable 
thidmess was demonstrated by running a test on a plate which had its thickness 
reduced uniformly from 4 mm at one end to 1 mm at the other end. In operation, the
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Table 8-3. Details joint type, material thickness and penetration aettinf for 
welding tests using 18O -10N i type stainless steel plate.
Joint type Material tfaidmesa, nun Penetratk» letting
Bead-on-plate 1.6 6-11-5-12
1.0 6
1.6 6
2J0 6
Z6 6
3.2 6
Bead-oo-plste, 
variable Ifaickneaa
1 - 4 -  Uncontrolled
1 - 4 6 Controlled
Square butt.
1 8hs<«irsMM
1.0 -  1.0 6
1.6 -  16 6
2 .0-ZO 6
3 .2 -3 .2 6
Square butt, 
H109U] thickocn
Z6 -  1.0 6
Z6 -  1.6 6
Z 6 - Z 0 6
3 .2-ZO 6
3 .2 - Z 6 6
Vbutt 6, Included ai«le 60* 10, Root foce 2 Bun
6, lacluded ai«le 80* 10. Root face 2 SMB
6  ^ indaded ai«le 100* 10, Root face 2 mat
6  ^ bduded a ^  120* 10, Root face 2 nMi
Overiap weld ZO -  IjO 6 Conataat background tiaae
1 6 - 1 6 6 Constant backvoand tiaae
ZO -  1.0 6 VMiable background time
1.0 -  1.0 6 Variable background time
LapweM 1.0 -  16 6
ZO -  16 6
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F if. 8-4. Response o f tMckface penetration control system to penetration knob 
settinp being varied from 6 to 11 to S to 12. Grey levd  being mawitaineH at 4.7. 
W eld bead showing variatioa in penetration relevant to control settings:
a ) top bead, b ) underbead,
c) g i ^  showing variatioa in pulre time as contrdled by the system.
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Fig. 8-5. Bead-on-pUte test using 1.0 mm thidc stainless steel and Ar-t-5%Hj 
shielding gas. W eld bead sbowiqg ooosistency in penetration: 
a ) top bead, b ) undeibead, e ) weld section, xlO ,
d ) graph showing pulse time as oontnriled by the system.
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Fi*. 8- 6. Bead-<n-plate lest on ZO mm thick s u in le » tteel in Ar^5% H i «hi«^iHing 
gas: ^
a ) top bead, b ) uoderbcad,
c) graph showing pulse time as controlled by the syston.
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Fig. 8-7. Bead-on-pUte test oo 3.2 mm thick stainless steel in Ar-i-5%H2 shielding
g lK
a ) top bead, b ) undeibead, c ) weld sectk », xlO ,
d ) giaph showing control o f pulse time.
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? T .t ! ? p e n s i o n  cbancteristics achieved by the control system when
t ^ l ^  thickDess varied graduaUy from 1.0 to 4.0 mm. W eld bead showrii» 
oonststent weld nenetrsfu». »o w iiig
plate thickness varied gradually 
®o“ »ten t weld penetration:
«taderbead, c ) graph showing pulse tíme inne^iffsj
with material thickness as required and cootroUed by the s y s tO T fo T ^  penetration.
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■yMcm adjuated the pulae-oa time m required by the weld pool to m «iiit»iii «  
oonitaiit weld bead aize throughout the weld length. The top bead, undeibead and 
graph showing pulae time as controlled by the system are shown in Fig. 8- 8. 
Although the overlap o f the weld spots gradually reduced as the pulse-on time 
became longer with the increase in thickness, the system was found to be capable o f 
oootroUing the size o f weld spot despite a large variation in plate thifinw-«c
In comparison, a weld made with a constant (uncontrolled) pulse-on time 
showed an excessive penetration at the thinner end and penetration at the
thicker end. The variation in the top bead and undeibead width, and graph showing 
pulse time for the weld nm are shown in R g. 8- 9.
tJ M .  Bntt welds in pairs of plates with equal sad unequal «»««*— «—
T o test the opabOity o f the system to control penetration for a butt weld, several butt 
jofats were welded in pairs «rf plates with equal thicknesses o f 1.0, 1.6, 2.0 and
3.2 mm. The top beads and underbeads, together with the graph showing pulse time 
for the two joints in 1 mm and 3.2 mm thick plates are shown in Figs. 8-10 and 
8—11. In addition, butt welds in pairs o f plates with unequal thicknesses were 
made in 1.0- 2.6 mm, 1.6- 2.6 mm, 2.0- 2.6 mm, 2.0- 3.2 mm and 2.6- 3.2 mm 
combinations. The top bead, undeibead and graph showing pulse time for the two 
combinations are shown typically in Figs. 8-12 and 8-13. In all cases, the control 
system produced satisfactory welds mainfaining a constant bead size throughout the 
weld tun.
• J M . Butt w ddsiuV  Joints wNh durèrent InchidedaiVles
Without a control S3istem, the weld bead penetration in V-jw rU  preparations 
essily be distuibed by very smsU vsriatians in the inrlyded sngle. T o  assess the 
ability o f the control system to control penetration in joints with different inrfuAM 
angles, butt joints were prepared in which the included angle was varied from 6BT to 
12tr ; the specimem were machined from 6.2 mm thick stainless ttfi-l pfate with 
2 mm root face.
The best performance was obtained when the welding parameters were 
optimised for the smallest included angle and the satisfactory performance was «i«n
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Fig. 8-10. Square butt joint in 1.0 nun thick plate ihow ing consistency in 
penetration achieved by the an tro l system:
a ) top bead, b ) undeibead, c ) graph showing pulse time.
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Fig. 8-11. Square butt weld unag 32 mm thidt plate:
a) top bead, b ) undeibead, c ) giaph ib ow in f pulae time.
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F i(. 8-12. Butt weld using stsinlrss steel plates whb unequal thickness o f 1.0 nun 
and 2.6 nun. Control system ensured the coasistent weld penetration: 
a ) top bead, b) underbead, c ) graph shewing pulse time.
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Fig. 8-13. Butt weld using 2.0 and 3.2 mm thick stainless steel plates in Ar-f5% H] 
shielding gas:
a) top bead, b ) undeibead, c ) graph shewing pulse time.
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obtained with the la ite ft angle picpaiatioa. I f  the pmmctefB were fin t optimiaed for 
the larger included angle, they were found to produce arc power which wai 
inadfiqiiatr to came penetration o f the cpectmenc with the enuUer included angle. 
Typically, the top bead, underbead and graph showing pulse time for the two welds 
in joints w ith 6€T and I7ff included angle are shown in Rgs- 8-14 and 8-15. In 
general, the system was found to be capable o f controlling the bead penetration, but 
because o f the greater energy requited to penetrate the specimens with the smaller 
angles, the longer pulses reduced the degree o f overlap o f the weld spots.
Wdd spot OTCflap
To test how the control system would respond to step changes in the workpiece 
thifkntss, a test spedmen was made by overlapping two plates at right airgles to each 
other.
In operation, the system controlled weld poretration reliably, but the spot 
overlap was significantly reduced as the thickness increased because the system 
provided longer pulses to ensure penetration through the thicker material. The change 
in weld spot overlap due to a change in workpiece thickness for the top bead and 
underbead arxl graph showing pulse time are shown in H g. 8-16.
In an attempt to maintain consistent overlap, trials were also carried out with 
a modified software which would automatically decrease the badeground time as the 
pulse time increased. Although this improved the consistency o f spot overlap, the 
performance o f the control system became unstable. The pulse tirtK was found to 
oscillate, givin g very short to very long pulses, which produced a more uneven weld 
bead appearance. The top bead, underbead and graph showing pulse time, indicating 
ucnttMe control operation, are shown in H g. 8-17.
tJ t.7 . Lap  wslds
The control system was tested for welding lap joints between 1.0 to 1.0 mm and 2.0 
to 1.0 mm thidc plates. The system provided consistent control o f weld penetration 
throughout the teat runs. Typical characteristics o f the top bead and underbead o f a 
lap weld and graph showing pulse tircK are shown in Fig. 8-18.
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F if. 8-15. Butt weld utiiig 62 mm thick ttainlest steel plates with single-sided 
120*-V  preparation having 2 mm nx)t face:
a) top bead, b ) undeibead, c ) graph showing pulse time.
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Fig. 8-16. Change in weld ipot overi^t with material thirim M « when 1.0 nun thick 
itainless «e e l plate welded with 1.0 nun backing plate: 
a ) top bead, b ) undeibead,
c ) graph ihow ing variation in pulie time.
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F ij. 8-17. Improved but inconsistent weld spot overlip  has been achieved for
1.0 mm thick plate with 1.0 mm backing plate when am trol system was m
keep product o f pulse time and background time constant;
■ ) top bead, b ) underbead,
c ) graph showing the variation in pulse time, indicating unstable system.
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FÍS- 8~18. Typical lap w dd  between 1,0 and 1.0 nun «t»ini^cc gteel plates showing 
the consistent control o f weld penetration provided by the system: 
a ) top bead, b ) undeitead,
c ) giaph showing the variation in pulse tíme.
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U l .  D ISCUSSION
Th i« w oA  hw etteblished that the penetration control system, which is based on 
moaitorins the size o f the weld pool, has the capability o f controllin f p«w.*nrtion 
suoccwfully for varkws types o f joints, and o f producing consistent welds. However, 
prior to applicatk» o f the system to production welding some aspecU be
considered carefully.
The system needs to be set up for a specific application, e.g. the light filter, 
camera ^rerture and grey level threshold should be selected such that a w ell 
image o f the weld spot is obtained on the video nitmitor. The filter and camera 
aperture should be chosen so that the H AZ is eliminated from the video picture and 
only the molten weld tpat is observed. In addition, the grey level control must be 
nptimisrri sudi that the size o f the digitised video picture becomes approximately 
equal to the picture o f the weld spot displayed on the other video monitor. Among 
the three variables, filter, camera aperture and grey level, the ac^ustment o f >«fh  
variable w ill need readjustment o f the other two. T lin efote, it is recommended that 
these variables, once set at the optimum values for a specific «pp »r«rw »i «imni/t got 
be altered. Then, the required degree o f the weld penetration should be adjusted 
simply by means o f the penetration crmtrol knob.
To establish the optimum pulse parameters for each material th irir «# « ig ,  
prerequisite. This is because the system controls penetration by regulating only pulse 
time, whereas the remaining three pulse parameters, pulse current level, background 
current level and background time, together with the welding speed, must be « » r r lifd 
to the microcompider prior to the welding operation. I f  the pulse panmeters relevant 
to a specific application are incorrect, then the control perfornumcc w ill be 
rasatisfactory. For example, i f  the pulse current level is the control
system w ill genoate excessively long pulses; or i f  the background current is 
excessively high, the weld pool w ill not freeze during the background period, which 
is an esaential condition for the control o f penetration. In both minmiigK ftiu 
penetration w ill be achieved, the resultant weld bead w ill have an irregular 
•ppcm ttcc.
The principal limitation o f the control system is that iu h «fiir i«i »rry tt  ¡g 
required to the backfacc o f the joint. This lim it in general is «im ii«r to the alternative
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piMtodiode bMed control lystcm . However, for the video baaed control tyttem , the 
fibre optid/lena am iigenieiit can lom ewliat reduce accen lequirements. The 
alignment o f the system is considered to be somewhat easier for general applications 
in that the video camera can be located on the joint prior to welding m ing normal 
video image technique.
llie  advantageous future o f the control system is that its operation depends on 
the measurement o f the size o f the hot spot (w eld pool). Even the edge o f the 
digitised image lepresenU a contour o f equal brightness and this can be actuated with 
grey level threshold control to ignore the H AZ. In comparison, operation o f the 
alternative photodiode based control system depends on the measurement o f the 
average intoisity o f light emitted from the H AZ and weld pool, and therefore it is 
affected by surfroe emisaivity. Thus, as the video technique provides better resolution 
o f the thermal distribution o f the weld pool, the measurement and control o f the 
penetration area is more reliable. Throughout the course o f the study, no difRoiltie« 
were experienced in welding plate which contained different types/levels o f oxide 
layer.
8.12. CO NC LU SIO NS
1. The backface penetration control syston using the fibre optics and video 
technique, is capable o f controlling weld pool penetration using «ta în i»«« gteel 
in the T IG  welding operation.
2. The system produced consistent welds in a wide lange o f stainless steel plate 
thidmcsaes, w ith different types o f John configurations.
3. The system can acconunodate large variations in section thickness (in  one test 
specimen) but the degree of spot ovo lap  w ill vary significantly, producing 
excessive ovo lap  at the thinner end and inadequate overlap at the thicker end.
Modifications to the software to keep the degree o f overlap constant improved 
the consistency o f the spot overlap but the welds had irregular profiles.
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C H A P T E R 9
D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  A  H A R D -W IR E D  C O N T R O L  U N IT
9J. INTRODUCTION
A  m i^  lim itukm  o f the miciooaaiputer bucd oontiol tyitein  w m  that it could not 
be operated with high frequency (H F ) arc initiation, became line and airborne HF 
interference would came breakdown fat the microcomputer and the m rnriitrtl 
interface unit. T h ii limitation has now been overcome by the design and constniction 
o f a hard-wired cotSiol unit which effectively replaces the microcomputer. The 
design and performance o f the control unit are presented in this chapter, which 
included bead-on-ptate teats and welding trials for a range o f material thidmeaaes. 
In addition, two casts o f material were welded which had differences in welding 
behaviour under fixed duration (uncontrolled) pulses.
9,2. OBJECTIVES
The primary objective o f research preserSed in this chapter was to design and 
construct a hard-wired control unit replacing the microcomputer, which would be leas 
senskive to HF. The secondary objective o f the programme was to evaluate the 
system for the control o f weld pool penetration in the T IG  welding o f plate 
o f different thidtnem and analysis.
9J. DESIG N  OF TH E CONTROL UNIT
The control unit comprised essentially two input channels, one dedicated to the video
input and the other to a reference input. An »«m rinM i circuit generated the pulse 
current waveform. A  photograph and circuit anangemein o f the unit are shown in 
Fig. 9-1 .
The video input channel comprised a fiheting circuit, a aca lir« am plifier and 
a level detector, all connected in series to a comparator. The video signal is a series 
o f lin e  sync“ pulses with the level determined by the weld pool size. This signal was 
applied to the filtering circuit to elhninstr the undesired lin e sync* pulses and to 
recover the useful information on the level o f the video signal for each video frame.
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The am plifier itiW Iiifri the level lo  that its output was maintained constant when 
there was no ladiatioo from the weld pool.
The video signal was amplified and provided to the level detector. This dicuh 
provided a saw-tooth waveform with a constant amplitude o f 3 V  and a constant 
duratioo at the base o f 20 msec. The amplitude was then adjusted automatically 
aooordiiig to the w dd pool aim which was determined by the video camera. The level 
detector output was supplied to the comparator and its level compared to the 
reference signal level which was set on the reference threshold level circuit. The 
reference threshold level determined the required degree o f penetration. The output 
from the comparator was supplied to the pulse generator circuit.
The pulse generator circuit comprised frMir drcuits, which set the follow ing 
parameters:
1. Pulse frequency (cyd e  tim e);
2. Background level;
3. Pulse level;
4. Maximum pulse time at the maximum value.
The comparator output controlled only the pulse time within the maximum 
value according to the required penetration. The pulse generator then provided the 
controlled pulse current waveform sigiu l, via the buffer, to drive the power source.
9A. C O N T R O L  SYSTE M
The control system was essentially the sanK as described in the previous chapter 
(Chapter 8), except that the microoomputer together with its software control program 
was replaoed by the hard-wired control unit In addition, the traverse was driven 
from a reference signal provided by a signal generator. Ih e  equipment arrangement 
o f the control system is shown in Fig. 9-2a and a block diagram o f the system is 
shown in Fig. 9-2b.
In addition, the selection o f the pulse parameters to be set on the control unit 
for a specific spplicstion, snd the experimeatal details were «m ilw  to those described 
in the previous chapter (Sections 8.S and 8.6).
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9S. SETTING  UP TH E SYSTEM
T o picpare the control system for a specific application, the control unit was 
prognunmed with four pulse parameters indudiiig pulse frequency, background 
current level, pulse current level arxl maximum pulse time; the control unit settings 
are shown in H g. 9 -la . Ih e  pulse current level, in particular, was set according to 
the material thidmess to g ive rapid penetration o f the material, typically within 0.2 
to 0.5 sec, drpeniling on the thicknrss The parameter settingt are given in Table 9-1 
for all the tests.
In the initial evaluation tests, the follow ing settings were derived which 
produced the optimum performance o f the system:
1. A  distance o f 80 mm was set between the object lens and the plate to provide 
a suitable weld pool image size on the T V  monitor.
2. A  suitable optical filter and camera aperture were selected in combination with 
the focus atyustment o f both the object le ts  and camera leiK to reduce the 
efriect o f the heat affected z o i k  to provide a w ell defined profile o f the weld 
pool; a Kodak filter No. 94 and camera aperture o f about F l l  gave the 
optimum image o f the weld pool.
3. The scale o f the feedback signal, representing the weld pool area ^n etra tion ), 
was ai^usted for the optimum oootrol respoiMe and the threshold level was then 
set for the required degree o f weld pool penetratioo; a higher threshold level 
w ill produce a wider weld bead.
In operation, the pulse frequency, background current level and pulse current 
level were maintained constant at the preset values, while the pulse time was 
controlled automatically by the control unit in respmise to the otraparison between 
the reference atxl feedback signal levels. When the feedback level was greater, the 
pulse was tenninated and the curretk was reduced to the preset background level. The 
current continued at this level until the next pulse was switched on as determined by 
the preset pulse ftetpiency.
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Table 9 -1 . Details o f welding tests using 18O -10N i type stainless steel plates.
Wcldins pw«me>ef len iiigi
M tfetiil
lllictal6SB|
9MB
Ptalae
CWICOt,
A
Mixinmm
pulse
time,
■ec
Backfround
CWRDt,
A
Pulie
frequency,
Hz
Tnvene
ma/aec
Commenli
WkkMit H r arc lU rtiac  
H—ri am ptM» tm a ri SUrihwn
1* 60 04 10 14 14S Fixed pules duntkn
1.6 70 04 16 1.0 14S CootroUed
1.0 40 a4 10 1.43 20 CoolioUed
10 100 04 20 1.0 14S CootroUed
2S 120 04 2S 0.833 14S Coatrolled
3.2 160 1.0 30 9667 14S CootioUed
n—d on plMt G n é á a l vtry lK g  SUofawsi
31-1 .0 100 a8 20 1 IS ControUed
31-1.0 100 01 20 1 IS Fixed putee dutatioa
Bead on p in « Sup varytKg thkkum
10-1.0 80 a6 8 1 1.7S Macfaiaed
1.6-16-1.6 80 04 16 1 14S Overiapped 1.6-1.0 mm
1.6-16-1.6 120 04 2S 0433 1.2S Overiepped 1.6-1.0 mm
Bun jo m u
1.6 70 0.8 16 1 14S Similar Ihirinirm
IS 120 96 20 1 1.7S lin U if
1 .6 -lS 120 96 20 1 1.7S D iw m iltf tfaickncM
Wlta H F MX •tertiag
Bald oa ylm  Ut^fonm ^ ir h im
1.0 40 94 10 1.42 IS CootroUed
1.6 70 94 14 1.42 IS CootiaUed
10 100 94 16 1.42 IS OomoUad
IS 125 94 20 1.42 IS Coetrelkd
31 16S 94 30 1.42 IS ComioUsd
14 SO 94 12 1.42 IS
QmIraUed amaU bemt. 
rm e r i sal at F4
31-1 .0 100 94 20 1.42 IS CootroUed
31-1 .0 100 92S 20 1.42 IS Fixed pulae duratkm
■Shiiililing gm : conpodtian AraS%H, Ekctrode: coatpadliai tuiyMeD-2% Oiatii 
flow m e S Ua^miD diaineict 14  mm 
Doziie die. 12 mm tip e i ^  4S*
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Tbe effect o f the threshold level on the weld bead size was demonttrated in a 
* * * l~ < »“ Pl**e test in which tbe threshold level was changed from 4 J  to 3 ^  V . The 
pulse time was reduced from about 400 to 200 msec, Ft*. 9-3 , and the weld bead 
width conespondingly decreased from about 5 to 3 mm, R g . 9-4.
9JL RESULTS 
9jL I .  Tcstpragim BM
The performance o f the system was initially evaluated in bead-on-plate tests iwtiig 
stainless steel plate o f a range o f thicknesses from 1.0 to 3.2 mm. To  test how tbe 
control system would respond to a gradually varying thidaiess at a plate, a bead-on- 
plate run was also made on a wedge-shaped plate which had its thickness 
progressively reduced from 3.2 to 1.0 mm over a length o f 150 mm. In additioa, the 
control re^Mnse to a sudden change in the plate thickness was tested on a testpiece 
which had its thickness reduced in one ttep from 2.0 to 1.0 mm. The «■Vmknl 
analyses o f stainless plates used are given in Table 9-2.
The welding performance (rf the system was assessed by welding a series o f 
typical butt joints in a range o f plate thidmesses, 1.6 to 2 J  mm. A  Hk»imiUT 
thickness joint was also welded, ix . a 1.6 mm plate to a 2 3  mm thirfmM» plate but 
with a similar butt joint configuratioa.
The tfslplmes were scratch-bfushed and degreased in acetone immediately prior 
to welding.
9 £ 2 . Evaluation without HF arc Inltiaiioo
9A X1. ptrformMmet, btmd-m-flau
a). ComMmi fitu  tkieima
For plate thicknesses within the range 1.0 to 3.2 mm, tbe coittrol system was citab le 
o f actuating the pulse time automatically so that a constant weld pool size was 
throughout each test nm. Typical adjustment o f tbe pulse time in tbe 
current waveform, indicating the controllability o f the system, is shown in Hg. 9-5. 
The constant weld pool sine resulted in consistem and uniform weld penetration over 
the weld length, as shown typically in Figs. 9 -6  and 9 -7  for the plate thicknesses o f
1.0 and 3.2 mm respectively. The relevant pulse current and welding parameters fiw
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Ilija n o fc  of plate thirlmcMe» are givca in Table 9-1. 
k). GrminmUy vmryi"t M ebua
For a testplate in which the thicknesa rtecTcaaed gradually from 3.2 to 1.0 nun over 
the length o f 150 nun, the control ayttem waa found to be capable o f m «int«in itn a 
conatant weld pool aize. Thia waa achieved without any ac^uatment b e ii« to the 
control unit and the pulae time waa reduced automatically aa the plate 
decieaaed; the reduction in the pulse time ia ahown in R g. 9 -8  and the uniform 
appraTMce o f the weld bead along tbe weld run ia ahown in R g. 9-9. H ie pulse time 
waa obaerved to reduce from typically 0.7 sec (3.2 mm) to 0.25 sec (1.6 mm).
Fbr comparison, a testplate was welded with fixed (unconliolled) pulse duration 
and a progressive increase in the width o f both the top bead and was
produced as shown in R g. 9-10. The width o f the underbead varied from zero to 
approximately 5 mm over the test run, correspoodiiig to lack o f penetration at the
thick end and excessive penetratian at the thin end. The pulse and w eldh « parameters
for both tbe controlled and fixed (uncontrolled) pulse operatioiK are given in 
Table 9-1.
c). Sup tmriuiom Ut plaU M ehuu
Fbr tbe sharp step variation in tbe plate thickness, 2.0 to 1.0 mm, the control system 
likewise adjusted the pulse time automatically. The penetration was essentially 
consistent and uniform throughout the test run, even for transition at the step. Tbe 
repilarity o f both the top bead and underbead is shown in R g. 9-11 and tbe relevant 
welding parameters are given in Table 9-1.
In an additional test, two steps were constructed by caoss-overlappiiv a 1.6 mm 
thick plate on to a 1.0 nun thick plate. Again the S3rstem adjusted the pulse time 
nhnmatically  to provide consistent and uniform penetration in both the «nH thin 
sectiona, aa shown in R g. 9-12. However, it should be noted that due to air gap 
between the plates at the start o f the overlaps, the weld pool did not immediately 
penetrate at the cross-over point. In this case, the control syaton provided 
excessively long pulses o f the maximum pom itted duration, R g. 9-13, until fiiU 
penetration was re-established, R g. 9-14.
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9Jkl2. WtUbtg
H k  perfonnaiice o f the control system was assessed for v ^ d iiig  butt joints in plates 
with equal thidmess and for plates o f dissimilar thickness; the details o f the joints, 
pulse current and welding parameteis used are given in Table 9-1.
For the similar thickness joints, the system was found to be capable o f 
maintaining a constant weld pool size by adjusting the pulse time throughout the weld 
ran. The penetration was oonsistein and uniform as shown in Fig. 9-15 for the square 
butt joint in 25 mm thidt plates. The butt joint in the dissimilar plate thicknesses o f
1.6 and 2.6 mm, was equally successfol as shown in R g. 9-16.
9 A 5 . Evataatfoa with HF arc initiation
When the system was initially tested with HF arc initiation, the penetration control 
unit broke down. The problem was overcome by using a commercially available 
dectronk mains filter adaptor for the mains supply o f the camera. In addition, the 
switching sequence o f the mains supply to the different equipment units was riin gprl 
For example, the mains supply for both the control unit and traverse remains 
switched o ff until the arc is established. A t this instant, the HF unit is switched o ff 
and the mains supply to the control unit and traverse ate switched on automatically 
by the power source ootXrol dreuto. This sequence provided reliable arc ignitiao and 
initiation o f the w dding operations.
9£3.\. Control pnfonmaitet
The control performance was tested in bead-on-plate teats for constant plate 
thickneas over the range o f 1.0 to 3.2 mm and also for gradually varying plate 
thidmras ficra 3.2 to 1.0 mm over 150 mm length. The relevam control and welding 
parameters are given in Table 9-1 and satisfactory results were obtained in all cases.
For the tapered plate, tbs progressive reduction in pulse time is shown in 
Fig. 9-17 and the appearance o f the weld bead is shown in R g. 9-18.
In addition, the control unit was set to produce a minimum penetration. The 
respome o f the control system was found to be sufficiently sensitive such that a wdd 
pool o f a very small size could be produced and maintained constant throughout the 
test run. This was obtained due to the accurate detection o f the weld pool profile and
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t i »  conM poodiag piedse coottol o f the pulse time which i i  provided by the control 
lyttem . H ie  weld pool could be reliably tenninated m foon at it penetrated the plate 
which pnxhiced an underbead width aa little aa about 1 mm. The conaiatency o f the 
top bead and undeibead are ahown in Fig. 9-19.
9.7. IHSCUSaON
The hard-wired T IG  control unit haa been demonatrated to be capable o f cootroUing 
weld penetration automatically by ai^uatiiig the pulae time and producing the deaired 
degree o f weld pool penetration. For a apecific application, the cnrtrol unh muat fiiat 
be preprogrammed with a auitaUe combination o f the pulae parameteia including 
pulae frequency, badtground current level, pulae current level, maximum pulae time, 
and the travcne apeed. With an incorrect aet o f parameteta, although the penetration 
would be controlled, the weld bead produced would have an irregular appearance. 
The pulae current level ia probably the moat critical parameter and thia muat be aet 
according to the plate thickneca to achieve rapid penetration o f the material; auitable 
welding parameters for a range o f thidmeaaea o f atainleas ateel plate are provided in 
Table 9-1.
The aelection o f the tranaducer' parameters including the distance o f the object 
lens and workpiece, optical filter, camera aperture and focus adjustments, is also 
crucial in producing an acceptable weld bead profile. Incorrect settings may prevent 
die control unit bom  diatinguiahiiig clearly the edge betwem the weld pool and the 
heat affected zone. It is also important that once the unit haa been set up, it must 
remain unaltered and only the referenoe threshold level gh ««gpd to vary the degree 
o f penetration.
An advantageous feature o f the unit compared to the microcomputer based 
system, is undoubtedly the automatic HF arc initiation. In the previous m ia o - 
cnmpintT based system, HF arc hdriarion could not be employed without the software 
program becoming corrupted. However, evm  the hard-wired control system should 
not be switched on simultaneously with the HF unit, because line transmitted or 
radiated HF emissions can cause breakdown o f the electronic components. This 
problem was satisfactorily resolved in the overall control sequence where the 
penetration control unit and traverse remained switched o ff while the HF unit is
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«witcfaed on at the m ne time m  the power n u ice. A s soon as the arc is
the HF unit is switched o ff and both the control unit and the traverse ate switched
on automatkally and exercise control o f penetration. This is fart
(typically < 1 msec) and does not cause any delay in the control o f weld pool
penetratioa.
Finally, it ahouM be noted that the use o f the control unit o f the type described 
in this report, ix. employing a harkfacc transducer, can only be used when there is 
reasonable access to badrface o f the joint. Ftor the w ider application o f real-tim e 
control techniques in T IG  welding, a ffontface control technique w ill undoubtedly be 
required.
9,1. CO NC LU SIO NS
1. A  hard-wired control unit has b e »  developed for controlling weld pool 
penetratioo in T IG  welding using a badcface monitoring technique bmed on a 
fibre optica/video camera technique.
2. The system can be operated with an HF unit for automatic arc initiation without 
damage to the electronic compcments.
3. The system can produce welds with consistent bead width in a range o f 
stainless steel plate thicknesses, 1.0 to 3.2 nun.
4. The control unit can automatically ac^ust the pulse rime to »em wm wvietf a 
change in plate thidmess, either a step change (2.0 to 1.0 mm) or a gradually 
varying change in thickness (3.2 to 1.0 mm over a length o f 150 mm).
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUDING SUMMARY
This Mudy hM achieved two objectives:
1. Syneigic cootioU (i.e . real time control methods) have been developed for 
two modes o f M IG  welding —  steady DC open arc and short cucuiting arc 
operations.
2. A  mkrocomputer based penetration control system for T IG  welding has been 
evaluated. In addition, a hard-wired control unit has been devdoped to 
replaoe the microcomputer and interfacing unit, so that the system could be 
used with automatic HF arc initiation.
H k  synergic oontrols are being incorpomted in M IG  welding power sources 
the world over. The penetration control is now being used in industry for critical 
applications.
These developments are in the follow ing sections.
lt .1 . SYN E R G IC  C O N T R O L  IN  M IG  W E LD IN G
The convoitiooal steady DC open arc and shmt circuiting arc operatioiis require not 
only skill and time to establish correct welding ctniditions, but these are 
impracticable for automated and robotic systems requiring a fu t change hi the 
w elding condhionB to suit various joints. To resolve these difficulties, synergic 
controls have now been developed.
The qiproach comprises development o f basic relationships, and then design and 
construction o f electronic control units which execute control equations and regulate 
a transistor power source. In operation, the control systems initiate and maintain 
stable arc operation automatically for m y constant wire feed tpeed over the operating
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lanfB, H i d  alfo provide HaUe h c  opentioa even when the w ire feed ipeed it 
rfiM igiin , whether gradually or modulated. Therefore, the oontrola not only aimplify 
aettiiig up the welding conditioaa, but also enable w ire feed speed to be programmed 
as required to refine the welding operation. Furthermore, the control extends the 
scope o f yfp|ir»rinn o f Steady DC open arc and short circuiting arc to thermal 
piileing, w h oe the w ire feed speed (currm t) is modulated automatically, to make 
sound welds even in joints with narrow gap preparation.
In all, three control units have been developed. The ekctronic circuits o f these 
unit« are very simple and can be constructed readily with a few  inexpensive 
components.
Control equations
Steady DC opoi arc operation has been characterised by two basic relationshipe. The 
cnnf « r* o f power has been used to obtain a quadratic 'power-cuncnf eqpatkm, which 
is simple. Ftirthennote, this equation h v  been approximated to obtain a lin ev  
'power-curreaf control equation, which is even simpler. Both the equatiooa could be 
used to regulate stable synergic operation.
The power-current approaches are vosatile in that the power source can be 
operated with its output characteristics set in constant curreal, constant voltage or any 
intermediate mode.
Ahhough this r f fTnw* can perform synergic control successfully for a steady 
DC open arc, it is lim ited in that it does not (Movide control for short d icu iting arc 
operadon.
In addition, the gm^*^*****^ linear Voltage-currenf relatioiiahip has been used 
to regulate steady DC open arc operation. A  control unit using this relationship can 
only be operated with the power aouroe set in constant voltage mode. However, the 
control is versatile in that it provides synergic operation aucceaefully for both steady 
DC open arc and short circuiting arc operatkms.
CsHtral units
The ekclronic drcuils for three control units developed to apply the coikrol erpiations 
are very simple and can be constructed readily with a few  inexpensive components.
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Rutbennofe, each contiol unit requires only a cuncnt (and vo ita fe ) signal. 
Tbe current signal is obtained conveniently from a static transducer —  a shunt —  
connected in the welding circuit, and the voltage signal is taken betwera tbe contact 
tube and woikpiece. The opentiao is entirely independent o f any dyuanic tieeduoer, 
such as a tachogeneiator measuring the wire feed speed, which could be liable to 
errocs by slippage. Therefore, tbe operation o f the control units is immune from 
external problems.
A daptation o f the control units
The synergic system has attracted considerable interest but its widespread use in 
industry w ill remain restricted i f  the control units worit only with a transistor 
controlled power source. This type o f power source is accurate and versatile, but 
because o f high cost, its use is restricted to high quality applicatioin. Therefore, to 
fMslitate transfer o f the synergic control technology into industry, tbe coiUrol units 
have been adapted to wotk with a low  cost, commonly used thyristor controlled 
power source.
Unlike the transistor controlled power source which provides voltage
output for any current, the ouqwt characteristics o f tbe thyristor controlled power 
source have a droop (3  VAOO A ). Therefore, for a given reference signal, the voltage 
is not maintained constant but decreases continuously with current. Furthennore, the 
output voltage is not proportional to the input reference voltage.
The follow ing three adaptation techniques have been used:
a ) . Reference voltage-current relationships;
b ) . Voltage feedbadc control;
c ) . Scaling the output.
Techniques a ) and b ) have been used for tbe linear voltage-current control 
unit, and b ) and c ) for each o f the quadratic and linear power-currertf control units. 
In the fittf trcheriqiir, the generalised control equation, used previously for the
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tiaa iktar ooolroUed power louroe, hae been extended to take into account the e^ c ta  
o f both the slope o f the output characteristics and noo-proportiooality o f the input- 
output characteiistics.
In the technique, a Voltage feedback' control circuit baa been added
between the original control unit and the power source. The circuit, in essence, 
causes the power source to simulate near-perfect constant voltage operation similar 
to that provided by the transistor controlled power source otigm ally used.
In the third technique, the range o f power-currem control unit output has 
been from 0-5 V , previously used, to 0-15 V  which is the reference range
o f the thyristor controlled p ow a  source. This syston does not require any further 
mnHifiratinn o f change in the power soutce, because the unit is independent
o f power source characteristics.
Prepanliaa of a control system
To prepare a control system for welding operation, the control unit was (wogrammed 
«im ply with the parametric constant relevant to a given matcrial/wire 
<ti«itwym-/«hirJ<ttng gas oombitution (ar>d those relevant to the power source).
Evaluation
In general, the control systems have been evaluated com preheuively fo r
1. A rc initiation;
2. Constant w ire feed speed;
3. Variable w ire feed speed;
4. Modulated wire feed speed;
5. E ffect o f w ire extension;
6. E ffect o f w ire diameter,
7. E ffect o f shielding gas.
Rirthermore, the systems have been tested for welding operation in both mechanised 
and mamial operations.
In all cates, the systems have been found to be capable o f providing synergic
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openboo, whereby fU U e arc opeiatioa is automatically for any operator
wierted wire feed ^wed, wliellier held cmislant, varied gradually or modulated. Tfaua, 
steady DC open arc and shaft cucuiting arc operation have been «implifiwi
Tw o electronic control units have been developed to provide synergic control 
o f steady DC arc welding, using a transistor controlled power source. One is 
based on a quadratic power-current equation, and the other is based on a 
linear approziniation o f the quadratic equation.
Both control units can operate with the power source set in constant current, 
constant voltage, or any intermediate mode o f output opoations.
A  third electronic control unit has been developed to regulate the linear 
voltage-current relationship to provide synergic control o f both steady DC 
tmd short dicuiting arc operation. This control unk operates with the 
power source set in nominally constant voltage mode.
Each control unit operates from the current signal (or together with the 
voltage signal) which is conveniently obtained from a static transducer (a 
shunt) connected in the arc circuit. Because the transducer is static, the 
control unit is immune to any external problems.
5. The three control units have been successfully to operate with a
commercially available thyristor controlled power source.
6. The linear volfege-current control unit has been adapted by deriving a 
generalised ’reference voltage-cutrenf relationship. This inrtiKW  tin» 
parametric constants relevant to the output characteristics o f the power source, 
in addhioa to the voltage-currm t relationship for the arc operatioa.
7. Alternatively, the comrol unit has been adapted by the additkm o f an
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electroiiic d icu it providiiig voltage feedback control o f the power lou ice, ao 
that the power aouioe operates effectively in a perfectly constant voltage 
mode.
8. The voltage feedback control technique has also been used to adapt both the 
quadratic and linear power-current ctmtrol units.
9. Both the quadratic and linear power-current control units have been 
by an alternative technique o f rescaling the output to provide 0-15 V , 
relevant to the input reference range o f the thyristor power source.
10. The three control units have been shown to be capable o f performing synergic 
operatk». Thus, both steady DC open arc and short circuiting arc operations 
are not only sim plified but also their range o f application is extended.
11. The control umts have been shown to be capable o f crmnrf welds in
a range o f applications using both mechanised and welding
techniques.
I t J .  PENETKATTO N  C O N TR O L  IN  T IG  W E LD IN G  
Ptevious penetration control systems for TTG welding used a photodiode as a sensor. 
Essentially, the diode measures an average level o f ladinrinn from the weld bead 
penrtialwri M the hsfkfaoe o f the workpiece, and provides a signal to control process 
paramr.tfjs  so that uniform penetration is achieved. However, the pf-m ^j iinn control 
is not reliable when changes occur in the radiation level because o f r im ijwi in 
em iasivity o f the workpiece surface.
To  overcome this problem, an alternative pwifrrarini control system,
baaed on a fibre optk/video cam oa as a sensor and a mkrocomputer as a cornroU«, 
has been developed at the University o f Liverpool. Essentially the system controls 
the sine o f the weld pool, mstrad o f an average level o f radiation, by regulating p«i«^ 
current period. The system has been evaluated at The W elding Institute and fann«t 
to be capable o f controlling pm etratk» accurately, but it cannot be used with High
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Ftoqueocy (H F ) arc diacfaaife, required for automatic arc initMtjnn Thk ia
the electronic cnmponentt malfunction and the software operatian hnmm^ ccnupted
because o f HF interferenoe.
A  hard-wired control unit has been designed and developed at TTie W elding 
Institute to replace the microcomputer and interfacing unit. This system can be 
operated reliably with automatic HF arc initiatioa. The system is now being used fiir 
high quality industrial applications.
H ie backfoce penetration control based on fibre optics, video camera and 
mkrocomputer system has been found capable o f ocmtrolling weld bead 
penetration in T IG  welding, for a range o f stainless steel plate thirknw« «iwt 
joints.
The control system can control the penetration uniformly in plates with 
grachially varying as w ell as step variable thicknesses.
3. The system cannot be operated with an HF unit for auttmutic arc iniri«rtnn 
because the electronic components and software become omupted.
4. A  hard-wired control unit has been developed to replace the microcomputer 
based controller.
5. The system can be operated reliably with automatic HF arc iniri«Hon
6. The system has been found to be capable o f controlling the weld 
penetration accurately in stoinless steel plates and joints, for uniform as w ell 
as variable material thicknesses.
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A P P E N D K  A
A  B R I E F  R E V I E W  O F  M I G  W E L D IN G
Al. INTRODUCTION
Tb it review seti out to give a penpective o f advances in development o f the M IG  
process. It complements the review  in Chapter 2 which covered control methods o f 
the <me-knob M IG  welding power sources developed previously to sim plify the 
setting-up o f welding condhioas for both steady DC open arc and short circuiting 
arc operatioiis.
M IG  (M etal Inert Gas) welding was introduced in 1948 (A l).  The process is 
now w ell estahllshfid for welding a ^reriely o f fenous and non-ferrous 
Basically it has three operational modes:
—  Steady DC open arc;
—  Short circuiting arc;
—  Pulsed arc operation.
For each mode, the physical processes taking place in the arc causing metal tnmsfer, 
heat transfer, and weld pool sdning, determine weld quality. These processes, which 
are compì « ,  have been studied by a number o f investigators (A 2 -A 7 ). However, in 
•sneral, the development o f these inodes is described in the fotlow ing sectkxis.
A2. ES^NTIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ARC ETABILITY
For successful operation o f M IG  welding, two essential requirements must be
ftilfllled. Firstly, the w ire feed speed must match the bunioff late, so that a constant
A - 1
arc length i i  maintained. Seooadly, metal tianifer fixxn the w ire electrode abould be 
in the fixm  o f small droplets so that a unitom  weld bead is formed. Otherwise, large 
dio|det or globular type metal transfer would produce not only irregular weld beads 
but also cause lack o f penetratico and lad -o f-fu sk m  defects.
A J . O TEAD Y DC O rE N  A R C  O PE R A TIO N
M IG  welding was first reported in 1948 (A l )  for DC open arc operation, in which 
a nominally steady current is used to an arc o f constant length (say 3 -
10mm). In this mode, the requirement on arc length can be fu lfilled over a w ide 
current (  or w ire feed speed) range, -  SO-50QA. However, the requirement on metal 
transfer can only be fiilfiU ed over a lim ited range, from a critical current (  -  2S0A) 
upwards at which a transitian occurs from the unsuitaUe globular to the desirable 
small droplet (spray) type metal transfer, R g. A -1  (A 8 -A 1 4 ). Thus, applications 
requiring low  current, such as join ing thin sheet materials and positional welding, are 
not feasible.
In the transitional range, a new type o f metal transfer, called 'drop ^rray* has been 
discovered. Fig. A -2  (A 8 ). It comprises medium sized regular qrherical droplets 
givin g reduced spatter and fumes (AS , A9, A12). For a given w ire and
diameter, the transitioo  current is dependent on «h tridtin  gas and w ire eztensioa 
uaed. Fig. A -3  (A14).
For steady DC arc M IO  operatkm, with a required wire materialAvire 
diameter/shielding  gas combination, the operating variables include wire feed speed, 
oirrent and arc voltage, t o  a given arc lerrgth and w ire extenskm. Tliese variables 
provide two relationships which could specify the operatioa entirely; the first, current
A - 2
Fig. A -1 . Typical bum off characteristic for 1.2mm diameter mild steel w ire in 
A r -f 5%C02 shielding gas.
Rg. A -2 . Burnoff characteristics for 12mm diameter m ild steel w ire in A r + 5% C0, 
shielding gas, showing 'drop q>ray' metal transfer current range (A 9 ).
A - 3
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b)
Fig. A -3 . Effect on the droplet frequency and transition cuirent due to: 
a) shielding gas (A 14 ) b ) electrode extension (A 14 )
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-  w ire feed tpttd (called buinoff), and the recoad, voltage -  current relationthip. 
H iese relationahipe and the tfk tít o f procere parameten <m the basic lelatkmshipe 
have been described in CSiapter 4 o f this thesis.
AA. S E LF-A D JU S TM E N T O F  A R C  LE N G TH  
Initially, the process was operated using a power source giving a nominally 
current or drooping mode o f o u ^  characteristic, n g . A -4  (A 15 ). A t this mode 
does not provide any aelf-acyustment o f the arc length, the currem has to be carefully 
adpisted so tlut the bum off rate matches the wire feed speed for any required arc 
length. Otherwise, even a small mismatch between the current and wire feed ^>eed 
produces arc length instability, and causes either short circuiting or an excessively 
long arc and poasiUy bu m ba^  Therefore, arc voltage cortfrol was incorponded, 
whereby a reference voltage representative o f the required arc voltage is compared 
with actual arc voltage and the difference between the two values, called the error 
signal, is used to regulate the wire feed qieed. Although this method works w ell for 
stable arc operation, it provides inadequate re^wnse to fest vrdtage fluctuations 
which occur in some welding situations.
Use o f a power source with a raxninally voltage or flat output
characteristics. Fig. A~5 (A 15 ), m noved the difflcuhies rmttmrát |)y excessive arc 
length imtaWlity (A16 ). This is because the flat characteristic provides a degree o f 
aelf-ad|ustment fat arc length, as a consequence o f relatively l a ^  changes in current 
for a given change in arc voltage (o r length). A rc length fluetuarinn« are thus 
restricted within narrow lim ita and arc operation remains largely stable. 
Oonaequendy, the process became more popular in bdustry.
A - 5
Fig. A -4 . Typical static output characteristic for a constant current or 'drooping' 
characteristics power source (A IS ).
Rg. A S . Typical static output characteristic for a constant voltage or 'flat' 
characteristics power source (A15).
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AS. SH O R T C m C U n iN G  A R C  O PE R A TIO N
For K eel w irei, the lim itatkn impoeed by globular metal tram fer K  lower cuneut 
could be removed by uaing the thmt drcuitiiig arc technique (A 17-A20 ). In thia 
technique, a power aource with lU t o u ^  characteiiatica i i  uaed and the arc vottage 
(arc length) i f  reduced for a given w ire feed ipecd, wcfa that the arc operation 
oompriaea arcing and ahort d icu itiiig intervala altem atiiif K  approximately 50- 
200Hz, Fig. A -6  (A21). Conaequently, both the arc voltage and cuirent
conaiatently. TTierefore theae parameteia in general are described the mean valuea. 
W ith thia type o f arc operatkm, not only can the balance between the wire feed ^ »eed
and bum t^ n te  be maintained, but alao amall droplet type metal tianafer ia achieved 
by the ahort circuits.
TTie alope o f the o u ^  cfaaracteiiatica o f the power aource ia an imponant 
parameter in the short circuiting arc operatko. TTiia is because it contiola the
magnitude o f the short circuit current, which in turn causes detachment o f the molten 
droplets from the electrode wire due to the weU known electromagnetic pinch e fect.
TTmt is, short circuit current (and therefore pinch effect) is a function o f the alope o f 
the output characteristics o f the power source. Fig. A -7  (A15, A22). Fbr a smaUer 
slope, the short circuit current w ill rise more rapidly to a higher level. The p»~»h 
effect w ill also be high and molten droplets w ill be detached explosively, creating 
excessive qtKter.
When die ahort circuit current is excessively low  due to a steeper slope, the
pinch effect will be inadequate to transfer the droplet and re-establish the arc. Under
these oonditioiis the wire would tend to freeze to the weld p o o l When the short 
circuit current is K  the optimum level, the metal transfer is smooth with very little
A - 7
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Aix Short Nocking High-currant Sanding Arc
diminishing circuit trc ro-ignltion currant src dlmlnMiini
Fig. A -6 . The shoit dicuiting arc process showing typical cunent and voltage 
waveftxms, and high speed cine record for 1.2mm diameter m ild steel w ire at 
42mm/s w ire feed speed in CO ] shielding gas (A21).
Fig. A -7 . Effect o f changing slope o f output characteristic o f a power source on 
short circuit current (A15).
A - 8
■pitter. Many oouUat voltafD power touioee aie provided with alope at^ustmeat. 
either in atepe or oontiiiuoua to provide deaiiable operating conditioaa. Some power 
aouioea have a fixed alope which haa been preaet for moat common welding 
oooditiona.
Another raarntial requirement, relevant only to the abort circuiting arc 
operation, ia that the late o i riae o f current during a ahort circuit muat be restricted 
between two limits, H g. A —8 (A23 ). Thia ia achieved by varying the in A irtu ry 
aome other device) contained in the arc circuit. Otherwise, an excessively high rate 
o f rise o f current would cause spatter, or an insufficient rate o f rise a «luggi«h  arc 
performance. Fig. A -9  (A IS ). Between these limits, the rate o f rise o f current can 
be adjusted further to provide optimum arc pf.rfmrmanrT
The effects o f both the slope o f the output characteristic and the 
are shown in Fig. A -9  (A15 ). The maximum level o f the output current is 
determined by the slope o f the characteristic, whereas the rate o f rite o f current it 
controlled by the combined effect o f the mductancc and resistanoe.
A  meroure o f arc stability has been related to maximniti ahort circuit 
fiequency. Fig. A -10  (A 21 ), minimum standard deviation o f current peaks Fig. A -11  
(A24, A 25 ) and a rado arc time to abort circuit time (A26 ). A  reductiaii in spatter 
baa been achieved by contndling the short circuit current level and waveform (A 2 7 - 
A29).
A - 9
n g . A -8 . Optimum westing mnge o f rate o f rise o f cunent, controlled by inductance 
during the sboit dfcu it, for 1.2mm diameter mild steel w ire (A23 ).
Rg. A -9 . O iange in rate o f current rise due to added inductance (A15).
A  -  10
R *- A -IO . Dependence o f short circuit frequency on both, voltage and wire diameter 
for steel in COj (A21).
4/r <
A - l l .  E ffect o f arc voltage on standard deviation values o f short circuit current 
levels. Minimum standard deviation indicates the most stable arc (A 24 ).
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Aj í. p u l s e d  o p e r a h o n
Pulsed M IO  is soother method developed to remove the limitation tm pnf^ by 
globular metal transfer, in which the current is periodically modulated between a low  
bndcground level and high pulse level (A30, AS ). The pulse parameters are shown 
schematically in fig. A - 12. W hile the overall mean current falls within the range 
nonnally aw ociated with globular transfer, the pulse level exceeds the critical value 
to transfer a small drofdet. Thus droplet type (spray) transfer is produced by repeated 
application o f a current pulse.
A lthough the technique is attractive in that it extends open arc operation to 
low  current, it is not easy to set up a working welding conditian. For a given wire 
feed speed (o r mean current), the pulse amplitude and duration together must be 
arQusted so that at least one droplet is detached with each pulse. In addition, the 
mean cunent, detennined by a combination o f four pulse parameters, must be thur 
g iving a bum off rate equal to the wire feed ^>eed to maintain a u c  length.
To  aoomnplish sudi adjustmertt in practioe is diCBcult. Furthermore, even minor 
changes in w ire feed speed, which can frequently occur with commercial equipment, 
lead to degeneiatioo o f the established welding condition, n u a in j uiq m H m»<«i 
transfer instability, hum backs or stubbing-in.
A .7 . T R A N S IE ro R  PO W E R  SOURCE
The advent o f the transistor power source (A 31 ) was a major stqi forward in the 
research and control o f the M IG  process. This is because the power source can 
provide voltage or curretU ou^mt o f any waveform and level with accuracy.
The power source comprised a three phase transformer rectifier unit with the
A - 1 2
•dcUtkiB o f a f ewlhack oontroUed lin ev  ttintiaKir ta k a  ngulator. Tbe toantfoniier 
rectifier provided atcady DC which w ai then controlled by the regulator to lupply the 
arc with the deaired current wavefonn (e.g. nrooth DC or modulated wavefonn). Ih e  
range al the current extended from 0-50GA. A s the frequency response o f the 
transistor regulator extended from DC to about lOkHz, the power source could 
provide a square wave modulated current w ith a range o f frequencies up to IkHz.
The regulator could be operated in either constant current or constant voltage 
mode. It was driven from an instruction or reference signal, on the basis that 0 -SV  
reference input gave 0-500A regulator output to the arc for constant current mode 
and 0-50V  output for the constant vtdtage mode. Tbe calibrated reference signal o f 
the desired level was provided by tbe associated electronic control unit.
A .7 . SYN E R G IC  C O N TR O L IN  M IG  W E LD IN G  —  pulsed op en tloa
Synergic control has transformed conventional M IO  welding —  pulsed operation' 
which was impractical because o f the d iffia ilties  in setting up stable welding 
conditions, into a usable procem (A32). It is capaUe not only o f setting up stable 
welding conditions automatically at constant w ire feed speed, but also laovides stable 
arc operation even when tbs wire feed ^ >eed is changing. Fig. A -1 3 . Control is baaed 
on a relationship between the mean cuiient (or w ire feed speed) and pT«m #*«n« o f 
the pulse waveform. Although the relationship is very simple, it expresses all possible 
modes in which the pulse parameters can be varied relevant to the w ire feed speed 
(or mean current).
In practioe, an electronic control unit or a mkrocomputer (A 33 ) computes the 
relationship, acoosding to w ire feed speed (o r its dependent parameters), and drives
A  -  13
R g- A -12 . Schematic square pulsed current waveform showing pulse parameters. 
Ip. T , —  pulse current and duration;
C  Tp —  background current and duration;
I .  —  mean current; T  —  total cycle duration.
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I^g- A -1 3 . Synergic control in pulsed operation o f M IG  process showing the 
variation in current parameters with variation o f wire feed speed (A31).
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a tianrii tnr power eouioe, eucii tlwt euitable pulae penm eten an  aiQuited 
automatically p rovid iiif itable arc opeiatioa even for aquan wave modulated w in  
feed ipeed. A ll that la needed from the opeiator is to select the w in  feed wpetA for 
the nqu iicd appUcatioiL In additioa, the feed speed can be programmed as desired 
for robotic applications. Another important featun o f the control is that it enables 
modulated w in  feed speed to be operated for thermal m any frequency and
with as much difference as desired between low  and high feed speed levels o f 
modulation. A s these advantages have made synergic ccmtrol attractive to industry, 
it has already been incorporated in many coimnercial power sources the world over.
A X  E FFE C T O F  PROCESS PA R AM E 1E R S O N  SYN E R G IC
R E LA T IO N S H IP
Ih e  synergic equation (A 33 ) has been bated on proportionality o f butnoff 
relationship ngardlett o f w in  material, w in  diameter, w in  extension, shielding gas 
or arc voltage. Therefon the effects o f these parameters on the burnoff behaviour 
would determine bow the synergic control should be modified to aoconunodate 
changes fat these parameters.
A  sped fle synergic nlationship bat been derived (A34, A35) tndiidiiig the 
effect o f w in  extension with any w in  material and diameter. Furthermote, butnoff 
relationships obtained empirically for various w in  materialAvin 
gat combinatiaot have been obtained (A 34-A41 ). A ll these n la tioo th :^  an  again 
linear and past through the origin, whether the w in  material is m ild steel, stainless 
steel, nickel chrome alloy, aluminium or aluminium alloy. Sim ilarly, proportionality 
is not affected whether the w in  diameter is imm, 1.2mm (A 34 -A 41 ) or l.timm.
A -  15
w fa c ifa e rtlie iliie ld iii(gM k A r(A 3 8 ). A rf2 % 0 , (A 3 7 )o rA r f5 «€ X > , (A 34-A 36 ); 
and whether the w ire extension is lln u n  or 15nun (A 34 -A 37 ). Th m fore for a w ide 
range o f wire materials, w ire diameters, shielding gases and for a relatively Hmhtitt 
but nevertheless, working tangs (11 to 15mm) o f wire extension, all o f which are 
normaUy used fat practioe, the proportionality o f bum off relatiimship is maintained.
A3. M A IN  A D V A N TA G E S  O F SYN E R G IC  O PE R A T IO N
Tbs potential advantages o f synergic pulsed M IG  operation are described below.
Ona-haMib operation
A  synergic system provides oik knob operation for a given w ire material Avire 
diametcrA hirlding  gas oombinathm. Ib e  mean current can be ailjuated for a required 
application simply from the one-knob'curienf control. A  further trim 'control is also 
provided for acQusting arc length to optimise control o f the weld pool. These ctmtrols 
virtually eliminate the need for the operator to set up suitable pulse parameters.
Wide rm ^ of operating cnrrent
For a given w ire diameter, the current can be varied continuously over the entire 
range fiom  as low  as 5QA to the rated value o f the power source, say 50QA. This 
range provides great flexib ility o f welding a wide range o f material diickness, from 
thin sheet to thick sections. In contrast, conventional M IG  power sources require re­
adjustment o f the oontnds as the current (w ire feed tpeed) is changed to suit specific 
qiplications.
A  -  16
ProSt eontrol
Synergic operation provides profile control, far example, in crater filUng at the end 
o f the weld aeam, whereby the wire feed tpced can be steadily reduced fiom  nnrm.i 
nmniiig level with the arc length remaining constant throughout. Sim ilarly, the profile 
at the weld start can be altered to avoid excessive build up which normally occurs 
in M IG  welding.
Modulated wire feed speed
Because pulse parameters are related to the wire feed npccd, stable arc and metal 
transfer can be maintained even with the modulated wire feed qreed, ix . thermal 
pulsing. W hile the w ire feed speed modulates between low  and high levels, the 
intensity and width o f the arc column also modulate, fusing the joint unifonnly as 
w ell as stirring the weld pool to g ive better wetting on to the joint walls and 
producing good penetndiotL
Rednead sputter and ftone
Compared with short circuiting, synergic operation is virtually free fiom  spatter. In 
fitroe level is reduced with synergic operation (A 9 , A lO X n n ^ |
transfer is oontroUed and occurs far the form o f tegular spherical droplets.
Synergic pulsed M IG  can operate noth a wide range o f wire materials, 
thoue which cannot be operated with a short drcuiting mode o f metal e .g
stainicas steel, aluminium alloys and nickel alloys.
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A J * . F LU X -C O K E D  W IR E S
Gw-ihieldcd flux-cored wires a «  gelned acceptance tor welding itainle« steel and
noo-fenous materials, but in the mid 1950s they bepn  to be promoted to weld miiH 
steel and low  aUoy steeb (A42, A43). T ie  electrodes and relevant equipment were 
reflned and introduced in essentiaUy the present Conn in 1957 (A15 ). T lie pro m s is 
still being developed. W re  and flux oomposhioos are being improved continuously 
to provide a staUe are and metal transfer, together with improved weld properties. 
A lloy  wires and small diameter w ires have been developed more recently (A42, 
A43).
H ie benefits welding with flux-cored wires are achieved mainly fiom  a 
combination o f the follow ing three factors:
1. Greater productivity due to continuous w ire feeding.
2. Metallurgical benefits provided by the flux.
3. Improvement in the weld bead shape provided by the slag.
Although solid M IG  wires can achieve high depositian rates, practical problems are 
minimised by use o f flux-cored wires. Fbr any given wire diameter, the « « » » •  current 
w ill produce higher anrent density, and hence greater f t l  heating in the wire 
e iteM ioo. and a higher deposition rate with tubular wires rt««« solid wires, 
A -1 4  (A 42 ). The slag fanners and readily enmpmmHf in t|ie yore can 
causcastablearc,goodcontrol<rfbeadshaoc. areater weld metal 1^ ,^
flatter, all positioiial welding and high deposition rates (A42, A44, A45, A46).
A - 1 8
A -14 . Deposition rates for solid and flux-cored w ire CO, welding compared 
with those for M M A and submerged-arc welding (A42).
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A J L  C O N C LU IH N G  RB3MARKS
Since introduction o f the M IO  procero in 1948, great progrcaa has been in its 
developm ent A t pietent the proce «  i i  uaed eztensivdy, mainly in three equally 
impartant modes. For successful opendk», the basic requirements o f each mode are 
essentially the same, that is, balance between the w ire feed speed and the bumoff 
late, specified by the buinoff relatkmship, and small droplet type metal transfer from 
the w ire electrode. The main difference between the three modes is that their 
opcTating  ranges are different. The original mode, steady DC open arc operation, 
fu lfils the basic requirements at relatively high currents. Therefore this mode is used 
for qtpUcatioas requiring high cuirents, for example, welding relatively thidc 
materials in the down hand position. The other two modes can fu lfil the basic 
requirements at low  currents. Therefore both modes are used for appU catk» 
requiring low  cum ntl, for erample, welding nf thin «nH pnairinml awlHjng
For each mode, the sreld quality depends tm the arc and the metal transfer 
stability. For steady DC open arc operation, the required type o f metal transfer occurs 
naturally for currents greater than the critical value. Therefore no special control o f 
the parameters is required to assist metal transfer. However, for arc stability, se lf- 
aiyuatment o f arc length is caaential, othenrise arc length w ill fluctuate. This 
a^fustmern, far the conventioaal process operation, is adiieved simply by using a 
nominally  constant vottage or flat o u ^  dtaracterislic. In this method, arc voltage 
must be adjusted for a given w ire feed speed. Therefore the method is for
modulated w ire feed q>eed opetations, for example, those required to achieve thermal 
r“ t«t"g
To achieve stable are and metal trarofer srith short circuiting arc operation is
A - 2 0
more compto i. This is because, in additioa to the requirement o f a flat output 
chaiacteiiatic o f the power source, the rate o f rise o f current during the short circuits 
must also be optimised to avoid q>atter. In practice, this is achieved by adjusting an 
inductanoe included in the welding circuit. Furthermore the arc voltage must be 
adjusted accurately to obtain regular and high short circuitiiig frequency, which 
results in consisteid bead dqweits.
The pulsed M IG , where the current is periodically modulated between a low  
badtground level and a high pulse level, produces regular and spatter-free metal 
transfer. In principle, droplets o f different sizes can be «WariwH by acyusting the 
pulse parameters, but the droplet sizes corresponding to 'D rop-qiray' (A lO ) have 
been recommended for reduced spatter and fumes.
Although the pulse technique is attractive, it is not easy to set up a stable 
welding conditiaa in practice. This requires accurate adjustment o f the relevant 
combinations o f operating pulse parameters. However, this difficulty has already been 
removed by developing s y n e ^  control which relates all the relevatd parameters to 
the wire feed speed. Essetttially, an electronic control unit or a microcomputer 
executes the synergte relationship automatically and controls the power source, to 
that the required pulse parameters for any given w ire feed speed are tiqipUed to the 
arc. A ll that is needed from the operator is to select the wire feed ^>eed for the 
required appUcatkm. A s the synergic qrstem greatly simplifies pulsed operation, it 
has already been incorporated in oonunerdal power sources.
Sim ilariy, the difficulty in setting up welding conditions would be removed 
i f  'synergic' type control systems could be developed for steady DC open arc and 
short circuiting arc operations. Such t)rstemt would also make possible ttifpn iii
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puUns where the wire feed ipecd it  modulHed to m «ir« w cld i with 
d ia n cte iittk i. Development o f lynergic oontiolt for both the modes was the 
otqective o f the work described in Pu t 1 o f this
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